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EDITORIAL NOTE

From this year onwards, the European Journal on Criminal Policy and
Research will be published by Kluwer Academie Publishers. The reason
for this is the take-over of thé former publishing house Kugler by a Dutch
publisher which was only oriented towards the national market. The Research and Documentation Centre is very pleased to have found such a
prestigious publishing house as Kluwer Academie Publishers in order to
continue publication of the European Journal. There will be no changes
in the editorial policy. The joernal will be - as usual - policy-oriented and
research-based, with a European perspective on the problem of crime and
criminal justice.
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EDITORIAL

According to Christopher Lapch the family could (or should) be seen as
"a haven in a heartless world". In the seventies, he restored the family
as the cornerstone of culture. Raising children in a stable and safe environment seems to be the best way to build a socially cohesive culture,
according to Lasch.rCaring families lead to a caring society. However, the
family does not always seem lto be a peaceful place. The intimacy of the
family also gives the opportunity for cruelty, sexual abuse, and domestic
violence. The family could alslo be seen as "a puddle in a heartless world".
It is at least true to say that 1the family is one of the most complicated
human systems. Love and hate, tenderness and aggression, humiliation and
admiration seem to go in tandem in this system of intimacy.
In this issue of the European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research
the family and its direct relations is the subject under scrutiny; victimization among kith and kin is the main focus. The issue is opened with a
report by Tom van Dijk et al. of a recent nation-wide study on domestic
violence in the Netherlands. The results are quite amazing: 45% of the
respondents had at one time been a victim of some form of non-incidental,
domestic violence. The survey carried out among 1,000 Dutch citizens allo
found that both men and women become victims of domestic violence.
and the high percentage of viétims who suffered abuse during childhood
years is particularly striking. Furthermore, it turned out that domestic violence often involves a combination of physical, mental and sexual forms
of violence.
The second article by Edna Erez and Joanne Belknap addresses the issue of the responses of the criminal justice system towards battered women.
More specifically the co-operátion of these women as victims and witnesses is analyzed by examining experiences, opinions and perceptions of
experts who deal most closely, with battered women. Although the study
was done in the United States it may be of importance for some European
countries too. These experts can fi11 a gap in our knowledge regarding
factors that enhance or inhibit battered women's co-operation. Their behaviour as victims and witnesses may vary depending on the stage of the
criminal justice process. The +ticle concludes with an assessment of the
practical relevance of the findirigs.
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EDITORIAL

Women are mostly seen as victims of domestic and sexual violence.
Susan Robinson gives another picture. In the area of child sexual abuse,
women have had virtually no official recognition as offenders. It is difficult
for many people to accept that women do sexually abuse children and this
can result in accusations being discounted by personnel in child protection
services and the police. Unintentional non-enforcement of social sanctions on criminal conduct can occur when agencies fail to process female
abusers of children. This can also result in victims having great difficulty
in reporting female sexual abuse and they run the risk that they will not
be believed when they do. Women can and do sexually abuse children; the
author gives estimates that there are 3.1 million female abusers. This article
discussen female abusers of children and the way in which such cases are
proceseed by the criminal justice system.
Simha F. Landau and Susan Hattis Rolef investigated all 76 cases of
intimate femicide (the killing of women by their intimate male partners)
in Israel during the years 1990-1995. The findings show a relationship between the incidence of intimate femicide and a number of major events/developments experienced by Israeli society during the period investigated.
During the Persian Gulf War (in 1991), for example, when families were
enclosed for lengthy periods in sealed rooms, there was a sharp increase in
intimate femicide. New immigrants are over-represented among intimate
femicide offenders. In most cases, more than one motive is given for the
intimate femicide. The findings are discussed within a theoretical framework which postulates that violence in society will be positively related to
stress factors and negatively related to support systems.
Andromachi Tseloni and Ken Pease discuss a completely different kind
of victimization of women: obscene or nuisance phone calls. Employing data from two sweeps of the British Crime Survey a decade apart
(BCS 1982 and BCS 1992), the article describes the effects of individual
socio-economic characteristics and the victimization history of women in
England and Wales on the likelihood of them receiving at least one nuisance call. Some preliminary analyses show that fear of crime and worries
about experiencing specific types of crime are closely related to receiving
nuisance phone calls. The groups of women most victimized by such calls
are the young, single or divorced, with children, living on their own, in
inner cities and with other victimization experiences in the past. It would
appear that the caller knows the victim but the opposite is not always true.
Risks of nuisance calls are calculated from models of five hypothetical
women: single mother, professional, student, housewife and pensioner.
In the section Current issues two important subjects are discussed. Uberto Gatti comments on the idea that early intervention can prevent crime
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- the topic of Vol. 5, No. 2 of this journal last year. In recent years, programmes for the early prevention of anti-social behaviour have been refined on the basis of ample longitudinal studies, which have provided a
more solid basis for their elaboration. Now that the question of inefficacy
has been overcome (at least in theory, since the experimental programmes
so far carried out have to be repeated and verified on a large scale), there
remains the problem of the acceptability of these programmes from an
ethical point of view. Indeed, any attempt to modify human behaviour and
any intrusion into a person's private life must be carefully scrutinized in
that they pose potential threats to the rights of the individual.
The other current issue is stalking, discussed by Sarah Gibbons. New
legislation to tackle the growing problem of stalking has recently been
introduced in the UK after a campaign by police, victims and Members of
Parliament, angry that it was not recognized as a specific crime. Research
to find an effective and workable solution led to studies of the systems in
place in America, Australia and Canada. The new Protection from Harassment Act, implemented in June 1997, provider two new criminal offences
and a civil tort, breach of which is also a crime. This report examines the
new legislation and its implications in closer detail and looks at how lome
other European countries tackle the problem.
The crime institute profile is about the Cambridge Institute of Criminology and was written by Anthony Bottoms.
In the issue on Community Justice and Policing (Vol. 5, No. 4) the
author of the first article Heike Gramckow was wrongly mentioned as an
employee of the National District Attorneys Association. She is, however,
working at the American Prosecutors Research Institute.
J. C.J.B.

TOM VAN DIJK, SANDER FLIGHT, ERIK OPPENHUIS
and BRIG DUESMANN

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: A NATIONAL STUDY OF THE NATURE,
SIZE AND EFFECTS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN THE
NETHERLANDS

ABSTRACT. This article reports on a large-scale nation-wide study conducted by Intomart
among 1,000 randomly selected Dutch adults (male and female) about their experiences
with domestic violence. An important goal of the survey was to generate general information on domestic violence. It turns out that nearly half of the Dutch population (45%) has
at one time been a victim of lome form of non-incidental domestic violence. It was also
demonstrated that both men and women become victims of domestic violence, and the
high percentages of victimization during childhood are particularly striking. Furthermore,
it turned out that domestic violence often involves a combination of physical, mental and
sexual forms of violencj
KEY WORDS: mental abuse, physical violence, sexual violente, survey, victim/offender
relationship, victimization

This article reports on a study undertaken to ascertain the incidente of domestic violence among a group of 1,000 randomly selected Dutch people.
The research agency Intomart conducted this study under the auspices of
the Dutch Ministry of Justice, as it was imperative that up to date data
on the nature and size of domestic violence in the Netherlands be collated.
Most Dutch studies on domestic violence conducted in the past, were based
on small-scale samples. Although large-scale quantitative studies had been
conducted, they only addressed part of the issue of domestic violence (for
example, only sexual violence) or they were aimed at a certain section
of the population or group of victims (for example young women). As
opposed to previous research, the study reported in this article was set
up with as broad a base as possible. It should give an insight into all
possible aspects of domestic violence: physical, mental and sexual among
male as well as female victims. In addition, the wish was expressed that
violence during, as well as after childhood should be charted. The study
was broadly based, so the results are broad, too. In all, 516 men and 489
women between the altes of 18 and 70 were questioned about their experiences of domestic violence. The interviews were held between mid-May
and mid-July 1997.

European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 6: 7-35, 1998.
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BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF THE STUDY AND FIELDWORK
Definitions and Questionnaire-design
In this study domestic violence is defined as a physical, mental or sexual violation of the personal integrity of the victim by a person from the
victim's family circle. This includes (ex)-partners, family members and
family friends of the victim. Family friends are people who are on friendly
terms with the victim or with someone close to the victim, who have
contact with the victim inside the family home. In this definition the relationship between victim and offender is acknowledged as being the Gore
issue. Perhaps, the term domestic violence seems to imply that the violence
takes place within private homes. However, this would mean that every
form of violence taking place outside the home (in the garden, in the park,
in the pub) should be left aside, regardless whether the offender is known
by the victim or not. On the other hand, this fixation on location would
label all violence taking place within private homes (e.g. rape by a stranger
in one's own house) as domestic violence. This is why a definition, which
takes the relationship between offender and victim as its starting-point was
chosen. Domestic violence is only that when it is committed by an
(ex-)partner, a family member or a family friend of the victim. In short:
the `domestic' of domestic violence is not determined by its location, but
by the persons involved.

A central starting-point of the study was to look at the whole gamut of
incidents that occur between offenders and victims of domestic violence:
the complex of domestic violence. First of all, respondents were asked if
they had ever been victims of one of 32 different forms of domestic violence. This means that, although only adults were questioned, the data also
give an insight into the victimization of minors under the age of 18. The 32
offences can roughly be divided into three categories. First of all, mental
forms of domestic abuse which include ridicule, belittlement or isolation.
Secondly, physical violence which includes beatings, slapping, kicking,
wounding, locking up and such. Finally, sexual forms have been distinguished like unwanted touching, forced sex, rape and such like. While
going through the questionnaire, these offences were not treated separately,
because domestic violence often involves a combination of different kinds
of violence.
After determining whether or not the respondent had ever been a victim of one of the 32 different offences listed, it was determined who the
offender had been in each case. Then, the emphasis on singular cases was
replaced by general questions on the complex of the domestic violence in
respect of each offender. To limit the duration of the interviews and the
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burden on respondents, a maximum of three different offenders were discussed. If a respondent had become the victim of more than three different
offenders, the questions were asked in respect of the three offenders who
had committed most of the offences.
The questionnaire was tested using trial interviews held with victims of
domestic violence as well as with randomly selected respondents. These
test interviews showed that the questionnaire was neither too difficult nor
too threatening, and therefore only some minor technical adjustments were
necessary. The interviews were held at the respondents' homes with the use
of Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI) on portable computers. The use of computers made it possible to correctly implement complex
referrals and calculations during the interview; something that is far more
difficult to achieve during a written survey. Another advantage of using the
CAPI-equipment was that the respondents were given the opportunity to
answer the most intimate questions directly into the computer by entering
the information themselves. This privacy was highly appreciated. Overall,
the interviews went well. The vast majority of the respondents reported
that they had feit completely at ease during the interview.
Representativeness of the Sample
In the first stage of the survey a letter was sent to a random sample of
4,600 Dutch people, introducing the subject of the survey and requesting
them to participate in the study. A reply coupon was attached to this letter
which people could fill in and return if they did not want to participate.
This coupon was returned by almost a quarter of the addressees (24%). An
interviewer phoned the remaining respondents to make an appointment
for an interview. In principle, the interviews were conducted solely by
women, but during the first contact by telephone respondents were given
the opportunity to ask for a male interviewer. This option was preferred
by only four respondents. Among the people who had not returned the
coupon the positive response was high: 58%. Of those people who were
contacted, who would not or could not participate in the study most said
that they were not interested (51%) or that they did not have the time
(25%). The remaining 24% stated all kinds of practical reasons such as
a vacation, moving house or even childbirth. Only five `refusers' gave a
contents-related reason for objecting to the interview or being unable to
participate.
As regards age, gender and place/region of residence, the questioned
sample was fairly representative of the Dutch population. In fact, by using
weighted variables it was ensured that as far as age and gender were concerned, the sample exactly matched the Dutch population. Although the re-
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spondents were selected at random, this study should still be characterized
as a `white' study. Since the questionnaire was in Dutch, only respondents
with a good command of the Dutch language were interviewed.
A problem which, to a certain degree, will always arise when studying
domestic violence is under-reporting. People do not talk easily about the
topic, and victims who are `in the middle' of it at the time of the study
often cannot, or will not participate in a study such as this one. In this
study various methods were used to keep the level of under-reporting as
low as possible. Still, the conclusion should be drawn that current domestic
violence is actually under-represented. For a complete evaluation of the
size and consequences of this problem this study should be repeated in a
number of years, and then the percentage of victims (found in the repeat
study) should be compared to the percentage of victims encountered during
this study in 1997.
However, the primary goal of this study was not to estimate the size
of current domestic violence, but to chart all experiences respondents had
ever had with domestic violence. With regard to this aspect, it seems that
respondents were very frank about their experiences. Many respondents
made it clear that they were in favour of this kind of study. Moreover,
many stated that they very much appreciated the privacy, created by the
opportunity to answer the most intimate questions on the computer themselves. It is likely that these preconditions created a climate in which many
respondents were willing to talk frankly about this issue. Under-reporting
can never be ruled out completely with a topic as sensitive as this one, but
the results do not indicate that domestic violence is by definition a topic
which would not be suitable for large-scale quantitative research through
personal interviewing.

RESULTS

Personal Victimization
To obtain an insight into the prevalence of domestic violence, respondents
were asked whether they had ever been a victim of one or more of the 32
different forms of domestic violence presented to them. Among these were
eleven different types of physical violence, eleven different types of mental
abuse and ten different types of sexual violence.
Two forms of physical violence are very common. About a quarter of
all respondents had at one time threatened with a beating by someone
from within their domestic circle (26%). Almost as many were actually hit
(25%). About one out of six respondents had ever been held so hard it hurt
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(16%). And an almost equal percentage had at one time been pushed or
kicked hard (14%). A large group of people had at one time received threats
that loved ones would be harmed or been threatened with actual bodily
harm (13%). Being locked up or being threatened with knives or guns had
happened to one out of fourteen respondents (7%). The actual infliction of
cuts and being thrown down the stairs occur relatively infrequent (2 and
1% respectively).
As regards mental abuse, threatening to end the relationship, and regular mocking or belittling are most common. About one out of six respondents has gone through this at some point in their lives (17%). One out of
eleven respondents has endured a period when he or she was constantly
being watched by someone from his or her domestic circle (9%). Slightly
fewer people were not allowed to go out at an age when it would have
been normal to do so (8%). Between 2 and 4% of the respondents had
at one time been a victim of the other forms of mental abuse (like not:
being allowed to go out on a date or to talk to other people at a party,
having knowledge of one's own financial situation being withheld, not
being allowed to open one's own mail).
About one out of eight respondents had experienced someone from
within bis/her domestic circle making unwanted sexual gestures towards
him/her or had been threatened with unwanted sexual intentions (13 and
12% respectively). One out of twelve respondents had been forced to engage in sexual acts against his/her own will at lome time (8%) and 401o
had at one time been raped by someone within their domestic circle. With
all other sexual offences (like being asked to touch someone else, being
forced to undress or being forced to watch other people's sexual acts) the
figures are comparable (around 4%).
Figure 1 shows how many different offences respondents had fallen
victim to at some time. Respondents who had been beaten but had not
experienced any other form of abuse are in this figure represented as victims of one offence of domestic violence. So, no distinction is made in
the frequency of these offences. Only the question of whether respondents
were ever a victim of these offences is recorded.
Twenty-one per cent of the respondents was a victim of two to four
different forms of domestic violence. These are, for example, respondents
who veere beaten and kicked. Fewer than half of the interviewees had not
been a victim of any of the 32 offences listed (47%). So the rest (53%)
had fallen victim to at least one of the 32 possible examples of domestic
violence addressed in the course of this study. One out of nine respondents
(11%) was a victim of one form of domestic violence, for example, being
beaten. One out of five respondents (21%) had experienced two to four
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10 or more
9%

0
47%

Figure 1.

1
11%
Number of different forms of domestic violence respondents were ever a victim

of (n = 1005).

forms of domestic violence. One out of eight respondents was a victim of
five to nine forms (12%) and one out of eleven respondents was a victim
of ten or more different forms of domestic violence (9%).

INCIDENTS Versus DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Strictly speaking, each of the 32 various offences can be called domestic
violence, because each is about the integrity of the respondent being affected by someone from his or her domestic circle. Still, it is important to
take into account that questioning whether an offence had ever taken place
is just one Tine of approach. After all, it is allo significant to ask how frequently these offences occurred, how long the violence lasted and whether
it had any consequences. In this paragraph we will take this distinction into
account, by separating `incidents' from `domestic violence'. We consider
it an incident when the violence:
- according to the victim did not have any considerable consequences,
and
- did not cause any physical injury, and
- occurred for a period of less than a year, and
- occurred only once, or at most a few times.
When we exclude these incidents, it becomes apparent that 45% of all
Dutch people from 18 to 70 years of age has been a victim of domestic
violence at lome time. Table 1 gives an overview of victims of domestic
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TABLEI
Victimization rates of domestic violence (total and by types of
violente by sex).
Type of violence

Total

Sex
Male

Female

Domestic violence

43%

46%

Physical

35%

34%

35%

Mental

26%

28%

Sexual

13%

30%
30%

Total (abs.)

507

498

1005

45%

21%

violence for each `kind' (physical, mental and sexual) as well as making a
distinction between male and female victims.
In all, 45% of the respondents had been a victim of domestic violence
at some time. With 35% of the respondents at least one type of physical
abuse (for example being beaten) was part of this violence. Of all male
respondents 43% had been a victim of domestic violence at some time.
With 35% of the male respondents at least one physical offence was part
of this violence. In Table 1 someone who was a victim of physical, mental
and as sexual violence is counted three times.
Physical forms of domestic violence are the most common. More than
one out of three Dutch people has been a victim of this type of violence
(35%). Mental violence is not as widespread, but still, almost three out of
ten Dutch people have been victims of a mental form of domestic violente
at some time (28%). Of the three different types of violence, sexual violence is the least common, nevertheless, out of every ten Dutch people, two
have been a victim of it (21%).
Strikingly, boys and men are almost as often victims of domestic violence as girls and women are (43% of the men, 46% of the women). The
same also applies when physical violence alone is reviewed, 35% of the
men and 34% of the women have been a victim of it. Men report being a
victim of mental violence to a slightly lesser extent than women (26% of
the men, 30% of the women). We can see a clear difference between men
and women when it comes to sexual forms of domestic violence: of the
men 13% have been a victim of sexual domestic violence, whereas among
women this is no less than 30%.
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violence had
consequences

30%

violence occurred weekly
to daily

27%

violence lasted for more
than live years

21%

violence caused physical
injury

11%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

percentage of respondents

Figure 2.
= 1005).

Consequences, frequency, duration and physical injury of domestic violence (n

The Intensity of Domestic Violence
It is not only useful to separate incidente from more prolonged domestic
violence, as has been done in the preceding paragraph, but also to introduce
a categorization within the group of victims. After all, domestic violence
can occur in different forms and intensities. Consequently, some cases are
more serious than others. As already stated, the question whether the offence ever occurred is in fact only one line of approach. The frequency, the
duration and the consequences of the violence should be reviewed as well.
The intensity of domestic violence is determined by everything a certain
offender does to a certain victim. This could be described as the complex
of domestic violence. From now on, the emphasis is on the complex of
domestic violence rather than on the separate incidents.
It was decided to categorize victims by the intensity of the domestic
violence. This is preferable to a categorization using severity of violence
as a criterion, because severity is very hard to define. This problem had
also been apparent from other Dutch research in this field (Rámkens 1989,
p. 37; Draijer 1988, p. 140). These two authors both conclude that severity
is a subjective concept which is difficult to assess. Something which can
be measured and evaluated is intensity (see Figure 2). The intensity of
domestic violence is determined by the following four factors:
the duration of the violence (the number of years during which the
offences occurred);
the frequency with which the violence was committed (daily, weekly,
monthly, a few timer a year or less);
the question whether the offences caused any physical injury;
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the question whether the violence (according to the victim) had any
consequences, such as problems with relationships and/or intimacy,
eating disorders or divorce.
Together, these four indicators make up one factor, which reveals an underlying continuum of the intensity of domestic violence. This continuum
has incidental domestic violence as one extreme. The other extreme is
violence which lasted for a very long period of time, occurred frequently
and caused, among other things, physical injury. By conducting a factor
analysis with as indicators duration, frequency, injury and consequences
it is possible to determine the position of each victim on the continuum
of intensity. Then, all respondents were divided between five categories of
roughly equal sizes (n = 100). A description of each category will be given
below.
Incidental. This is the group of victims which has already been distinguished above. These people experienced violence which lasted less than
a year, did not have any substantial effects, did not lead to any injury and
only occurred once or a few times at most.
Low intensity. In the category of violence with a low intensity we firstly
find victims for whom the violence lasted from 1-4 years, but had a low
frequency and did not cause any physical injury or any other effects. Some
victims in this category did experience some effects from the violence, bui:
no physical injury. Among them, however, the violence lasted less than a
year and the offences occurred very rarely or even only once.
Moderate intensity. In the group of victims of violence with a moderate
intensity we find two kinds of victims in particular. First of all, a group
for whom the offeraces occurred regularly (monthly at least), for a period
of more than a year. However, the violence did not lead to any physical injury and, according to the respondents, did not have any substantial
consequences. For another group in this category the violence did have
effects (like problems with relationships and/or intimacy, eating disorders,
divorce) and occurred a few times a year for a reasonably long period of
time (1 year or longer). Yet, these offences did not cause any physical
injury to these people.
High intensity. The group of victims of domestic violence with a high intensity contained victims of domestic violence which occurred frequently
(monthly or more often), over a longer period of time (at least a year)
which also had effects on them. Still, in most cases the violence did not
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TABLE II
Relation between offender and victim by intensity of the violence.
Intensity of violence
Incidental

Low

Moderate

Total
High

Very high

Relationship victim-offender

25%
12%
24%

30%

26%

22%
20%
27%

70%

40%

31%

Total

100%

100%

Total (abs.)

112

109

(Ex-)partner
Parents
Family (except

14%

12%

1%

23%

15%

20%

17%

14%

33%

24%

39%

20%

43%

100%

100%

100%

100%

103

110

100

534

partner/parents)
Family friend

These figures are based on the offender who committed most assaults.

lead to physical injury. Some of the victims in this group did suffer physical
injury, but the violence lasted a relatively short time, and did not occur
frequently nor had, according to the victim, any substantial effects.
Very high intensity. In this category, we find that the violence in most cases
lasted longer than a year (weekly to daily). At the same time, the violence
mostly resulted in physical injury and did have consequences, according
to the victim.
As mentioned before, the five categories are of equal size, each containing
approximately 100 respondents, which is one fifth of the total group of
victims. This is because the categorization is not aimed at indicating the
size of each different group of victims, but is constructed to gain an insight
into the connection between the intensity of domestic violence and several
other matters. Using the categories of intensity we can look at, for example, whether victims of domestic violence with a high intensity report the
violence to the police more often than victims of domestic violence with a
low intensity. Below, a number of these analyses are presented.
The Relation between Offender and Victim
In one out of seven cases incidental violence was committed by the (ex)partner (14%). In cases involving the most intense violence the partner is
more than twice as likely to be the offender (30%). So, the more intense
the violence, the more often the partner is the offender. In other words, if a
partner is responsible for a form of domestic violence, this does not usually
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concern an innocent or incidental matter, but mostly violence with a high
to very high intensity (see Table II).
Parents are hardly ever responsible for incidental violence (1%). They
are more likely to commit violence with a low or moderate intensity: in.
a quarter of such cases parents are responsible for the offence. They are
also accountable for the most intense violence (in about one out of leven
cases), but stilt, less than partners or other family members.
Family members, just like partners and parents, are not often responsible for incidental violence (15%), but very often for the most intense
violence (33%). If a family member is the offender, in many cases this
concerns violence with a relatively high intensity.
With family friends the connection is just the opposite from that with
partners and family members. In no less than seven out of ten cases, incidental violence is committed by a family friend. On the other hand, very
intense domestic violence in `only' one out of five cases is committed by a,
family friend. This is stilt considerable, but less than expected on the basis
of the large part family friends play in the total of domestic violence. So,
if a family friend is responsible for domestic violence, this is more likely
to concern incidental rather than intense violence.
It can be concluded that the most intense violence in particular is committed by partners and the victim's family members. Parents generally
commit violence with a low to moderate intensity and family friends are
mostly responsible for incidental domestic violence. Although it is easy to
be wise after the event, these results are predictable. After all, it is precisely
when the offender and the victim have a close relationship, that domestic violence tends to adopt its most intense form. For this reason, family friends wilt be lens able than, for example, partners to systematically
commit physical, mental and/or sexual violence.
Gender of Victims and Offenders
Both men and women are victims of domestic violence (see Table 111). In
all, the division is in fact exactly balanced (both 50%). When taking into
account the intensity of violence a difference between men and women
comes to light. When dealing with domestic violence with a low intensity male victims are in the majority (61%). On the other hand, looking
at domestic violence with a very high intensity, it turns out that female
victims are in the majority (60%). With incidental violence or violence
with a moderate or high intensity there are no differences between the
number of male and female victims.
It is also evident that the gender of the offender varies according to the
different intensities of violence (see Table IV). In four out of five cases
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TABLE III
Gender of victim by intensity of the violente.
Intensity of violence
Incidental

Low

Total

Moderate

High

Very high

Gender of victim

Male
Female

49%
51%

61%
39%

48%
52%

49%
51%

40%
60%

50%
50%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Total (abs.)

112

109

103

110

100

534

These figures are based on the offender who committed most assaults.

TABLE IV
Gender of offender by intensity of violence.
Intensity of violence

Total

Incidental

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

Male

79%

76%

89%

69%

84%

79%

Female

21%

24%

11%

31%

16%

21%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Total (abs.)

112

109

103

110

100

534

Gender of offender

These figures are based on the offender who committed most assaults.

domestic violence is committed by a man and in one out of five cases by a
woman. Violence with a moderate or very high intensity is more frequently
committed by men. On the other hand, it is striking that violente with a
high intensity is relatively often committed by women. A possible explanation for this could be that violence with a very high intensity, in most
cases, results in physical injury. In contrast to male offenders, if women
commit violence with a high intensity, it does not usually lead to physical
injury.
Age of Victims

At what age do people become victims of domestic violence? The answer
to this question will be given in three parts because there are interesting
differences between physical, mental, and sexual abuse.
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Figure 3.

Physical injury by age category.

Physical Violence
When a respondent became a victim of at least one of the offences from
the category of `physical violence' he or she was considered to be a victim
of physical violence. Figure 3 shows at what age the offences occurred. It
should be considered more as a rough indication than as an exact figure for
the age of victims. This is a consequence of the fact that for each offence
the age at which the violence was committed was not asked, but rather,
who had committed it. This means that with people who were victims of
different offences it cannot be exactly determined when each offence took
place.
Of all the interviewees 4% became a victim of domestic violence between the first and fourth year of their lives during which time at least
one physical form of domestic violence took place. The percentages of
victims are based on the number of respondents questioned within each
age category.
During the childhood years (to 10 years of age) the percentage of victims of physical violence rose from 4 to about 11 %. That is to say, between
the fifth and the tenth year of his/her life one out of nine children became
a victim of some form of physical violence, committed by someone from
their domestic circle. However, the incidence of physical violence is even
greater during teenage years. No less than one out of five children between
the ages of 10 and 20 become a victim of some form of domestic physical
violence (19%). For more than half of all victims the violence started
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before they turned 18 (53%). This cannot be concluded from the table
though. Around the age of 30 the percentage of victims decreases to a level
between 5 to 8%, which remains constant till the age of 50. People over 65
are considerably less likely to become a victim of physical violence.
It is explicitly not the case that the high percentages during childhood
and teenage years are caused by a relatively large group of `innocent'
incidente. In this respect, the `educational slap' parents sometimes give
their children is mentioned. This image proves to be wrong. It is precisely
with the most intense forms of domestic violence that we find many young
victims. Six out of ten victims of very intense violence were under 18 when
it started.
Boys and men are more often victims of physical violence than girls
and women, especially between the ages of 10 and 20. During this period
almost one out of four boys become a victim of some form of domestic
physical violence, as compared to one out of seven girls. Directly afterwards, between the ages of 20 to 25, women are more often victims of
physical violence than men. After the age of 25 this distinction disappears,
and the numbers of male and female victims of physical violence are about
the same.
Mental Abuse
Of all interviewees 3% became a victim of domestic violence between
the first and fourth year of their lives, during which at least one form of
domestic mental abuse occurred. The percentages of victims are based
on the number of respondents questioned within each age category (see
Figure 4).
Mental abuse also occurs more frequently among younger rather than
older people, although the differences are smaller than with physical violence. The largest numbers of victims of domestic mental abuse can be
found among young people between the ages of 10 to 25. Young people
between the ages of 15 and 20 in particular become victims of mental
abuse (13%). Just as with physical violence we see a decrease after the age
of 25 to between 4 and 7%. After the age of 50 the percentage of victims
decreases further to 1%.
Girls and women became victims of mental abuse more frequently than
boys and men. Up to the age of 25 girls and women are victims of mental
abuse more frequently than their male contemporaries. Between the ages
of 15 and 20 one out of seven women fell victim to this type of violence,
whereas with men this is one out of ten. After reaching the age of 25
this distinction disappears and the percentages of victims of mental abuse
among men and women are the same.
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Mental violence by age category.
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Figure 5.

Sexual violence by age category.

Sexual Violence
Of all interviewees 1% became a victim of domestic violence between
the first and fourth year of his/her life, when at least one form of sexual
violence took place. The percentages of victims are based on the number
of respondents questioned within each age category (see Figure 5).
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TABLE V
Why did the offender commit the violence?
Intensity of violence

Cause of the violence
Incidental

Low

Total

Moderate

High

Very high

Part of his/her nature

20%

15%

35%

45%

43%

31%

He/she thought it normal

11%

9%

19%

19%

14%

Psychological problems

5%

14%

Alcohol or drugs

5%
17%

13%
23%

6%

15%

17%

30%
26%

A conflict

24%

24%

23%

14%

11%

15%
16%
19%

4%

18%

17%

21%

28%

17%

No particular reason

17%

25%

11%

11%

16%

Don't know

11%

7%

16%
5%

Total

110%

109%

143%

147%

167%

135%

Total no. victims (abs.)

112

109

103

110

100

534

Something else

3%

0

The percentages do not add up to a 100% because respondents could give more than one answer. The
figures are based on the offender who committed most offences.

In contrast to physical and mental abuse, we see that sexual violence is
more equally divided between all age categories. Still, 45% of the victims
of sexual violence are younger than 18 when the first offence occurs. Between the ages of 10 and 25 over 7% of the respondents became a victim
of domestic sexual violence, that is one out of fourteen young people. But
it also occurs after that. Between the ages of 25 and 50 about 5% became
a victim of some form of domestic sexual violence.

Women are considerably more often a victim of sexual violence than
men, especially between the ages of 10 and 25. Between these ages, about
one out of ten women became a victim of some form of domestic sexual
violence. After the age of 25 this percentage decreases to one out of fifteen
women, remaining constant till the age of 50, after which domestic sexual
violence is experienced by one out of one hundred women. The highest
percentage of victims among boys is between the ages of 10 and 15, with
one out of twenty boys being a victim of domestic sexual violence during
this age span. After that, this percentage falls to about one out of thirty
(3%). Interestingly enough, this percentage remains practically unchanged
till the age of 55, after which it drops slightly.
Causes of Domestic Violence
The reason given most frequently, according to the victim, for the violent
behaviour of the offender (see Table V) is that it is part of his or her nature.
Three out of ten victims believe this to be the reason. One fifth of the
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victims says that a conflict had been the cause. About one out of six victims
indicate that the use of alcohol or drugs incited the offerader to violence,
that the offender had psychological problems or that the offender thought.
this to be normal behaviour.
If the intensity of violence is taken into account, it tums out that with
violence of a (very) high intensity victims more often state that it is in.
the offender's nature (approximately 44%) compared to violence of an
incidental or low intensity (approximately 18%). This is true as well when
psychological problems are brought up as a reason for the violence. Five
per cent of the victims of violence of an incidental or low intensity state
this, while the percentage among the group of victims of violence of a high
intensity is 23% and 30% among those of the very high intensity group.
Relatively often, victims report a conflict as an explanation for violence
of an incidental or low intensity. Firstly, in these two groups it is the reason
mentioned most for the offences. Secondly, it proves that these victims indicate this reason twice as much as compared to the victims of violence of
a (very) high intensity (about 12%). Finally, it becomes clear that alcohol
or drugs are often mentioned by victims of violence of a very high intensity
(26%).
The reasons put forward to explain violence, are not related to the gender of the offender, with one exception. Only where alcohol and drugs are
used as an explanation for violence it is apparent that male offenders are in
the majority (19%), in contrast to the female offenders (4%). On the other
hand, psychological problems as a reason for violence are mentioned more
for female offenders (28%) than for male offenders (17%).
It is noticeable that the number of possible explanations for violence
given by victims, rises with the intensity of the violence. On average, victims of incidental violence came up with 1.1 reasons for violence (the total
being 110%). Victims of violence of a very high intensity mention an average of 1.7 explanations for violence (total percentage 167%). For victims
of intense violence this might, to a certain extent, be a way of getting a
`grip' on the violence. When it becomes clear what causes the violence,
it is also possible that a victim will try to avoid situations in which violence
occurs.
Resistance to the Offender
A question often asked when serious cases of domestic violence come to
light is why the victims let it happen. However, it is evident that many
victims do try to `resist' the violence in several ways. Below, it will be
considered what form the resistance takes and whether such action has any
effect (see Table VI).
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TABLE VI
Have you tried to do something to stop your offender?
Total

Intensity of violence
Incidental

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

Did nothing

56%

62%

53%

45%

36%

51%

Talked with someone else

16%
5%

12%

21%
17%

26%
22%

31%
35%

21%

15%

Talk with the offender

12%

12%

20%

17%

14%

10%

12%

19%
19%

24%

Avoid contact as much

29%

17%

6%

8%

14%

23%

31%

16%

4%

5%

13%

17%

21%

12%

3%

1%

5%

10%

22%

8%

4%

4%

5%

14%

12%

8%

Lock myself up

0%

0%

4%

2%

6%

2%

Attach a lock

0%

0%

3%

3%

5%

2%

2%

2%

3%

4%

10%

4%

Total

123%

130%

171%

204%

262%

176%

Total no. victims (abs.)

112

109

103

110

100

Shouting, fighting

19%

back, etc.

as possible
Avoid situation in
which it happens
Report violence to police
or assisting authority
Run away from
home or offender
Make sure someone is
around all the time

to the door
Something else

534

The percentages do not add up to a 100% because respondents could give more than one answer. The
figures are based on the offender who committed most offences.

It is apparent that, on average, about half the victims did not do anything
to stop the violence. About one out of five or six victims tried to talk about
it with someone and/or their offender. Avoiding the situation or avoiding
contact with the offender is also used as a strategy of resistance by one out
of five or six victims, as well as screaming or fighting.
A connection can be made between the intensity of the violence and the
degree of resistance put up by the victim; the higher the intensity of violence, the lower the percentage of victims who did not try to do something
to stop their abuser. Nevertheless, over a third of victims of violence with
a very high intensity did not resist and for the group of victims of violence
with a high intensity the figure was 45%. Furthermore, it became clear that
the number of ways victims use to resist increases with the intensity.
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TABLE VII
Did it help you to try to do anything to stop your offender?
Cause of the violente

Intensity of violence
Incidental

Low

Total

Moderate

High

Very high

34%

30%

48%

41%

31%

Offences stopped for a while

2%

5%

14%

12%

11%

9%

Offences stopped completely

72%

56%

45%

45%

52%

8%

12%

24%

23%

47%
33%

21%

116%

103%

130%

121%

123%

119%

49

40

48

61

64

Ijust feit better

No, it did not help at all
Total

37%

Total no. victims who have
done something to stop
the offender (abs.)

262

The percentages do not add up to a 100% because respondents could give more than one answer. The
figures are based on the offender who committed the most offences.

The next obvious question would be whether the resistance of victims
had any effect. Eighty per cent of victims who tried to resist their abusers
indicate that their resistance was useful. In half of the cases the violence
even ceased entirely (see Table VII).
Victims of incidental violence comparatively often say that the offences
stopped because of their resistance (72%) and very few say that it had no
effect at all (8%). However, as the intensity of violence increases, the group
of victims expressing that their resistance did not help, also increases. In
the group of victims of violence with a very high intensity, however, almost half indicated that the offeraces ceased altogether. So, in many cases
resistance is helpful.
The Police and Assistance
It is well known that not all crimes end up in police statistics, because they
only contain those offences for which a signed report has been submitted.
Consequently, it is not so much the question whether a `dark-number' exists for domestic violence, but rather how high this `dark-number' actually
is. How many victims of domestic violence remain outside the official
range of the police?
Of all victims of domestic violence, close to one out of eight reported
the incident to the police (see Table VIII). It turns out that the actual reporting (signing a written report) is very different from notifying the police
about the offence. Only half of the notifications (6% of all victims) resulted
in an actual report. These percentages are low. The percentages for noti-
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TABLE VIII
Mention and report of domestic violence to the police.
Intensity of violence
Incidental

Low

Moderate

Total

High

Very high

Reported violence to police

6%

7%

12%

16%

17%

12%

Written (and signed) report

5%

3%

7%

9%

5%

6%

Total no. victims (abs.)

112

109

103

110

100

534

These figures are based on the offender who committed the most offences.

fications and reports of violence are indeed always lower than in the case
of, for example, theft of valuables, but in the Netherlands the figuren are
about 30% for notifications and 16% for reports of violent crimes (source:
Politiemonitor Bevolking 1997).
The percentage of reports is highest among victims of violence of a
(very) high intensity. Still, of these groups only one out of six victims goes
to the police. Among victims of incidental violence, the report percentage
is lowest, only 6% notify the police. It is striking that the police are notified
about the most intense violence more often than violence of less intensity,
but this does not automatically mean that more reports are made. Only one
thid of the cases notified lead to an actual signed report. In the category of
violence of a high intensity this balance between notification and report is
a little better, but here, only half of the notifications lead to signed reports.
In the group of incidental domestic violence, most notifications do result
in an actual report.

Talking about Violence
To what extent did victims of domestic violence talk about their situation,
and if so, with whom? Table IX shows that, during the period the offeraces
took place, one third of the victims did not discuss anything with anyone.
So, two thirds of the victims did talk to someone about the situation. Strikingly, the group of victims of violence of a low intensity comparatively
often state that they spoke to nobody about it. Then again, victims of
violence of a high intensity relatively often spoke to someone about the
offences.
Victims often talk to family and especially to (grand)parents (23%) or
to an (ex-)partner (20%). A considerable number of victims talk to people
outside the family (22%). Doctors and professionals are approached relatively infrequently for help or to act as a patient listener (13%). Victims of
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TABLE IX
Did you talk to anyone about it, at the time of the offences?
Total

Intensity of violente
Incidental

Low

Moderate

35%
22%

46%

38%

Parents or grandparents

15%

21%

Partner or ex-partner

High

Very high

31%
22%
25%

23%

17%

24%

22%
33%
27%

Brother or sister

8%

10%

10%

28%

Children

2%

4%

2%

7%

8%

4%

Others (family)

6%

11%

11%

14%

7%

10%

Doctor or assistance

2%

7%

13%

23%

23%

13%

16%

13%

22%

27%

35%

22%

Total

114%

122%

142%

183%

160%

144%

Total no. victims (abs.)

112

109

103

110

100

534

1 did not talk to anyone

9%

34%
23%

20%
16%

authority
Others (outside family)

The percentages do not add up to a 100% because respondents could give more than one answer. The
figuren are based on the offender who committed the most offences.

violence of a (very) high intensity comparatively often leek contact outside
the family; one third of them talked to people other than family members
about their problems. Almost a quarter of them established contact with a
professional body. Victims of very intense domestic violence talk to their
(ex-)partners relatively less than victims from other groups. This naturally
has to do with the fact that very intense violence is often committed by
partners.
Victims who, during the period the violence occurred, did not speak
about it, were asked if they had talked to somebody after this period. Over
half of them had not talked with anyone about it afterwards either (58%).
Victims of violence of a (very) high intensity who, during the period of
violence did not talk about it, did relatively more frequently talk to someone about what happened after the event (approximately eight out of ten)
compared to victims of less intense violence (approximately two out of
ten).

In all, 80% of victims of domestic violence told somebody about it.
This means that 20% of the victims did not tell anyone about what had
happened. The questionnaire also asked for a reason for this silence. One
fifth of these silent victims were too young to talk about it (21%). Often
feelings of shame or guilt were mentioned: "I was ashamed of it" (18%)
and " I also felt 1 was to blame for the problem" (16%). Not as common,
bul no less significant are reasons connected to fear. Sometimes just of
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TABLE X
How serious was the physical injury?
Total

One-time medical treatment

56%
22%

Repeated medical treatment

13%

No medical or first-aid needed

Hospitalization

1%

Offender stopped victim from going to doctor or hospital

6%

Don't know/no answer

3%

Total

100%

Total number of victims with physical injury (abs.)

105

These figures are based on the offender who committed the most offences.

the offender: "I was afraid it would happen again" (2%) and "I was not
allowed to talk about it" (1%), but more often fear of both the outside
world and the offerader: "I did not dare talk to anyone about it" (11%). A
considerable number of victims did not find it necessary to talk about the
violence (17%). Sometimes, due to the fact that the violence was already
resolved and in other cases because they felt that the violence was not
serious enough to ment telling anyone about it.
Physical Injury

A total of one out of five victims of domestic violence has suffered physical
injury. How serious was this injury? For more than half of the victims who
suffered physical injury because of the violence (see Table X), a doctor or
first-aid were not necessary (56%). So the rest did need medical help. For
one out of five victims with physical injury a single medical treatment was
sufficient. However, for almost one out of eight victims long-term help was
needed and 1% of the victims were even hospitalized. Six per cent of the
cases did need medical help, but a visit to the doctor or hospital was made
impossible by the offerader.

PERSONAL CONSEQUENCES

The victims of domestic violence were asked what they thought the consequences of the violence were for them (see Table XI). According to
one out of four victims the domestic violence caused a drop in their self-
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TABLE XI
Consequences of domestic violence according to the victim.
Total
Personal consequences
Decrease in self-confidence
Feelings of fear
Depressed
Overstrained

26%
19%
16%
13%

Nightmares

8%

Eating disorders

6%

Problems with medications

4%

Drinking problems

1%

Consequences for relationships with others
Difficulty trusting people
Difficulty with relationships
Divorced from offender
Problems with intiínacy/sexuality

16%
12%
11%
10%

Lost friends

7%

Lost family

6%

Practical consequences
Moved

9%

Financial problems

4%

Lost their job

3%

Could not go to work often

2%

Total number of victims (abs.)

534

These figuren are based on the offender who committed the most offences.

confidence (26%). One out of five victims retained feelings of fear after
the violence (19%). Large groups of victims got depressed (16%), were
over-stressed (13%) or had nightmares as a result of the violence (8%).
Others developed eating disorders (6%), problems with medications (4%)
or drinking problems (1%).
Not only self-confidence, but also the ability to trust other people was
affected by the violence among a considerable group of victims (16%).
One out of ten victims had problems with relationships (12%) or with
intimacy and/or sexuality (10%). No less than one out of ten victims say
that the violence caused a divorce from the offerding partner (11%). One
out of fifteen victims lost family members or friends (7%).
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For some of the victims the violence also resulted in several practical
consequences. Almost one out of ten victims had to move as a result of
the violence (9%). A smaller group had financial problems and, as a result
of the violence, could not afford to spend much money for a longer or
shorter period of time (4%) Three per cent of the victims lost their jobs
because of the violence. The more intense the violence, the more personal
consequences it has had, according to the victims.
Indirect Effects
As was reported above, many victims of domestic violence went through
all kinds of direct consequences of violence, like divorce, eating disorders
or physical injury. However, it is possible that the violence also had indirect consequences, which victims were not even aware of. It might be, for
example, that traumatic experiences during childhood manifest themselves
at a later stage through physical complaints. Through a similar mechanism
the social life of victims of domestic violence may be different from that
of non-victims, without the victims being aware of the fact. It might well
be the case that victims of domestic violence are less inclined to start a
relationship with other people, or that they are more prone to feelings of
inferiority.

To determine how prevalent these indirect consequences are, in the interview several questions were asked about the health of the respondents,
about their social life and about their relationships with others at the time
of the interview. Thus, this information does not relate to the period in
which the domestic violence occurred, except, of course, if the violence
was still occurring at the time of the interview. These questions were asked
at the beginring of the interview, so the answers would be `coloured' by
the questions about domestic violence as little as possible. On the other
hand, it is true that the direct questions coming after those relating to the
consequences of domestic violence could allo have introduced a possible
bias as the consequente of memory effects cannot be ruled out; only panel
research could offer a solution to this problem.
Social Contacts and Feelings of Inferiority
On the basis of a number of questions about the contacts respondents have
with people from their surroundings, it was possible to calculate an indicator score for the measure of social contact. For example, respondents
were asked if they regularly visit family and friends, if they know someone
with whom they can share grief, pain or happy events. It was also asked
if respondents talk intimately with people and if other people come to
them for support and advice. From these items, a hypothesized score was
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constructed indicating to what extent each respondent had social contacts.
Subsequently, an indicator was calculated for the degree of feelings of
inferiority among respondents. For that purpose, it was asked if they often
feit inferior compared to others, if they feit at ease when other people were
watching them, if they feit others were keeping an eye on them, etc. With
the help of these two scores, a comparison can be made between the social
life of victims of domestic violence and that of non-victims.

Victims of intense domestic violence have fewer social contacts than
non-victims. The indicator score for the extent of social contact is significantly lower for victims of intense domestic violence than for non-victims.
Victims also have more difficulty with feelings of inferiority than nonvictims. This does not apply for victims of domestic violence of a low
intensity, though. These victims do not distinguish themselves from nonvictims where social contacts and feelings of inferiority are concerned.
Physical Health, Tension, Anger
Next to consequences in the social field, domestic violence can naturally
have consequences for physical health. This could happen in a direct way
with physical violence causing physical injury (see Table XI). It can also
happen that, due to domestic violence, all kinds of physical symptoms
develop. In this light, it is possible that victims of domestic violence often
feel nervous or nauseous or have trouble sleeping.
Respondents were asked if they experienced any of a number of health
complaints during the last month. They were asked, for example, if they
had any trouble with a numb or tingling feeling in their body, painful muscles, a heavy feeling in arms or legs, also if they had restless or disturbed
sleep. On the basis of these questions an indicator score was calculated for
the health of respondents during the month previous to the interview. In
the same way a score was developed for the degree of anxiety and for the
degree in which respondents had any problems with outbursts of anger.
It turns out that victims of intense domestic violence have considerably
more health problems than non-victims. On average, they are more tense
and have outbursts of anger more frequently. Again, this does not apply
to victims of domestic violence of a low intensity, who, as far as health,
anxiety and outbursts of anger go, do not significantly differ from nonvictims.

Control over One's Own Life
On the basis of six different questions an indicator score was calculated
to assess the measure of control and the influence the respondents had
over their own lives. One of these questions was whether respondents feit
it is useful to do one's best, or whether it is mainly a matter of luck if
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TABLE XII
Feelings of unsafety.
Non-victims

1 feel unsafe

Victims of domestic violence
Incidental or moderate

(very) high

to low intensity

intensity

Total

27%

34%

48%

34%

100%
471

100 %
267

100%
265

100%
1003

sometimes
Total

total (abs.)

things go wrong. They were also asked if they thought that the success
of a marriage or relationship predominantly depended on circumstances
beyond their control.
It proves that there are no clear differences between victims of domestic
violence and non-victims, as regards the question of control over one's own
life.
Feelings of Insecurity
Domestic violence might also lead to a common feeling of insecurity with
the victim. During interviews, all respondents were asked if they ever felt
unsafe. Table XII for three groups shows how many people gave a positive
reply to this question. The first column represents non-victims, the second
column victims of domestic violence of a low intensity (incidents and violente of a low or moderate intensity) and the third, victims of domestic
violence of a high or very high intensity. The final column represents the
total.
Among non-victims, a little over a quarter `sometimes' feel unsafe
(27%). This corresponds with the percentages derived from three different
measurements taken for the Politiemonitor Bevolking, 1997 (p. 41). This
research has shown that 29% of the Dutch population `sometimes' feel
unsafe, and that this percentage has remained fairly constant over the past
four years (1993-1997). Among victims of non-intense violence the percentage of people who sometimes feel unsafe is somewhat higher (34%).
However, the outcome among the group of victims of domestic violente
with a high or very high intensity is most striking. Nearly half of the people
in this group said they sometimes feel unsafe (48%).
Thus, a significant result of this research is that domestic violence can
also have several indirect consequences. Even among victims for which the
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violence has (long since) ended, we clearly see negative effects regarding
the feeling of safety, health and the social life of the victim.
Familiarity with Victims
Apart from the possibility of becoming a victim of domestic violence,
there is also a chance that people will be confronted with it indirectly
(see Figure 6). To what extent do people know any victims of domestic
violence?
People think they know that certain forms of domestic violence, especially beating-up or slapping, occur in their social circle: close to four
out of ten people know someone to whom this has happend. One out
of three respondents say they know someone who is regularly mocked or
belittled within their domestic circle. The same number of respondents say
they know someone who has been threatened with physical violence at
some time. No less than a quarter of respondents know someone who has
been physically abused. Sexual violence and sexual intimidation within
the domestic circle are also well-known phenomena. Thirty per cent of the
respondents know someone who has experienced unwanted sexual contact
or experienced the threat of unwanted sexual contact. More specific forms
of mental abuse or intimidation are least known. This could, however, also
be a result of the fact that mental repression leaves less visible traces than
physical violence, and, as a consequence, is harder for others to observe.
In all, two thirds of all respondents know someone who has been a
victim of one or more cases of domestic violence. From this, perhaps even
more than from the figures for personal victimization, it becomes evident
just how many people have at some time had something to do with direct
or indirect forms of domestic violence.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results of this study are astounding. Exactly for that reason there is
bound to be a heated debate concerning the question: can this be right? It
often happens that social scientific research is confronted with questions
about its methodology and the underlying assumptions. This research will
not be an exception and we look forward to discussing its merits and possible weaknesses in this respect. Nevertheless, another important question
that should be addressed as a result of this research is: what can we do
about it?
This requires a thorough re-evaluation of criminal policies which reflect
the trend to regard crime as being committed by anonymous criminals.
Domestic violence, on the other hand, is about offenders who are known

Not altwed to look at thea own mail
Not elfwed to have a bank account
Not allo05d ta 0011 -con.

n resp, knows someone for sure

Not .11005E to date someone

p resp. thinks he/she knows someone
No insight mto own financlal aduation
Not allowed to talk to people at part~
Not alk0ved to go out
Being wetched constantly
Regulady modwd or behtaad

Foreed to have ~al iolercoursa
Confronted with genitale
Forced info -al Oct,
Thr.ataned wth unwanted ~ai contact
Ecparienced umvantad seooal contact

Ever been pushad down a stairuse
Ever been physiuly abused
Ever threatanad woh phytical vioknce
Ever baan slapped or kíckad
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to the victim and who are, more often than not, tied to the victim through
a complex web of lies, threats and intimidating behaviour. The findings
of this study clearly show that any criminal policy not paying explicit
attention to this kind of violence is, by definition, inadequate.
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BATTERED WOMEN AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM:
THE SERVICE PROVIDERS' PERSPECTIVE

ABSTRACT. rhis article reports on a study of the service providers' perspective on what
battered women face when entering the criminal justice system. Victim non-co-operation
with the system can manifest itself in various ways and at several points in the process.
The article begins with a review of the available literature on the criminal justice system's
responses to women battering. Then the experiences and perceptions of service providers in
Ohio concerning these responses are described, and, consequently, the findings according
to factors which may affect service providers responses are analyzed. The article concludes
with an assessment of the policy implications of the system's response to women battering.)
KEY WORDS: attitudes, domestic violence, USA, victim non-co-operation, victim policies, victims

The reluctance of battered women to co-operate with criminal justice system perronnel has been a concern of many criminal justice system decision
makers, victim advocates, and scholars. Similar to the often-asked ques-•
tion `Why do battered women stay?', is the question `Why don't battered
women co-operate with the police, prosecutors, and anyone else trying to
help them?'
In response to the question `Why do they stay?', we should point out
that many battered women do not stay - many leave - but we rarely hear
about them. To understand the dynamics of staying and leaving, however,
a better question is, `What happens when they try to leave?', `What kind
of support do they get when they try to leave?', and `Why are violent men
allowed to stay?' (see Hoff 1990; Jones 1994; Mahoney 1991). In the same
vein, the question `Why don't battered women co-operate with people who
want to help them?' ignores the numerous battered women who have tried
to co-operate with criminal justice decision makers, even to the extent of
begging them to arrest, prosecute, and convict their batterers. In some
instances, criminal justice decision makers respond to victim requests to
deter the batterers or provide safety for women (and often for their children). But there are many cases of women who asked for help and whose
requests were met with inadequate or even hostile responses. For example,
some police officers who arrest the battering victim as well as the offender
when she requests arrest, or some prosecutors who tell the victim that `this
isn't a good case' (see Browne 1987; Cahn 1992; Rosewater 1988).
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Given these observations, it is may be useful to examine what has been
termed victim/witness co-operation - the degree to which a victim/witness
co-operatel with criminal justice efforts to bring offenders to justice - as
applied to woman battering.1 It has been argued that policies designed to
change the criminal justice system response to woman battering `will be
meaningless if the victim refuses to cooperate in the prosecution' (McLeod
1983, p. 400). Victim non-co-operation can manifest itself in various ways
and at several points in the process: failure to call the police, to co-operate
at the time of police intervention, to sign the formal complaint, to appear at
the district attorney's office to formally document the charges, and failure
to appear at the scheduled court hearing (McLeod 1983).
Victim/witness co-operation is particularly complicated in woman battering cases. Research on woman battering underlines the keen role that
`fear of reprisal' by the batterer plays in battered women's reluctance to
involve criminal justice system personnel. This is particularly apparent in
cases of highly violent batterers (see Berk et al. 1984; Ewing 1987; Singer
1988). Battered women require not only the information and assistance
that other victims/witnesses need for informed participation, but they also
require increased advocacy and protection (Hart 1993). Further, the greatest commonality varied battered women share, in spite of the differences in
how they experience battering, is how they confront significant barriers to
safe and effective participation as victims/witnesses in the criminal justice
process (Hart 1993, p. 625).
This article addresses the issue of battered women's co-operation as
victims/witnesses with the criminal justice system by examining experiences, opinions and perceptions of these experts who deal most closely
with battered women on a daily basis, the service providers. These experts
can fi11 the gaps in our knowledge regarding factors that enhance or inhibit battered women's co-operation, and illuminate the reasons for their
behaviour as `victims/witnesses' at different stages in the system (e.g. police, prosecution, adjudication). As this study suggests, although there are
some variations in the experts' opinions, their responses reveal substantial agreement concerning the system's problematic response to battered
women who are victims/witnesses.
The article begins with a review of the available literature on the criminal justice system's responses to women battering. The article then de1 The authors are reluctant to use the term `non-co-operation' in terms of the victim/witness response to the criminal justice system perronnel, and prefer the less perjorative term `reluctance'. Given that most of the literature uses the term `co-operation',
denying how the system frequently fails to co-operate with victims' requests to help them
(see Jones 1994), we will use the more accurate term with the hope that readers appreciate
the reality of most victims' desires to `co-operate' to stop their abusers' violence.
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scribes the experiences and perceptions of service providers in one state
in the USA concerning these responses, and then analyzes the findings
according to factors which may affect service providers responses. The
article concludes with an assessment of the policy implications of the
system's response to women battering.

LITERATURE REVIEW: CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENTS' RESPONSES

Research on criminal justice agents' responses to woman battering has
focused mainly on the police. Prosecutors, judges and other court officials'
responses have received little systematic research attention. Available evidence on their responses consists mostly of anecdotal data.
Police
Research on police response to woman battering has used data gathered
from the police themselves, via surveys or observations (e.g. Oppenlander 1982), police reports (e.g. Buzawa and Austin 1993) or from battered
women (e.g. Brown 1984). Despite research findings noting reluctance of
battered women to help the police as victims/witnesses, some studies have
found the contrary. Oppenlander (1982), for example, found that unlike the
popular notion that victims turn on the police, battered women were more
likely than other victims to volunteer to name or point out their assailants.
Similarly, Brown (1984, p. 279) reports: "Although police often blame the
victim for non-mobilization of the law when women are beaten, there is
lome evidence to suggest that the police themselves frequently circumvent
the law due to factors other than the victim's reluctance to support them"
Research on battered women directly has revealed that while many of
these victims view the police as somewhat helpful (Brown 1984; Kennedy
and Homant 1983), the police typically avoid arrest (Bell 1985; Brown
1984; Burris and Jaffe 1983; Dobash and Dobash 1979; Edwards 1989;
Erez 1986; Finesmith 1983; Forrell 1990-1991; Gondolf and Fisher 1988;
Gondolf and McFerron 1989; Smith and Klein 1984; Stanko 1985; Tong
1984; Worden and Pollitz 1984; Zoomer 1989; Zorza 1992), even in those
departments which have mandatory and pro-arrest policies (Balos and Trotzky 1988; Bourg and Stock 1994; Ferraro 1989; Kennedy and Homant
1983; Lawrenz et al. 1988; Pastoor 1984). Moreover, others found that police referrals to victims and offenders are usually infrequent and inadequate
(Belknap and McCall 1994; Brown 1984; Oppenlander 1982).
Police were found to avoid arrest even in cases when a weapon was
present, when a victim was injured and when the victim requested arrest
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(Buzawa and Austin 1993). Moreover, even when victims were seriously
injured, only a little over half of the offenders were arrested, only close
to half of the cases where a gun or sharp weapon was used resulted in an
arrest, and comparatively, arrest was only made in about half the time the
victims requested it (Buzawa and Austin 1993). Similarly, a study of sheriffs' responses to battering in a large metropolitan department in Southern
Florida reported that even with a pro-arrest policy in effect, only about a
third of aggravated batteries resulted in arrest and less than one-fifth of
sexual battery charges (felonies) ended in arrest (Bourg and Stock 1994, p.
182).
One concern raised by some feminists regarding the implementation
of mandatory or pro-arrest policies has been the possibility of a backlash
from such policies and the likely arrest of battering victims together with
their batterers (e.g. Belknap 1996; Stanko 1989). The backlash could manifest itself when women who physically resist their batterers are labelled
as offenders along with their battering partners. Research has confirmed
this police practice (Martin 1994; Bourg and Stock 1994). Moreover, the
research suggests that women who are arrested are more likely than men
to be charged with more serious battering (aggravated degree) and these
circumstances are particularly true for black women (Bourge and Stock
1994).
Prosecution and Adjudication
Research on battered women in the prosecution phase of their cases suggests that women battering cases are treated differently and less severely
than other cases at various places of the prosecutorial decision-making
(e.g. requiring battered women, but not other victims, to sign statements
that they will follow through with prosecution; see Cahn 1992; Ferraro
and Boychuck 1992). Thus, similar to research on police responses to
women battering, prosecutorial responses to women battering have also
been found to focus on the victim's (non)co-operation (McLeod 1983).
Goldolf (1988), on the other hand, suggests that the focus might be switched to why the criminal justice system professionals do not co-operate
with battered women who request that their cases be pursued.
Understanding why battered women may not co-operate with the prosecution is important. Experts suggest that one reason is the frustration many
battered women feel when the serious assaults against them are classified
as misdemeanours (Hart 1993; Langan and Innes 1986). In fact, battered
women may lose interest in prosecution when their victimizations are trivialized. These victims conclude that "the costs and risks of prosecution
outweigh the potential consequences for assailants" (Hart 1993, p. 627).
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Research has partially confirmed these reasonings, and revealed other
possible factors underlying battered women non-co-operation. Studies of
prosecutorial decision-making in woman battering found that decisions to
charge were influenced by various defendant related factors (such as being
drunk/on drugs during the incident, criminal record and past violence),
and extent of injury sustained by the victim or the instrument of attack
used. But they were not consistent in their findings concerning the impact of intimacy or common residence between victim and offender at
the time of the incident on prosecutorial decision making (Schmidt and
Steury 1989; Miethe 1987). Also, research found that almost half of the
decisions not to prosecute were based on the victims' wishes (Schmidt and
Steury 1989). Further, some research suggests differences in case processing and court dispositions between crimes in which the victim and offender
were `known' to each other compared to cases in which the parties were
`strangers'. For instance, the strength of the state's evidence was a salient
factor in dismissing `known' but not `stranger' cases, and known offenders
were treated with greater leniency than their `stranger' counterparts across
the various stages of processing (pretrial and sentencing), particularly in
`high volume' jurisdictions (Miethe 1987).
A study in Indianapolis found that prosecutorial accepting charges and
proceeding through an initial hearing in court significantly reduced the
chance of further violence within six months of the time in which the case
is settled. This reduction occurred regardless of whether cases were settled
by dismissal, acceptance of diversion agreement, conviction, or by a finding of not guilty (Ford and Regoli 1992, p. 193). While noting the importance of police, prosecutors, and the courts taking these incidents and their
victims seriously, Ford and Regoli (1992) emphasize that `no drop' policies may not be effective in the intended direction. Their research found
that women who are able to drop charges were at lower risk for future violence than women who were not allowed to drop charges. They therefore
suggest that victims are empowered by their ability to drop charges and
by their alliance with criminal justice agencies (1992, p. 204). In a study
in Arizona, although two-fifths of the victims in intimate relationships
requested that charges be dropped once filed, half of these victims were
co-operative with the prosecution (Ferraro and Boychuck 1992). In light of
insufficient number of advocates to work with the battered women, these
researchers suggested that "it would be helpful to provide [battered women
withl assistance for the problems [of being emotionally and financially tied
to their abusers] rather than discourage prosecution" as was often the case
(p. 213). Contrary to other research findings (Miethe 1987) they found
that non-intimate cases were significantly more likely to be dropped than
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intimate cases. Although Ferraro and Boychuk (1992) found that victims
who co-operated as witnesses were significantly more likely to ensure a
guilty verdict, this study also found that a battered woman's `co-operation'
was not necessary for a guilty verdict. In almost two thirds of the cases
where the battered woman wanted to drop the charges, there was a guilty
verdict. Equally important was the finding that one sixth of the cases were
dropped over the victims' requests.
Notably, the research on systemic responses to woman battering have
focused on the police, with more limited attention to prosecutors and judges. To date, information on service providers' perspectives, such as workers in battered women's shelters/refuges, is practically non-existent. The
remainder of this article presents and analyzes the way in which service
providers - those who work closely with battered women who contact the
criminal justice system - view and assess these issues: how characteristic or common are these practices? How do they affect battered women's
views of the criminal justice system's response to their plight? What impact do these practices have on battered women's `victim/witness co-operation'?

METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION

Procedure
To document the experiences and opinions of service providers in agencies
specifically established to assist battered women, a survey was developed
and distributed to a representative from all such agencies in Ohio. With
the exception of battered women themselves, these service providers are
most familiar with the difficulties, dilemmas and motives behind battered
women's actions and the decisions that they make relative to their plight.
The Sample
During January and February 1994, directors or others in supervisory positions in all Ohio agencies providing services to victims, particularly battered women, were contacted. The names of the agencies and their directors or co-ordinators were taken from the 1993 list of Ohio Victim/Witness
Association membership, and from the 1992-1993 Ohio Crime Victim
Association Program published by the Ohio Attorney General's Office.
All together, 147 agency directors were contacted. Of those, 36 stated
that they did not deal with battered women or had too few cases to claim
expertise. Questionnaires were sent to the remaining 111 agencies. Of the
111 agencies contacted, 57 responded without any follow-up requests, and
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an additional 31 responded after one or two follow-up calls. The sample of
88 participating agencies constitutes a 78% response rate.
Respondents represented the following agencies: 43% were battered
women's shelters, 48% were victim assistance agencies (many associated
with prosecutors' offices), and the remainder were other kinds of agencies
which provide services to victims. About a third (30%) of the respondents
had contact with battered women concerning various areas of need, such
as mental health, victim services, domestic relation court and probation,
police-based victim assistance, hot-line or crisis centres. The responding
agencies, according to their estimates, served between 100 to 9,370 victims
per year, with a mean of 577. According to their data, victims were referred
to them in the following way: 53 agencies had some referrals through
a hot-line, with a mean of 39% of their clients referred in this manner.
Police referrals were mentioned by 51 agencies, with a mean of 36% of
their cases referred in this way. Fifty-one agencies were connected with
the prosecutor's office, with a mean of 21% of their cases referred by the
police. Forty-eight agencies had referrals through the courts, with a mean
of 22% of their referrals being from the courts. Twenty-three respondents
mentioned referrals by other agencies such as mental health and social service agencies, and by direct contact with victims through hot-lines. Forty
per cent of the respondents estimated that they serve at least lome of the
abuse cases in their jurisdiction, and 60% thought they handle most of
these victims. The mean per cent of their repeated abuse cases is 40%.
The overwhelming majority of these agency respondents (95%) were
females and 5% were males. The range of their work experience with battered women was 1 to 28 years with a mean of 8 years of experience. Their
role in the agency was as follows: 59% were director or co-ordinator of services to victims generally or battered women specifically; 23% were victim advocates; 12% were counsellors, therapists, or volunteers; 4% were
prosecutors, and 2% were probation.officers.
The Measurement Instrument
The 17-page questionnaire included various questions (both closed and
open ended) about the criminal justice system response to woman battering
cases, the respondents' opinions about the handling of these cases by various criminal justice agents, and the evaluation of agents' actions. Several
scales were used to measure the relative importance of legal and personal
factors in battered women's decisions to utilize or decline criminal justice
services and remedies. Lastly, items about the agency for which respondents work, together with items about their role, length of experience, and
type of work they performed for their agency, were included.
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The purpose of the questions was to identify key problems in criminal
justice agents' responses to battered women who contact the system and
who thus become victim/witnesses, to elicit the experts' assessment of
the weight of these problems in battered women's decision to access or
utilize the system to deal with abusive relationships, and lastly, to allow
the experts to make suggestions for improving the system's response to
battering.

RESULTS

Criminal Justice Agents and Women's Decisions to Utilize the System
Respondents were first asked whether attitudes, comments, questions or
actions by criminal justice agents influence battered women's willingness
to utilize the criminal justice system to deal with their abuse. They were
also asked to provide examples, whenever possible.
The majority of the respondents thought that criminal justice agents'
behaviour, attitudes, or comments influence battered women's willingness
to access or use the criminal justice system, but the proportions varied: the
behaviour of police were most frequently rated as important (94%), followed by prosecutors' (90%), defense attorneys' (80%), judges' (78%) and
other court personnel's (64%) behaviour, attitudes, and comments. Almost
half (44%) of the respondents added other significant sources of influence
on battered women's decisions to utilize the criminal justice system. They
included family, friends, the abuser, and various service providers.
In response to the open-ended questions concerning examples of criminal justice agents' attitudes or behaviours which influence battered women's actions, the service providers offered predominantly examples of
attitudes or behaviours with negative2 or discouraging effects on battered
women's willingness to utilize the system. Of the examples offered for
police impact, the majority (69%) were of negative impact, and the remainder were equally divided between positive or encouraging behaviours, and
examples of both types of impact. Typical examples of negative impact
were the following comments made by the police who encounter battered
women: " If 1 have to come here one more time, both of you are going to
jail"; "You don't want to file, do you?"; "You know you'll be back together
in a week anyway, so why don't you let him cool off for a while?"; " If you
file and drop charges, don't bother calling us next time"; "You stay with
2 We use the word negative to mean adverse effect on battered women's willingness
to use the criminal justice system. We do not make any judgement about the ment or
advisability of utilizing the system.
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him, you deserve it"; "We'11 take the kids, we can file charges against you".
Many police go out of their way to teil abusive partners that they allo can
press charges and the children will be given to Human Services. Other
comments were victim-blaming: "What did you do to set him off?" and
"What did you say to him to make him do that?" Another common complaint was police failure to take any action, particularly when no visible
signs of injury were present.
On the other hand, positive examples of attitudes or behaviours included police officers who supported and encouraged victims to follow
through, believed the victim, or found the batterer's behaviour intolerable.
Respondents reported that victims were more likely to file charges when
police officers behaved this way. Another positive example listed was police officers arresting the batterers even when the victims refused because
they were too afraid. Generally, the respondents stated that younger officers with specialized training are sensitive and have a positive effect on
women's willingness to utilize the system.
Respondents offered 59 examples for prosecutors' impact on victims'
willingness to use the system, the majority of which (64%) were for discouraging the victim, the remeinder were for encouraging the victim or
included both encouraging and discouraging examples. Examples for discouraging actions and behaviours included blarning the victim, making
arbitrary decisions about which cases to prosecute, prosecuting women
who drop charges, not offering the victim a method for putting responsibility upon the State, and refusing to take battered women seriously after
a dropped charge. Other discouraging factors had to do with minimizing
the crime and abusers' threats, a lack of understanding and compassion
both individually and about the dynamics of woman battering in general,
relying too heavily on police reports which are often victim-blaming, and
second-guessing whether victims will follow through with the complaint.
Examples of defense attorneys' behaviour or comments that have an
impact on battered women's willingness to use the system were mostly
negative (87%). Typical examples were variations of jokes about battering,
blaming the victim, making the victim appear to be mentally ill, making the
victim look like she's being `brainwashed' by advocates from the shelter
or service providers, questioning the victim about past incidents where she
dropped the charges, focusing on the victims' instead of the offenders'
present and past behaviour, and taking advantage of battered women's low
self-esteem and vulnerability to intimidate her and get charges reduced or
dropped.
Court staff attitudes or behaviour also received substantial amounts
of examples (n = 38), half of which were negative, and the rest divided
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between positive or mixed. Typical examples of negative influences mentioned court staff appearing uncaring, with little understanding, and trying
to make the victim feel like the abuse was her fault. Other individuals
who may affect battered women's willingness to access the system often
mentioned by respondents on their own initiative included: the batterer
(e.g. "I'll have you arrested, too!"; "You scratched or pushed me, too!"),
family and friends of the victim or batterer (e.g. "1 can't believe you are
going to put your husband, the father of your children, in jail"), and other
victims who had difficult experience with the courts, divorce lawyers, and
the public or the community in general.
The service providers also reported that the justice system's agents
discourage battered women from utilizing the system or convince them
to drop a complaint. In response to a question whether various criminal
justice agencies discourage battered women from accessing the system
or filing complaints (with the options of `never', `sometimes', and 'often') the service providers reported that defense attorneys (46%), police
officers (34%), and prosecutors (25%) often discouraged battered women
from using the system. Judges, court personnel and social service agencies, on the other hand, were reported as least often discouraging battered
women from using the system (only 9% of the time judges, 7% of the time
court personnel, and 6% of the time social service agencies were reported
as `often' discouraging victims). Similarly, in response to a question of
whether criminal justice agents have convinced battered women to drop
their charges, service providers reported not only that defense attorneys
were most likely to convince women to drop complaints, but also that
police and prosecutors had this impact on battered women. Half of the
times defense attorneys, one seventh of the times police, and a similar
proportion of prosecutors were reported as `often' convincing women to
drop charges. Judges and court personnel were reported as the least likely
to convince women to drop charges. Only 4%, and 3% respectively were
reported as `often' requesting that women drop charges.
Respondents perceived most criminal justice agents to have biases against battered women as victims. Naturally, they ranked defense attorneys
the highest in this regard, followed by police, prosecutors, probation officers, judges, and court staff. Notably, when asked to rank the agents
who are mostly in need for education they ranked the police the highest
regarding this need, followed by defense attorneys, judges, prosecutors,
probation officers, and court staff. Service providers are cognizant of the
fact that the police are the gatekeepers of the criminal justice system, and
they are the first agents that battered women encounter. The respondents
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therefore ranked the police as the highest on the need of education, even
though they did not rank them the highest on the level of perceived bias.
When asked who is best situated to encourage battered women to cooperate with the prosecution, the most named agent was victim assistance
staff (81%), followed by a wide margin by the prosecutor (35%), the police
(34%), and judges (14%). Only 3% of the respondents thought that no
one is in a position to encourage victims to prosecute. Respondents allo
mentioned other victims and various service providers, particularly shelter
workers or advocates, as possible key individuals in positions to encourage
battered women to prosecute.
Perceptions Related to Battered Women as Victim/Witness
Respondents were asked to assess the input battered women provide to the
police or to the court. Over two-thirds (69%) of the respondents thought
that abused women generally minimize their partner's brutality, over onequarter (28%) thought battered women present the brutality they suffered
accurately, and no one thought that the battered women that they had encountered exaggerated the abuse. Similarly, over two thirds (71%) of the
respondents thought that abused women tend to minimize their injuries
when presenting them in the criminal justice context. Several respondents
commented that battered women tend to minimize the abuse and injury at
the beginning of the relationship with the abusers, but present their injuries
accurately toward the end of the relationship.
Over two-thirds (68%) of the service providers thought that battered
women should be required and subpoenaed to testify in the trial of their
abusers even when they do not want to do so. About two-thirds (65%)
of them thought that battered women should be required to testify if the
incident involved severe violence, and slightly higher numbers of the respondents (70%) thought they should be required to testify when the case
involved situations of repeated violence, and danger to children. The rest of
the respondents were equally divided between stating that women should
be required to testify under any circumstances, or that the decision to
testify should be left to the victim.
Only about a quarter (29%) of the service providers thought that battered women should be liable for contempt of court if they refuse to testify.
The majority (74%) believed that the use of depositions in lieu of court
appearances to testify would increase battered women's co-operation with
prosecutions. The majority of the service providers (70%) thought the
ultimate decision whether to prosecute a case should by made by the prosecutor and not by the victim. A similar proportion of respondents (73%)
also thought that battered women should not be given the option to drop
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their complaint. An overwhelming majority (94%) did not believe that
allowing battered women to drop their complaints would improve or increase control over the victims' domestic situation. Only one seventh of
the respondents thought that the victim should make the ultimate decision
whether to prosecute, and a similar number thought that it should be a joint
decision between the prosecutor and the victim.
An overwhelming majority of the service providers (93%) thought that
it was advisable to encourage battered women to testify and co-operate
with the prosecution. Over four-fifths (83%) said that in their experience,
encouraging battered women to co-operate had been generally effective.
Almost two-thirds (61%) of the respondents thought that battered women are generally not adequately informed about what is expected of them
in criminal justice processes, and half of the service providers thought that
battered women are not aware of what they can expect from the system in
terms of protection and support.
Service Providers' Opinions about Prosecution, Courts and Penalties
Respondents were asked to rank (from 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest) the
importance of several considerations in the decision whether to prosecute
an abuser. They included offense, offender and victim variables, and factors of legal significance. The factor rated most significant was the offense
seriousness, followed by the past record of the batterer, and by the fact that
the behaviour is a violation of the law. Of substantially lesser importance
were the victim's wishes and the likelihood of conviction.

The majority of the respondents (82%) thought the criminal justice
system views woman battering too lightly. With the options of `properly
assess', `overestimate', and `underestimate', the respondents were asked
how well agents of the legal system (prosecutors, defense attorneys, and
judges) assess the seriousness of woman battering. Judges were most likely
(45%) viewed to properly assess the seriousness, followed by prosecutors
(37%) and lastly defense attorneys (13%). However, a high percentage
of respondents reported defense attorneys (86%), prosecutors (62%), and
judges (54%) as `underestimating' the seriousness of woman battering.
A substantial proportion of respondents thought that criminal justice
agents do not believe battered women's accounts of the battering. Only
about two-thirds of the respondents thought prosecutors believe battered
women's accounts, about three-fourths thought judges believe these accounts, and only about one-fifth thought defense attorneys believe battered
women's accounts of battering.
In response to a question whether legal professionals inquire ('often',
`sometimes', or 'almost never') about provocation by the victim, which
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presumably triggered the incident or exacerbated it, all criminal justice
agents were reported to inquire about victim provocation `sometimes' if
not `often' by over two-thirds of the respondents. Naturally, defense attorneys (72%) were most likely to be reported as `often' inquiring about
victim provocation, but respondents also found prosecutors (26%) and
judges (4%) to `often' inquire about provocation. Further, when asked
about using victim provocation as mitigating circumstances, two-thirds of
the respondents (68%) thought judges did so. About two-thirds (64%) of
respondents also thought judges inquire about pending divorce proceedings when they deal with woman battering issues, with over a quarter
(27%) stating that judges often do so.
In a ranking system of 1 to 5, where 5 is the highest, respondents
were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of sanctions, penalties, and other
dispositions normally applied in domestic violence cases. The sanction
rated most effective was jail or prison, followed by probation with a batterer treatment programme and lastly probation and individual counselling.
Other sanctions used including probation, suspended jail and conditions
such as `no contact', received scores less than the neutral point of 3 on the
scale, while fines received the lowest score of all sanctions.
About three out of five respondents (61%) did not think that judges
communicate an effective deterrent message to batterers. Although many
respondents noted that this varies by jurisdiction and judges, practically
all respondents stated sentences are too light: "When a judge gives a standard sentence of 30 days with 25 suspended and a $250 fine and offers a
90 day drop policy, this is hardly a deterrence"; "A routine fine and suspended sentence usually leaves the batterer feeling nothing has happened";
"Sentencing is hardly more than a slap on the hand"; "Judges order defendants back into the home or continuously find defendants not guilty of
domestic violence"; "No one goes to jail"; "Repeated violations of Temporas Protection Orders are treated as a minor issue with no sanctions"
and "Judges present too many choices to batterers which hurt the choices
of the victims". As expected, respondents who thought that the criminal
justice system in their jurisdiction did send a deterrent message generally
expressed satisfaction with sentences (e.g. "The judge is especially tough
if the batterer is on probation and has protective order violation").
Almost three-quarters (73%) of the service providers thought that diversion of abusers out of the criminal justice system was not a useful approach
for reducing domestic violence. Even a larger proportion (80%) thought
that mediation, whether through the police or the court, is not helpful
in dealing with woman battering. On the other hand, over three quarters
(78%) of the respondents thought that counselling is an effective way to
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deal with woman battering. Over half of the respondents (55%) stated that
civil remedies are less effective than criminal dispositions in combating
women battering. The majority (85%) thought that conviction of a criminal
offense is a useful response in order to prevent future abuse.
Although the majority of the respondents (75%) stated that abused women use protective orders to assure their safety, a third (34%) of the respondents did not think that protective orders are effective in providing
safety and protection to victims.
In light of the service providers' reporting negative or discouraging
interactions of battered women with criminal justice agents, we inquired
about the relative impact of these factors on battered women's behaviour
as victim/witness compared to other possible factors, such as personal or
structural problems. The next section addresses the opinions of service
providers concerning the weight of different factors in influencing battered
women decision to mobilize the system or follow through with complaints.
Relative Weight of Factors
In a series of questions regarding the relative weight of personal, structural
and criminal justice related factors affecting battered women's willingness
to access the system or follow through with the compliant or prosecution,
the service providers consistently rated fear of the batterer as having the
most weight in determining battered women's decisions. On a scale of 1 to
5, where 5 is the highest, fear of the batterer was rated the highest, followed
by economie dependency and by emotional dependency on the batterer.
These were followed by concern for the children and lack of family support. Criminal justice related variables received substantially lower scores
relative to their impact on battered women's decision to access the system
or follow through. Distrust of the criminal justice system was, difficult
past experiences with the criminal justice system, and ineffectiveness of
the system.

In a related question, respondents rated fear of the batterer as the most
significant factor that hinders the effective use of the justice system by battered women. Again, criminal justice related variables were rated substantially lower than fear of the batterer (distrust of the system was: ineffectiveness of the system; evidentiary requirements; procedural requirements;
and financial legal costs to the victims).
Lastly, respondents were asked to rank different reasons why battered
women generally do not follow through with prosecutions. Again, the most
influential predictor was fear of the batterer, followed by other personal
variables such as emotional dependency on the abuser, economie difficulties, improvement in the relationship with the batterer, and concern for the
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integrity of the family. Criminal justice related variables such as the ineffectiveness of the criminal justice system and attitudes by criminal justice
agents received the lowest scores. The same pattern of scoring appeared
when respondents were asked to rate the relative importance of the impact
these factors have on battered women's likelihood to testify in court.
Factors Related to the Service Providers' Responses
In a separate analysis, we examined the variables that were significantly
correlated with service providers responses. The variables examined included those related to the amount of experience the respondents had (e.g.
numbers of victims/battered women the respondent's agency serves, the
proportion of battered women in the respondent's jurisdiction that her/his
agency serves; years of experience the respondents reports, the per cent of
repeat victimizations they see), and other indicators of the level and kind of
experience respondents have, such as the main referral agency from which
respondents received their clientele (hot-line, police, prosecutor, court or
other); whether the respondent works at a shelter; the extent to which the
respondent reports to being involved with the criminal justice system handling of woman battering cases. Because only four of the respondents were
male, it made bivariate distinctions based on sex difficult to assess.
The variable most frequently related to the responses was whether the
respondents were working in a shelter, followed by various variables that
suggest extensive experience (e.g. the number of battered women the respondent's agency sees every year, the number of years of experience the
respondent reports, the proportion of battered women in the jurisdiction
of the respondent that his or her agency serves), the extent of involvement
of the respondent's agency with the criminal justice system, whether the
majority of clients are referred by a hot-line, and the proportion of clients
that are repeated victims.3
For instance, non-shelter workers (80.9%) are more likely than shelter
workers (50.0%) to state that prosecutors believe victims' accounts of the
battering, or more likely than shelter workers (98.0% compared to 73.0%)
to think that judges believe victims' accounts of the battering. Notably,
however, shelter workers (63.6%) were more likely than non-shelter workers (40.4%) to report that battered women are aware of what they can
expect from the criminal justice system in way of support and protection,
and shelter workers (2.8%) are far less likely than non-shelter workers
(16.3%) to report that prosecutors' attitude, comments, and questions af3 Due to space restrictions, it is impossible to include all the statistics for each analysis.
These statistics and tables of the findings reported here can be received from the authors
upon request.
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fect battered women's willingness to utilize the criminal justice system
to deal with their abusers. Shelter workers ranked `fear of the batterer'
more highly than non-shelter workers as a reason battered women do not
file complaints. But they also ranked the `ineffectiveness of the system'
and `difficult past experience with the criminal justice system' higher than
non-shelter workers as an important hindrance to battered women's use of
the criminal justice system.
Shelter workers ranked the need to educate the police, the prosecutors,
the court staff, and the judges about battered women's plight more highly
than their non-shelter worker counterparts. Not surprisingly, the shelter
workers ranked the police more highly than non-shelter workers as having
biases that impede the processing of battering cases in the system. Shelter
workers also ranked `battered women' and `anyone who is concerned and
caring' more highly than non-shelter workers as suitable to work with battered women in the criminal justice context. Similar findings that exhibit
a more critical evaluation of the system's treatment of battered women,
and ratings of the relative factors that affect battered women willingness to
access the system or follow through, finding `fear of the batterer' and other
personal factors as having paramount weight were also found to be related
to variables measuring experience, level of involvement with the criminal
justice system, the number of victims and repeat victimization respondents
have had, and whether the majority of the clients they see are referred by
hot-line.
Service Providers' Suggestions for Improving the Systemic Response to
Battering

When asked to name the three major areas in woman battering that need
reform, the respondents came up with over 200 suggestions. The most frequent themes were the following: increased education of criminal justice
system workers, harsher penalties for batterers, police training in sensitive
investigations of woman battering, public awareness, and increased level
of funding for victim assistance and advocacy programmes. Other suggestions focused on various aspects of processing domestic violence cases
in the court, with most of them concerning approaching and processing
woman battering as a crime (e.g. prosecution and penalties).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The service providers responses portray a criminal justice system which
exhibits biases against battered women as victims, is guided by stereotyp-
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ical images of women, marriage and the family, and consequently treats
abused women in a manner which is not conducive to co-operation with
the system or following through with the case. The more extensive experience services providers have had with helping battered women (measured
by number of clients or repeated victimizations they encountered, their
degree of involvement with the system) and the more personal and professional proximity they reported to battered women (e.g. through working
in shelters where battered women reside while they look for a safe place),
the more they attest to biases and stereotypes guiding the criminal justice
response to women who are battered.
Reports by service providers suggest that criminal justice officials often
underestimate the gravity of battering and its impact on the victims. These
agents tend to place responsibility on the battered women for their victimization, and often discourage them from following with their case, either through comments or attitudes or explicit suggestions to avoid formal
processing of abusers.
Service providers also reported various practices by system agents that
are prompted by, or suggest, underlying biaces and stereotypical views of
women and abuse dynamics. Practices which were mentioned as detrimental to the victims and to their willingness or determination to pursue their
cases included such as questioning the veracity of abused women's input as
complainants or witnessen, which service providers thought is most likely
to be underestimated or at best accurate, agents implying that the victims
have provoked the abuse or triggered it, and minimizing the abuse or its
consequences.
The service providers also thought the system does not send a deterrent
message to batterers, that the sanctions imposed are too light or often inappropriate, and that the measures used by the system to ascertain women's
safety (e.g. temporary protection orders) are not very effective.
In an approach uncharacteristic of those who work with battered women, the respondents stated that the system should not provide abused
women with the option of dropping their case. Despite the emphasis by
counsellors of abused women on providing these women with options and
allowing them to choose their course of action, in this situation they were
almost unanimous that battered women should not be allowed to drop the
complaint, and that they should be required or subpoenaed to testify. On
the other hand, respondents were against finding women in contempt of'
court if they still refuse to testify.
This unexpected finding becomes clear when we examine the relative
impact of factors respondents listed which result in battered women's reluctance to co-operate or follow through with the case. The most sig-
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nificant factor that underlies battered women's lack of co-operation with
the criminal justice was fear of their batterer. Other factors of prime importance were those related to the women's personal situation including
her economic and emotional dependency on the abuser. Criminal justice
variables, including difficult experiences with agents or ineffectiveness of
the system received much lower scores than those pertaining to battered
women's domestic situations. Obviously, personal and social structural
factors associated with the typical scenario of battered women superrede
and override criminal justice system related considerations in their importance, duration and impact on battered women willingness to co-operate as
victims/witnesses.
The inadequate responses of criminal justice system agents to woman
battering, according to the service providers in this study, nonetheless have
an impact on battered women's ability to defend themselves and deal with
the abuse. Distrust of the criminal justice system, beliefs that the system is
generally ineffective, or experiences with uncaring system agents or hostile
attitudes by officials are disturbing and reinforce women's vulnerability,
ability to firmly resist the violence and eventually leave. Although the
major barriers to `victim/witness co-operation' for battered women are
produced by economic, structural and cultural mandates in which the victim and the criminal justice system are embedded, the message that the
system sends to the victim has symbolic value.
A careful reading of the experts' responses suggests that the reform
of the criminal justice system's response to woman battering is necessary
more for support and recognition of the battered woman's plight than for
prevention or resolution of the problem. Service providers appreciate the
limits of criminal law and its enforcement machinery for ameliorating
problems which are rooted in social structuren and cultural dictates. The
symbolic aspects of the law, reflected in recognizing the victimization
through legal rules, as well as by the attitudes and actions of legal agents,
are significant over and above the likelihood of preventing or deterring the
abuse. Woman battering is one of the social problems in which the causal
chain between legal and social change is perceived as reciprocal. Because
the resistance to change in the area of women battering is equally strong in
both arenas, each one, independent of the other, needs to send a message
that the behaviour is intolerable, and indeed criminal.
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FROM VICTIM TO OFFENDER: FEMALE OFFENDERS OF CHILD
SEXUAL ABUSE *

ABSTRACT. tHistorically, women have been seen to have a much lower recorded rate
of crime than men. In the area of child sexual abuse, women have figured prominently
in official statistics as victims but have had virtually no official recognition as offenders.
It is difficult for many people to accept that women do sexually abuse children and this
can result in discounting by personnel in child protection services and police. This article
discussen female offenders of child sexual abuse and the way in which these cases are
processed by the criminal justice systemi
KEY WORDS: child protection services, criminal justice system processing, female crime,
statistica, victimization

The study of criminology has in the past largely neglected the subject of
female criminal behaviour. This is due in part to the low recorded crime
rate for women compared to that of men. As the body of knowledge relating to female criminal behaviour grows, explanations for the low recorderf
female crime rates are beginning to be postulated and an understanding
that the way in which offenders are proceseed can affect official statietics
has developed. This article will discuss female sexual offending against
children and the way in which these cases are processed by the criminal
justice system.

THE FEMALE CRIME RATE

A diverse range of views exists in respect to the official female crime
rate. Many contemporary writers in criminology have cast doubt on the
assumption that female crime is on the rise (Weisheit and Mahan 1988;
Whitehurst 1984; Leonard 1982), whilst others have acknowledged that
female crime is on the rise and in some cases contend that the female
crime rate is rising faster than that of men (Heidensohn 1996; Flowers
1987; Adler 1975). Some writers hold the belief that the low female crime
rate is an approximate reflection of the absolute rate of crime for women
* An Barlier version of this paper was presented at the 9th International Symposium on
Victimology, Amsterdam, August 1997. The author is currently working on a Ph.D thesis
on the same subject
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(Balkan et al. 1980; Leonard 1982) and others argue that female crime
tends, by its nature, to be hidden and therefore the official statistics do not
accurately reflect the true rate of crime for women (Pollak 1950; Flowers
1987; White and Kowalski 1994). There is also a belief that the official
records are inaccurate due to a failure of victims to report offenses, and
a failure of the criminal justice system to process them in the same way
men might be proceseed and officially recorded (Edwards 1989; White and
Kowalski 1994). Most writers, however, appear to be in general agreement
that the official statistics do not provide an accurate account of the absolute
crime rates (Pollak 1950; Morris 1987; Flowers 1987; Heidensohn 1996).
It is then with caution that we interpret official crime rates hut can,
despite the conjecture that much of the female criminal activity is hidden
and allowing for this anomaly, assume with some confidence that generally women's crime rate is much lower than that of men. It is likely that
some criminal activity involving men is not detected and/or not recorded
officially for various reasons leading to a general assumption that even
if a large number of females involved in hidden criminal activity were
discovered, it would not overwhelmingly alter the current statistics, particularly if hidden male criminal activity was likewise brought into the open.
It is just as likely, as suggested by Smart (1976), that a large proportion
of female criminal behaviour is assessed differently via medicalizing the
behaviour and therefore processing not by the criminal justice system but
by the mental health system. It is not known whether this is still the case
and warrants further research which is outside the limitations of this article.

FEMALE VICTIMIZATION

The invisibility of women in criminology did not just extend to discussions
of criminal behaviour but allo extended to the victimization of women. It
is only in the last two to three decades that interest in the area of victimology has advanced and along with it our understanding of crimes such
as incest and rape which affect mainly women. Whilst men make up the
larger percentage of those who fall victim to crime, women have been
found to feel the most unsafe (Morris 1987; Weisheit and Mahan 1988).
The victimization rates for some groups of women - such as poor black
women - is higher than for others. However all women, whether they
have been victims or not, realise the potential that they may at some time
in their lives become a victim (Hall 1985). The unreliability of official
statistics affects the discussion of victimology in much the same way as it
affects the study of criminality and it is widely suggested that current
official figures do not reflect the actual incidence of rape and sexual
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assault (Hall 1985; Morris 1987; Flowers 1987; Weisheit and Mahan 1988;
Roach-Anleu 1995). Incest and childhood sexual abuse is an area in which
women are over-represented as victims in the current statistica and many
researchers believe the actual number of victims could be much higher.
The Los Angeles Times National Survey found that 27% of American
females and 16% of American males reported having been sexually abused
in their childhood (Finkelhor 1994, p. 37). A study of 930 adult American women by Russell (1994) found that 38% had experienced unwanted
sexual contact prior to reaching the age of eighteen. A national survey
conducted in Canada found that 34% of the female respondents (n = 1006)
and 13% of the male respondents (n = 1003) reported having been sexually
abused as children. Another study conducted in the United Kingdom, with
3,000 self selected volunteers who completed a questionnaire in response
to advertising, found that 90% reported having experienced child sexual
abuse (Stevenson 1989, p. 13). In South Australia the 1994/1995 Annual
Report from the Department for Family and Community Services, reports
that of a total of 1,369 notifications of sexual abuse received for the financial year, 951 were female, 409 were male and 9 whose sex was not
recorded. It should be noted that these figures are for notifications rather
than substantiated cases (South Australian Department 1995, p. 27). These
figures suggest that women are more likely than men to suffer child sexual
abuse. Like rape, child sexual abuse tends to be under-reported and there
is some suggestion that figures, particularly for males, are actually much
higher than official statistics suggest.

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE

Feminist writers have viewed child sexual abuse as a product of patriarchy
(Hirschman 1981; Morris 1987; Weisheit and Mahan 1988). This theory
suggests that females are socialized to accept a subordinate position in the
family and society and to accept sexual objectification. Males are socialized to be dominant in the family and society and to sexually objectify
women. The central hypothesis is that the power dynamics within a patriarchal social system perpetuate and condone crimes such as incest and
child sexual abuse by creating a belief that men are entitled to gain sexual gratification from women. The father who dominates his daughter for
sexual gratification can then be seen to be preparing his daughter for the
subservient role she will fulfil in society and in her marriage (Weisheit and
Mahan 1988, pp. 93-94). This thesis can be seen to explain the dynamics
involved in sexual abuse where there is a male perpetrator but does not
appear to explain the dynamics involved when there is a female perpe-
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trator. It has been suggested that the extent of female offending in child
sexual abuse is under-reported and largely hidden. It is difficult to actually
prove a problem which is said to be hidden and some theorists have relied
on conjecture. The potential for female offenders of child sexual abuse to
remain undetected was raised by Pollak (1950, p. 26). He contended that
the role of caretaker and nurturer, undertaken mainly by women, allowed
them the opportunity to engage in sexual activity with children, leaving no
medical evidence and being covered by the guise of mothering.
This contention is supported by Crisp (1991, p. 79) who states that
children sleeping with their mothers is not considered unnatural in our
society and could be used to cover sexual contact. She contends that sexual
contact with children can be disguised in a variety of ways under the guise
of mothering. The area of female sexual offending is a largely unstudied
area and little is known about the prevalence, nature and effects of this type
of abuse, however what little is known tends to suggest that females as
well as males are victims of female perpetrators (Crisp 1991; Elliott 1993;
Briggs 1995). Women are generally seen as the asexual nurturers and the
thought of females sexually abusing children is a difficult notion for people
to grasp. This could explain why so little is currently known about them.
Much more time has gone into research regarding women as victims of
sexual abuse and the long-term effects of that abuse. There appears to be
lome evidence to suggest that long-term psychological trauma can result
from experiences of childhood sexual abuse (Finkelhor 1984; Long and
Jackson 1993; Briggs 1995). This trauma is likely to be more severe in
those children who were victims of emotional or physical abuse or neglect
prior to the sexual abuse experience. It is also apparent that prior adjustment and development of coping skills has lome bearing on the adjustment
following abuse (Finkelhor 1984; Jones 1991).
Experiences resulting from the abuse such as criminal investigation,
court process, child welfare processes and the reactions of family and the
authorities can have a dramatic impact on the traumatization experienced
by the victim. It has also been suggested that not all victims of child sexual abuse experience traumatization and problems in adulthood (Elwell
and Ephross 1987; Jones 1991; Darlington 1995). The more commonly
reported effects of child sexual abuse reported by adults include: negative
self image, depression, sexual problems, relationship difficulties, a sense
of being different, a lense of being powerful in a malignant way, confusion, social isolation, identity confusion and dissociation of aspects of self
(Bass and Davis 1988; Cole and Putnam 1992; Briggs 1995). In a study of
sexual offenders, Freda Briggs (1995) found a strong relationship between
childhood sexual abuse and sexual offending against children as adults.
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Whilst not all victims become offenders, those that do appear to have
been affection starved or neglected as children and therefore saw the sexual abuse in a positive way. In some cases the abuser was the only adult
providing attention and affection in the child's life (Briggs 1995). Briggs
highlights the way in which the abuse affects the child and subsequent
adult survivor as an important determinant involved in the transition from
victim to offender. Conversely, the way in which the abuse is assimilated
by the child can act as a major deterrent to becoming an offender as an
adult: "Listening to these abuse survivors, it became clear that the strongest
deterrent to the commission of offenses with children was their sensitivity
to the damaging effects of abuse on their own lives and their reluctance to
inflict the same curse on other human beings." (Briggs 1995, p. ix)

Child sexual abuse is a complex issue, particularly in respect to the
victim/offender dichotomy. In seeking to identify the characteristics that
might lead a victim to become an offender there is great difficulty, for sexual offenders are not a homogenous group (Wallis 1995, p. 4). Offenders
of child sexual abuse tend to be categorized into two distinct types: fixated
and non-fixated offenders. The fixated offenders have a dominant sexual
preference for prepubescent children and the non-fixated offenders have a
dominant age appropriate sexual preference.
Many common factors have been found to be present in non-fixated
offenders. Wallis (1995) found that the majority of offenders who fall
into this category perceive themselves as powerless; have a strong adherence to traditional gender role stereotypes, but due to self doubt and
over-dependency lack the confidence to live up to the expectations of the
role; have symbiotic dependent relationships - either submissive or controlling; tend to sexualize emotions and are emotionally dependent. These
factors were found to be present with male offenders and similar characteristics have been found with female offenders. Mathews (1989) found that
a common factor with female offenders was their extreme dependency on
or rejection by males. Female offenders were also found to have low self
esteem; dependency on men for survival and sense of self, and were easily
manipulated. Many female offenders have been found to abuse drugs and
alcohol (Coulborn Faller 1987) and this has also been found to be a factor
with some male offending (Finkelhor 1984).
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Some writers have attempted to collate what little is currently known about
female offenders in order to classify them. Coulborn Faller (1987) describes a classification system which places women into five categories:
poly-incestuous abuse; single parent abuse; psychotic abusers; adolescent
perpetrators and the non-custodial abuser. Mathews (1989) allo attempted
to classify female sexual offenders according to the type of abuse they
committed. This resulted in three categories of offenders: teacher/lover;
predisposed (inter-generational) offender, and male coerced offenders.
These attempts to categorise female offending aim to assist researchers and
therapists to better understand and help this group of offenders but they are
not conclusive or exclusive as so little is yet known about female offenders.
It is evident that experience of childhood sexual abuse is a.factor in child
sexual offending as an adult (Johnson 1989; Briggs 1995) but this alone
cannot explain the phenomenon as most perpetrators are male and yet most
victims are female. Some victims do become offenders and female victims
are not, by virtue of their gender, exempt from this potentiality. Whilst not
all victims become offenders, most offenders have been victims themselves
as a child.
Whilst data regarding prevalence rates for female offenders of child
sexual abuse is difficult to obtain, lome attempts have been made to estimate likely incidence rates. A comparative study of women and men
who sexually abuse children was conducted by Allen (1991) in the United
States. In applying numerical estimates to the estimated proportion of the
population in the United States who experience child sexual abuse (23%)
and multiplying these by the total estimated female population and the
estimated proportion (5%) at that time known to be abused by women,
he estimated that approximately 1.5 million females and 1.6 million males
are sexually abused in their childhood by women. Combining both of these
figures, he gives an approximate total prevalence figure of 3.1 million people in the United States who are victims of a female perpetrator of child
sexual abuse (Allen 1991, p. 20).
Unfortunately there is as yet no current data on the prevalence rate for
this type of offence in Australia hut estimated percentages in respect to
victims is similar to that in the United States and more recent studies in the
US suggests that 5% is a conservative estimate. Allen (1991) graphically
illustrates that even 5% of the population equates to a large number of
actual victims of childhood sexual abuse by women even if this number is
small when compared to prevalence rates of sexual abuse perpetrated by
men.
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Victims of female sexual abuse have reported considerable difficulty
in disclosing the abuse and being believed (Bass and Davis 1988; Elliott
1993; Briggs 1995). This is due to the stereotypical perceptions created
in respect to how women behave. Women are generally seen to be passive, gentle and nurturing. Motherhood and the caretaker role is seen to be
asexual. Female sexual abuse is threatening because it challenges fundamental beliefs about how women should relate to children. Many people
have difficulty in accepting that child sexual abuse occurs at all and find
the possibility of female sexual abuse incomprehensible. There is also the
difficulty posed by theories introduced to explain child sexual abuse.
Child sexual abuse is generally understood within the context of male
power and aggression which excludes women as potential abusers (Elliott
1993, p. 8). If sexual abuse by females is accepted it is prone to be discounted due to the repeated contention that child sexual abuse is a gender
specific problem involving males as perpetrators and females as victims.
Females are seen to be insignificant contributors to the overall problem.
Elliott (1993) found that many victims did not disclose abuse by a
female offender and when they did were not believed and therefore the
abuse was not recorded. She advocates caution in respect to accepting current statistics: "Current statistics indicate that sexual abuse of children by
females is rare. David Finkelhor and Diana Russell in Child Sexual Abuse
(1984) estimate that 5% of abuse of boys and 20% of abuse of girls is
perpetrated by women. Previous statistics indicated that child sexual abuse
was rare even by males. That has sine been shown to be untrue. Statistics
are based upon what we are told and may give a false picture if some
victims are not telling." (Elliott 1993, p. 9).
Female sexual offerding is discounted in a variety of ways. One way
in which it has been discounted in the past is the assumption that it only
occurs when the woman is coerced by a male offender and that her role
tends to be passive rather than active (Coulborn Faller 1987, p. 274). This
belief has been challenged in recent studies (McCarty 1986; Elliott 1993;
Briggs 1995). It is true that some women are coerced into sexual involvement with children by a male offender but it is also true that many female
offenders act alone with no coercion.
Another way in which female sexual offending is discounted is via
the contention that women who offend in this way are suffering from
intellectual or mental impairment. This contention has been found to be
untrue in many of the cases studied (Marvasti 1986; McCarty 1986) and
the literature in respect to mental illness and female sexual offending is inconsistent. Ina study of forty women, Coulborn Faller (1987, p. 272) found
that 47.5% of the sample suffered from mental illness. O'Connor (1987)
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obtained similar results with 48% of the sample found to be mentally ill.
Different results have been found in other studies with McCarty (1986, p.
452) finding that of a sample of 26 women, only leven suffered mental
or emotional disturbances. Likewise in a study conducted by Krug (1989)
no participants were found to be mentally ill. Insufficient evidence exists
to support the contention that female sexual offenders are mentally ill. The
tendency to view female deviant behaviour as mental dysfunction has been
pointed to earlier in this article and the area of child sexual offending is
doubly prone to this type of discounting due to the abhorrent nature of the
offence and the extent to which the offence challenges the fundamental
beliefs of motherhood and female stereotypes. Mental illness has not been
found to be a significant factor in child sexual abuse where there are male
perpetrators (Finkelhor 1986, p. 115) and there is no reason to believe that
it should be a significant factor with female abusers.
Victims suffer a range of psychological effects from abuse by female
offenders. The nature of the abuse can include: oral sex and masturbation
of the child and a requirement that the child reciprocate under force, penetration of the vagina or anus with a finger or object, sexual intercourse,
attempted sexual intercourse (with a male child) and sex games (Longdon
1993; Sgroi and Sargent 1993; Rowan et al. 1990; Mathews et al. 1990).
Victims, particularly male victims, are unlikely to disclose the abuse because of cognitive dissonance; intense shame and fear that they will not be
believed (Kasl 1990; Rowan et al. 1990; Jennings 1993). Some explanations as to why male victims in particular may not be believed when they
report the abuse have been raised by Krug:
1. "males do not get pregnant, and the evidence of sexual abuse has not
been present;
2. a double standard in belief systems has existed in which fathers have
the potential for evil and mothers are `all good';
3. adult males have been too embarrassed to reveal their sexual activity
with and arousal by their mothers;
4. male children have been presumed to be unaffected by sexual abuse,
and reports by sons have been ignored;
5. patients and therapists alike have been unaware of the connection between the sexual abuse of males and later interpersonal relationship
problems." (Krug 1989, pp. 117-118)
It is suggested that sexual abuse by female offenders is less violent than
sexual abuse by male offenders (Marvasti 1986; Mathews et al. 1990)
and this, along with the cognitive dissonance around the acceptance that
females sexually abuse children, can lead people to discount the abuse
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as being lens harmful than abuse by male perpetrators. This tendency has
been extrapolated by Longdon (1993) who has argued that the existence
of myths around female sexual abuse of children has led to the alienation
of victims who receive little support from professionals or the public. The
myths which are said by Longdon to perpetuate the discounting of sexual
abuse by women are:
1. "females do not sexually abuse;
2. females only abuse if coerced or accompanied by a man;
3. if females sexually abuse it is gentle, loving or misguided `motherly
love' ;
4. females only abuse boys;
5. if you are female and you were abused by a female then you will be
lesbian; if male gay or misogynist;
6. if you were sexually abused as a child you will sexually abuse as an
adult;
7. people who say they were abused by a female are fantasizing or lying.
If you are a male you are having sexual fantasies and if the perpetrator
was your mother you are having incestuous wishes. If you are a female
you are muddled and it was a man who really abused you;
8. women only abuse adolescents;
9. if a thirty year old woman were to seduce a fourteen year old boy it
would not be sexual abuse. If a thirty year old man were to seduce a
fourteen year old girl it would undoubtedly be so;
10. if a mother has an incestuous relationship with her son in his late
teens/early twenties it is sex between two consenting adults and not
sexual abuse;
11. it is worse to be sexually abused by a woman than a man" (Longdon
1993, pp. 50-51)
Sexual abuse by a female perpetrator is as psychologically damaging as
sexual abuse by a male perpetrator. Elliott (1993, p. 9) found that - like
victims of sexual abuse where there is a male perpetrator - victims of a
female perpetrator experience dramatic problems such as: drug and alcohol
abuse; suicide attempts; gender identity problems; relationship difficulties;
unresolved anger, guilt and shame; self mutilation; anorexia or bulimia;
chronic depression; agoraphobia; chronic runaway behaviour as children;
fear of touching own children and in lome cases sexually abusing own
children. It is suggested that victims of female perpetrators are more likely
to disclose the abuse in their teens or adulthood rather than as a child due
to the cultural bias that exists around the taboo of female sexual abuse of
children.
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Children are also more likely to disclose abuse by a female later in a
clinical session rather than as a presenting issue (Sgroi and Sargent 1993,
p. 16). It is also suggested that professionals may experience some difficulty in accepting that women sexually abuse children which may be
unconsciously conveyed to the victim resulting in the victim denying the
abuse, or may be consciously conveyed to the victim in overt attempts to
get the victim to acknowledge that the real offender is a male thus denying
the victim's reality.

PROTECTIVE SERVICES AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

The victims of female sexual offenders and those working in and studying in the field state that victims have consistently reported difficulty in
getting child protection services, police and therapists to believe them
(Banning 1989; Mathews et al. 1990; Longdon 1993; Elliott 1993; Briggs
1995). Professional people working within child welfare and the criminal
justice system are prone to the same cognitive dissonance created by female stereotyping and the myths surrounding child sexual abuse by female
perpetrators. These reactions can lead to denial and/or discounting of the
abuse. It can also result in child sexual abuse by females not being recorded
as sexual abuse and therefore not appearing in official statistics (Mathews
et al. 1990; Briggs 1995). In a study of survivors of female sexual abuse,
78% reported having difficulty getting someone to believe them (Elliott
1993, p. 13). Sgroi and Sargent (1993) report that as recently as 1991
longitudinal studies of sexual offender treatment programmes were made
to delete findings on female sexual offenders due to it being a new area
that was unable to be interpreted responsibly.
Similar anomalies were reported by Briggs (1995, p. 139) who stated
that in a male survivor phone-in in Australia in 1993, more than one third
of the callers reported that they had been sexually abused by women.
Some of the female organisers reportedly discounted the information and
sought to find alternative explanations. They preferred to believe that the
calls were a hoax perpetrated by paedophiles seeking to implicate women
rather than accepting that these might be legitimate calls despite the fact
that the professionals who received the calls felt that they were legitimate.
With this type of discounting occurring there is little surprise that current
statistics regarding female sexual abuse of children are so low. This is not
the case with reports by victims. There is a significant gap between the
official statistics of female offenders and unofficial reports by victims.
In a study of prison inmates who were incarcerated for sexual offenses
involving children, 38% reported having been sexually abused by a female
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(Briggs 1995, p. ix). A telephone hotline, established to allow television
viewers to ring up to talk about abuse by a female, received 1,000 calls.
Of these calls 90% had never reported the abuse to anyone (Elliott 1993,
p. 9). A further study conducted with 100 women who were completing a
treatment programme for chemical dependence showed that 25% of the
women reported having been sexually abused by a female (Kasl 1990,
p. 263). It has been suggested by Finkelhor (1994, p. 46) that the sexual
abuse of children by women is less than 10% of child sexual abuse cases
and Rowan et al. (1990, p. 82) support the view that female sexual abuse
of children is in the 1-2% range. The information being given to us by
victims seems to suggest that these figures are inaccurate. Kasl (1990, p.
259) estimates that the real figure is between 15-25%.
If official statistics are so wrong, we need to have a careful look at
what is happening in the processing and recording of these cases. It is
true that many victims refuse to report this type of abuse because of societal attitudes and the fear that they will not be believed however what
happens when victims try to report? Briggs (1993, pp. 139-140) tested
the system by walking into a local police station disclosing that she had
sexually abused her children. She reports that the police officer reacted
with total disbelief when he had finally stopped laughing and claimed that
he had never heard of it before and did not know what to do with her. This
simple test highlights the effects of discounting and lack of knowledge of
this issue. Elliott (1993, p. 13) describes similar problems with one woman
involved in her study being offered help to deal with the `real abuser' when
she attempted to report abuse by a female to authorities. It is apparent that a
discrepancy exists in the way in which sexual abuse by a male perpetrator
and sexual abuse by a female perpetrator are proceseed by the criminal
justice system and this discrepancy not only skews official statietics but
potentially perpetuates female sexual abuse by failing to recognise it.
It has been suggested by Marx that agencies of social control can in fact
contribute to deviant behaviour and this is done in three ways:
1. "escalation: by taking enforcement action, authorities encourage rule
breaking;
2. non-enforcement: by strategically taking no enforcement action, authorities intentionally permit rule breaking;
3. covert facilitation: by taking hidden or deceptive enforcement action,
authorities intentionally encourage rule breaking." (Marx 1984, p. 415)
A fourth category could be added to this list called unintentional nonenforcement. This can be seen to occur when agencies of social control
permit rule breaking due to ignorance, lack of experience or disbelief.
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Unintentional non-enforcement can be seen to occur within the agencies
of social control such as child protection services, police and the courts
when dealing with cases of child sexual abuse where there is a female
perpetrator. There is so little known about female abusers and the belief
that only men sexually abuse children is so prevalent that ignorance can
lead to denial and unintentional inaction on the part of these agencies.
Likewise the myths surrounding female sexual abuse of children are so
strong that disbelief may also lead to inaction. In child protection agencies
unintentional non-enforcement may take the form of failing to recognise
the seriousness of the abuse leading to no action. The ultimate result of
unintentional non-enforcement is either a failure to process these cases
and/or a failure to record these cases as abuse.

CONCLUSION

Women are over-represented as victims of child sexual abuse and are overrepresented in mental health statistics but despite this, women can and do
sexually abuse children and many do so acting alone. Victims of sexual
abuse by females are faced with the same devastating consequences as
those who are sexually abused by males but find it almost impossible to
get assistance from the agencies set up to protect them. The incidente of
female sexual abuse has remained relatively low in the official statistics
which has been argued can be due to processing female offenders in the
mental health system rather than the criminal justice system. It has also
been argued that agencies of social control such as child protection agencies, police and courts fail to process and record cases of child sexual abuse
where there is a female perpetrator due to denial and discounting. Child
sexual abuse by women is difficult to accept due to stereotyping of women
as gentle, nurturing and non-violent, however, there is a need to listen to
the victims and address this problem in the same way that sexual abuse by
males was addressed when feminism first raised public awareness of the
issue in the 1970s. The current theories in respect to child sexual abuse and
power do not appear to be adequate to explain why females sexually abuse
children and more research is required into this area. Women are victims
of female offenders just as men are and if we are to advance the cause of
women there is a need to stop viewing women just as victims and accept
that women are capable of sexually abusing children.
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INTIMATE FEMICIDE IN ISRAEL: TEMPORAL, SOCIAL, AND
MOTIVATIONAL PATTERNS *
Off/
ABSTRACT. rThis study investigated all (76) cases of intimate femicide (the killing of
women by their intimate male partners) in Israel during the years 1990-1995. The analysis
focused on temporal patterns, the representation of various population groups, and given
motives. The findings show a relationship between the incidence of intimate femicide and
a number of major events/processes experienced by Israeli society during the period investigated. Following the Persian Gulf War (in 1991), during which families were enclosed
for lengthy periods in sealed rooms, there was a sharp increase in intimate femicide. On
the other hand, the enactment of the Law for the Prevention of Family Violence in 1991
was followed by a sharp (though temporary) decrease in intimate femicide in 1992. New
immigrants from the former Soviet Union and even more so, from Ethiopia were overrepresented among intimate femicide offenders.jIn most cases, more than one motive is
given for the intimate femicide, with `possessiveness' being mentioned in the majority of
cases usually in conjunction with other motives (such as argument/conflict between the
parties, mental, drinking or drug problems of the offender). Here too, differences were
found between the various population groups.f he findings are discussed within the framework of a stress-support theoretical model which postulates that violence in society will be
positively related to stress factors and negatively related to support systems_.l
KEY WORDS: female victims, Gulf war, immigrants, legislation, offender motivation,
spouse killings

Over the past two decades, violence between spouses has become an issue
of general public concern. Researchers and practitioners alike agree that,
like most forms of family violence, violence between spouses is a widespread phenomenon and, as such, should be considered a serious social
problem. Be that as it may, only a small fraction of such cases are known
to the police and/or other social agencies due to reluctance on the part
of victims to report to the authorities. In Israel, for instance, it has been
officially estimated that about 10% of all married women are, or have been,
victims of violence between spouses (Landau 1991). A more recent survey
reports that 16% of adult Jewish females are physically abused at home
(Sadan 1993).
This article focuses on the most extreme form of violence between
spouses, namely, intimate femicide (the killing of women by their male
* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 9th International Symposium on
Victimology, Amsterdam, August, 1997.
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partner or ex-partner). As in the case of homicide in general, the statistics
on the incidence of intimate femicide are far more accurate than those
for non-fatal violence against women in intimate relationships. Intimate
femicide should be seen as `the tip of the iceberg' of the much deeper
and, more often than not, hidden, problem of violence against women.
It is, therefore, somewhat surprising that this topic has received so little
attention in the literature on violence against women. Clearly, intimate
femicide should be studied as a topic in its own right and not simply as
part of homicide research in general. The results of such research, in turn,
will surely bear important implications for practitioners and policy makers.
In Israel, violence against women has featured quite prominently on
the public agenda over the past decade or so. Reported cases of violence
between spouses, and especially the killing of women by their partners,
are subject to extensive coverage by the media. Increased awareness of the
problem, and the initiative of a number of women members of the Knesset (the Israeli Parliament) led in 1995 to the establishment of a special
Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry for the Investigation of the Killing of
Women by their Intimate Partners (MK Yael Dayan and MK Limor Livnat
1996). However, due to the fact that the general elections in Israel were
brought forward (from November 1996 to May 1996), this committee had
to terminale its work sooner than planned, and a somewhat incomplete
report was submitted in June 1996.
The present study analyzes the data collected by this committee in
greater depth. The data cover all cases of intimate femicide committed
in Israel during the years 1990-1995: 76 cases in all.' The main data
sources were police records, court files, and daily newspapers, as well as
material collected from voluntary organizations involved in the prevention
of violence against women and the provision of assistance for the victims
of such violence. The relatively small number of cases in this study put
limitations on the application of statistical analyses. However, the fact that
we are dealing here with an entire `population' (rather than a sample) diminishes the need for statistical significance tests. It should be noted that
the incidence of the converse case - women killing their male partners is extremely rare in Israel. During the 6-year period covered by our data,
there were only five such cases. Out of these five cases, three were clear
cases of killing an abusive male partner (one committed by a son in an
attempt to prevent the father from killing the mother). This low rate is in
sharp contrast to findings in other countries, especially the United States,
where the killing of men by their female partners represents a substantial
1 Originally there were 79 cases but three of them were omitted from the analyses
because they were committed in 1989.
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TABLEI
Numbers and ratel of all homicides and of intimate femicides in Israel: 1990-1995.
Year

A11 homicides

Intimate femicides

Homicides excluding
intimate femicides

n

Rate per

n

n

Rate per

Rate per

Percent of

100,000

1,000,000

intimate

100,000

pop.

pop.

femicides

pop.

out of all
homicides

1990

107

2.30

15

3.22

14.0

92

1.97

1991

100

2.02

19

3.84

19.0

81

1.64

1992

91

1.78

6

1.17

6.6

85

1.66

1993

96

1.82

12

2.28

12.5

84

1.60

1994

100

1.85

13

2.41

13.0

87

1.61

1995

119

2.15

11

1.98

9.2

108

1.95

Total

623

1.99

76

2.48

12.4

547

1.74

proportion of intimate homicides. For example, a study conducted in Jacksonville, Florida (Rasche 1993) reported that 38% of homicides involving
spouses were committed by females, and a study in Chicago (Block and
Christakos 1995) found males and females equally represented in such
homicides.
This article focuses on the following three aspects of intimate femicide: the temporal distribution of these cases during the period covered
(1990-1995); the differential representation of various population groups
in intimate femicide; and the motives/reasons given for intimate femicide.

THE TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION: 1990-1995

Let us first look at the incidence of intimate femicide against the background of homicide in Israel in general. Table 1 and Figures 1-4 present the
annual ratel of homicide and intimate femicide for the years 1990-19952
Table 1 shows that on average, during the years covered by our data, the rate
of homicide in Israel was about 2 homicides per 100,000 population. This
rate, although much lower than that of the United States, is considerably
higher than that of many Western industrialized countries such as France,
2 The size of the population and the number of homicides during these years were
obtained from the Central Bureau of Statistics (1991-1997).
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Rates of homicide in Israel: 1990-1995.
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Rates of intimate femicide in Israel: 1990-1995.

Germany, the United Kingdom or Japan (see Rojek 1997). Figure 1 indicates that the general trend of all homicides over these years approximates
an inverted J shape, with the highest rate appearing in 1990. The picture
obtained for intimate femicides (Figure 2) is quite different: the highest
rate is evident in 1991, there is a sharp decrease in 1992, and subsequently
the rate moderates between these two extremes. When intimate femicides
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Rates of homicide in Israel, excluding intimate femicide: 1990-1995.

are excluded from all homicides (see Table I and Figure 4), the trend is
much more `shallow' than that of all homicides (see Figure 1) with very
little variation during the years 1991-1994. Thus, the data reveal that much
of the variation found in the general homicide trend can be attributed
to the trends in intimate femicide during these years (Figures 2 and 3).
Comparison between the trends of intimate femicides (Figure 2) and `other
homicides' (Figure 4) reveals a number of salient differences, especially in
relation to the years 1991, 1992, and 1995.
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Whereas the rate of `other homicides' in 1991 (1.64) is 17.2% lower
than that in 1990 (1.98), the rate of intimate femicides (3.84 per
1,000,000 population) increased by 19.3% in comparison to 1990
(3.22). When the proportion of intimate femicides out of all homicides is examined (Figure 3), an increase of 35.7% is observed: from
14% in 1990 to 19% in 1991.
The rate of intimate femicides in 1992 (1.17) is more than three times
lower than that of 1991 (3.84). The rates of `other homicides' hardly
changed during these two years (an increase of only 1.2%, from 1.64
per 100,000 in 1991 to 1.66 in 1992).
Whereas the rate of intimate femicides in 1995 (1.98) is 17.8% lower
than that in 1994 (2.41), the rate of `other homicides' increased by
21.1% between 1994 and 1995 (from 1.61 per 100,000 to 1.95, respectively).
Although caution should be exercised in attempting to explain short-term
statistical trends of rare events such as homicide and intimate femicide in
Israel, lome of the findings of our study do seem to lend themselves to
explanation within a wider social context and in terms of relevant developments on the macro level.
Our findings suggest that the marked increase in intimate femicides in
1991 can be attributed to the heightened stress on the national-macro level
surrounding the Persian Gulf War which broke out at the beginning of that
year. This war was unique in that, unlike many other previous wars, the
whole country became a `front' with the civilian population being forced to
endure prolonged periods encapsulated in sealed rooms. Among the most
frequently reported symptoms during the Persian Gulf War were anger and
rage (Landau 1998b), reflecting the frustration and helplessness felt by
large sections of the population due to the passive role imposed upon Israel
by its allies. The accumulated stresses of this war were expreseed in violent
behaviour after it ended: an alarming increase in domestic violence was
reported in the months following the war (Landau 1998b). Greenberg and
Stanger (1991) report that between February and August 1991, more than
12 Israeli women were killed by their husbands, adding (p. 15) that: "(...)
Many Israelis blame the [family violence] increase on the psychological
stress triggered by the war. Men trained to lead tank columns and infantry
units were forced to sit at home with their families while coalition forces
took on the job of defeating Iraq. With many businesses closed, people
could not work or shop. Shut up in tiny sealed rooms under threat of Scud
missile attacks, family tensions escalated (...) There was an emasculation
of the Israeli male (...) They feit fear and helplessness. Their anger built
up." Landau (1994) reports a similar increase in all homicides triggered by
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damestic conflict in 1991. Reports from hot-lines during and immediately
after the war provide support for the interpretation of the 1991 intimate
femicide figures mentioned above: there was a marked increase in calls
from women venting their frustrations over smouldering family tensions
heightened by the war (The Jerusalem Post 1991).
The sharp decrease in intimate femicide in 1992, may have been a consequente of an important development in coping with family violence on
the societal level: the enactment of the `Law for the Prevention of Family
Violence' by the Knesset in 1991. According to this law, based on her
word alone, a woman can obtain an immediate court order barring a violent
husband from the home for a seven-day period. At the end of the sevenday period, the rentraining order can be extended for a period of up to three
more months, subject to appearance before the court by both parties, if the
evidence of abuse is judged sufficient. The order can be prolonged for a
second three-month term following an additional court confrontation. This
relatively simple legal procedure provided battered women with a fastacting instrument to ward off imminent physical danger from an abusive
family member. The law was widely discussed and publicized in the media. Voluntary women's organizations distributed (free of charge) booklets
about the law (including detailed instructions for action) through social
welfare agencies, day-care centres, hospita] emergency rooms, and other
relevant channels. More importantly, the law facilitated radical changes in
the practices of social agencies dealing with victims of family violence
(the police, social welfare agencies, hospitals, etcetera).
It is worth noting that the impact of this law went beyond the immediate
relevant formal agencies. For instance, in addition to an increase in the
number of complaints filed by battered women, there has also been an
increase in the number of men seeking admission to group treatment programmes for violent husbands (Fishkoff 1992). Thus, the combined effects
of this law - the empowerment of battered women, together with the more
general consciousness-raising of the public (including battering husbands)
regarding the problem of family violence - may have contributed to the
share decrease in intimate femicide in 1992. This is also the impression of
practitioners dealing with battered women (The Jerusalem Post 1993).
As might be expected, the strongest effect of this new legislation was
observed in 1992 immediately after its enactment. In the three years that
followed (1993-1995), the rates of intimate femicide increased, but only
moderately, reaching a level far below not only the 1991 rates, but also
those of 1990 (the year before the Persian Gulf War). The long-term impact
of the new law on the frequency and the severity of violence against women
clearly requires separate evaluation research. We have no explanation for
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TABLE II
Proportions of various social groups in the population and among intimate femicide
offenders, 1990-1995 (in per cent).

Social group

Average proportion

Proportion among

Over/under

in the population

intimate femicide

representation

offenders

among intimate
femicide offenders

1. Jews

81.4

75.0

2. Non-Jews

18.6

25.0

-7.9
34.3

3. Immigrants from

12.5

19.7

57.6

0.9

9.1

+922.2

the former Sovjet
Union
4. Immigrants from
Ethiopia

the marked difference between the trends in intimate femicide and other
homicides in 1995 (see Figures 2 and 4). Further in-depth analysis would
be required in order to arrive at a better understanding of these disparate
trends.

DIFFERENTIAL PRESENTATION OF POPULATION GROUPS

Violence, like crime in general, is not evenly distributed in society (Landau
1983). Cultural and structural factors contribute to the fact that violence is
more prevalent in some sectors of the population than in others. Intimate
femicide is no exception in this respect. Table II shows the proportions
of population groups in Israel and their respective representation among
intimate femicide offenders.3
The main social/ethnic division in Israel is between the Jewish majority and the non-Jewish (mostly Moslem-Arab) minority. As can be leen
from Table II, the Jewish population is slightly under-represented among
intimate femicide offenders, whereas the non-Jewish population is overrepresented by about one-third. This finding is in line with previous research showing higher rates of violent crime among the non-Jews in Israel in comparison to their Jewish counterparts (Landau 1975; Zonshein
1976). In fact, in the studies mentioned above, the over-representation of
3 Data on the proportions of various population groups in the total population and on
immigration to Israel were obtained from Central Bureau of Statistics (1996).
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non-Jews among all homicide offenders is considerably higher than their
over-representation in the particular case of intimate femicide found in the
present study. This `lower than expected' rate of non-Jews among intimate femicide offenders may well be due to the fact that in the case of
a wife's infidelity, Middle-Eastern Moslem culture calls for the killing of
the `guilty' woman for having `brought shame upon the family name' by a
member of her own parental nuclear family, usually her father or a brother,
and not the husband. Hence, the `lower than expected' rate of intimate
femicide in this group (Kressel 1981; Landau 1998a).
The most salient findings in Table II relate to the high over-representation of two specific groups of immigrants in intimate femicide: the one,
from the former Soviet Union and the other, from Ethiopia: as can be
seen, immigrants from the former Soviet Union are over-represented by
almost 60%, and the proportion of immigrants from Ethiopia is 10 times
higher than their proportion in the population. Some background information regarding these two distint population groups is clearly called for in
attempting to explain their high rates of intimate femicide.
During the period 1990-1995, there was a huge influx of almost
600,000 immigrants from the former Soviet Union. In 1994, this population group comprised 14% of the total Israeli population (as compared to
7.2% in 1983). On the whole, the fact that many of these newcomers were
skilled, middle class, and well-educated, helped them in their adjustment to
the new environment. However, uprooting from the country of origin and
readjusting to the new country and culture inevitably constitute a stressful
process. In a study on the psychological well-being of immigrants from
the former Soviet Union (Lerner et al. 1992) it was found that this social group scored significantly higher on a `demoralization scale' than a
representative sample of veteran Israelis. The same study reports that the
proportion of immigrants who reported psychological distress increased
sharply between pre-emigration and arrival in Israel.
Official figures confirm these findings: during the years 1990-1991, the
yearly psychiatric admission rates of immigrants (the vast majority of them
from the former Soviet Union) were 40% higher than that of the general
Israeli population (Popper and Horowitz 1992). Our findings are in line
with the studies mentioned above: they suggest that stress related to the
adjustment of immigrants from the former Soviet Union inevitably took its
toll, contributed to increased tension within families and between partners
and, in turn, led to the over-representation of this group among intimate
femicide offenders in Israel.
The adjustment problems of the ex-Soviet Jews, no matter how stressful, appear almost trivial in comparison to those of the Ethiopian immi-
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grants. This group, reunited with the mainstream of Jewry after total isolation for more than 2,000 years, arrived in Israel in two main waves: in
1984-1985 (Operation Moses) and in 1991 (Operation Solomon). All in
all, close to 50,000 Ethiopian immigrants came to Israel and, by 1994, the
site of this community had reached 57,000. Many of them came alone,
without families. The Operation Moses immigration involved a long and
arduous journey, much of it by foot, via Sudan, plagued by hunger, illness,
and persecution. As many as 30% of those who set out on the long trek
perished before reaching their `Promised Land'.
The adjustment of Ethiopian Jews to life in Israel was highly problematic, even traumatic, for both the immigrants and, to a large extent,
for the absorbing society: Israeli society as a whole feit compassion for
this `Lost Tribe' due to the suffering they had endured on their journey to
Israel. However, the official demand of the Rabbinate, who doubted their
Jewishness, that they undergo conversion ceremonies, was perceived by
the Ethiopians as a severe affront in view of their faithful adherence to
Judaism over the millennia despite constant persecution. Their sense of
alienation was further exacerbated by negative reactions by some Israelis
to their dark complexion.
The adjustment of the Ethiopian immigrants, most of whom came from
small rural communities, to the realities of the modern, essentially westernoriented Israeli society had extensive repercussions on the traditional patriarchal family structure of this group. In many cases, the head of the family
forfeited his authority. The high rate of unemployment among these immigrants contributed to demoralization, family disputes, and acts of violence.
Arieli and Ayche (1993) report that 10% of the adult Ethiopian community
in their study had visited local mental health clinics. Another study (Arieli
et al. 1996) reports that the rate of suicide among Ethiopian immigrants is
much higher than among the general population: in 1986 it was six times
higher, and in 1991 and 1992, three timer higher.
Our findings suggest that the extremely high over-representation of
Ethiopian immigrants among intimate femicide offenders is yet another
indicator of the stress experienced by this traditional community whilst
adjusting to modern Israeli society.

MOTIVES/REASONS FOR INITIMATE FEMICIDE

Any attempt to classify motives is quite problematic. Indeed, the literature
on motives in homicide is fraught with inconsistencies in the terminology
used. A host of terras (with different meanings) are used by researchers,
among them: intent, reason, motive, cause, justification, excuse, and ex-
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TABLE III
Motives/reasons for intimate femicide.
n

Percent
24.7

1. Possessiveness

18

2. Possessiveness and argument/conflict

10

13.7

3. Possessiveness and other

15

20.5

4. Possessiveness, argument/conflict and other

12

16.4

5. Argument/conflict and other

8

11.0

6. Argument/conflict

4

5.4

7. Other

6

8.2

73

100.0

Total

planation (Landau et al. 1974; Rasche 1993). In the present analysis we
focused on the immediate interactional reason for the fatal attack. In most
cases, more than one motive or reason is given as the explanation for the
killing of the female partner. The various reasons given are grouped into
three main categories:
possessiveness: this includes the sub-categories of jealousy, protecting family honour, threatening to abandon partner by victim and
suspicion of victim's infidelity. This category was mentioned in 75%
of the cases;
arguments/conflict: this includes the sub-categories of arguments and
quarrels over a variety of issues, including money. This category was
mentioned in 45.9% of the femicide cases;
other: this includes the sub-categories of mental problems, drinking
problems, and/or drug problems in the offender, and other motives.
These reasons were mentioned in 55.6% of the killings.
Table III shows the various combinations of given motives/reasons in the
present study. As can be leen, `possessiveness' is the dominant motive but
it is given as a single motive in only one-quarter of the cases, appearing
mostly in combination with other motives (in descending order); `other'
(20.5%), `other' plus `arguments/conflict' (16.4%), or `arguments/conflict'
(13.7%). `Arguments/conflict' and `other' as single or combined motives
without `possessiveness' appear in only a small number of cases.
Table IV presents the distribution of the motives/reasons by population
group. The main findings of Table IV can be summarized as follows.
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TABLE IV
Distribution of motives/reasons for intimate femicide by population group of offender
(in per cent).

Population group

Motive/reason
Jews

Non-Jews

Immigration from

Immigration from

former Soviet

Ethiopia

Total

Union

1. Possessiveness
2. Arguments/conflict
3. Other
n

71.4
50.0
60.7

83.3
33.3
38.9

73.3
60.0
60.0

85.7
28.6
57.1

75.0
45.9
55.6

56

18

15

7

74

Among non-Jewish offenders and those of Ethiopian origin, `possessiveness' is particularly high, and `arguments/conflict' is relatively
low. The similarity between these two population groups with regard
to `possessiveness' has to do with their more traditional-patriarchal
character, and the inferior status of women in these groups.
`Other' motives (which are mainly indicative of personal pathologies of the offender), are relatively low among non-Jewish offenders. Among offenders of Ethiopian origin, however, the prevalence of
this category is very similar to that among `all Jewish offenders' and
`offenders from the former Soviet Union'.
Thus, with regard to motive, offenders of Ethiopian origin are the only
population group to be strongly represented on motives of a traditionalcultural nature ('possessiveness', similar to non-Jewish offenders), as well
as motives of an individual-pathological nature ('other', similar to the Jewish offenders). This may be seen as just another indicator of the traumatic
adjustment of this social group, following their immigration to Israel.
Table V presents the relationship between motive and the victim-offender relationship. As can be leen, the most salient finding in Table V is
that `arguments/conflict' among divorced or separated couples and exnon-married partners is twice as frequent as among married couples or
non-married partners living together. This difference is hardly surprising
because the status of divorce or separation implies a background of conflict between the partners. Of special interest is the finding that among
ex-partners, `possessiveness' still appears as a motive in about 70% of the
cases: in spite of the official or unofficial separation, the male partner does
not relinquish his `ownership' of the woman. This finding seems to be
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TABLE V
Motives/reasons for intimate femicide by victim-offender relationships (in
percent).

Victim-offender relationship

Motive/reason
Married or

Divorced,

partners

separated

Total

or ex-partners
1. Possessiveness

77.6

69.6

75.0

2. Arguments/conflict

34.7

69.6

45.8

3. Other

55.1

56.5

55.6

49

23

72

n

indicative of the deep culturally embedded norm of male domination over
female in society.

DIscusSION

The findings of this study strongly suggest a relationship between intimate
femicide in Israel and specific major events or procesces experienced by Israeli society during the period investigated. Our findings are in line with the
stress-support theoretical model proposed by Landau and Beit-Hallahmi
(1983) which postulates that violence in society will be positively related
to stress factors and negatively related to support systems. This model
has received considerable empirical support in a series of studies. A positive relationship was found between homicide (on the aggregate level)
and various stress factors in Israeli society on the macro social level such
as economic stress (inflation, unemployment) as well as security-related
stress (casualties in wars and security-related incidents) (Landau and Pfeffermann 1988; Landau and Raveh 1987). In another study, rates of homicide in Israel were found to be positively related to subjective measures
of stress in the population (dissatisfaction with the economic, political or
the security situation), and negatively related to subjective support measures (solidarity between various social groups in society), as predicted by
the model (Landau 1988, 1997; for more details, see also Landau 1994;
Landau and Beit-Hallahmi 1983).
In terms of the stress-support model discussed above, the Persian Gulf
War and the trials and tribulations of immigration can be seen as constituting stress factors and, as such, were found to be related to an increase
in intimate femicide, as predicted by the model. The Law for Preventing
Family Violence can be seen as constituting a support system for battered
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women and, as such, was found to be related to a decrease in intimate
femicide, as predicted by the model.
The sharp decrease in intimate femicide in the period immediately following the legislation of the Law for Prevention of Family Violence is
indicative of the potentially positive effect of changes in legislation and in
social policy on family violence (including intimate femicide). However,
as our figures show, the drastic reduction in intimate femicide following
this legislation was quite short-lived. A careful follow-up study would be
necessary to evaluate its long-term impact.
Intimate femicide in Israel is a relatively rare event and, therefore, it is
quite difficult to recommend specific measures for its prevention. However,
as this phenomenon should be seen as representing `the tip of the iceberg'
of the much wider problem of family violente, measures that deal with this
wider problem are also likely to have a mitigating effect on the frequency
of intimate femicide. Most importantly, a concerted effort is needed for
the delegitimation of violence against women in society. Specific attention should be paid to those social groups that are subject to stress (new
immigrants, marginal social groups, etcetera) as well as to those sectors
of society in which the traditional patriarchal structure exposes women
to extreme abuse. Our findings show that in view of the unique features
of intimate femicide, this type of crime should be studied separately, and
not as part of the more general crime of homicide. Finally, it should be
emphasized that the study of intimate femicide in Israel is only in its
infancy. More research has to be conducted in this field. We have yet to
analyze our data relating to situational factors, previous criminal records
of offenders, prior violence in the relationship, help-seeking behaviour by
victim or offender, and treatment by the criminal justice system of these
cases. In-depth examination of socio-cultural differences among various
sectors of the population as well socio-historical change are also pending.
The conclusions reached in this study should be treated with some caution due to the relatively short time period covered by this study. The time
span of the research on this topic needs to be expanded in order to increase
our knowledge and understanding of this social problem.
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`NUISANCEPHONE CALLS TO WOMEN IN ENGLAND AND
WALES
'Q

ABSTRACT. FObscene or nuisance phone calls are particularly targeted towards women.
Employing data from two sweeps of the British Crime Survey a decade apart (BCS 1982
and BCS 1992), this work attempts to measure the effects of individual socio-economie
characteristics and victimization history of women in England and Wales on their likelihood of receiving at least one nuisance call. To make the logit modelling analysis more
tangible, risks of nuisance calls are calculated from our models of five hypothetical women,
single mother, professional, student, housewife and pensioner, with specific attributes taken
from the set of explanatory variables.^
KEY WORDS: female victims, obscene phone calls, statistical analysis, threats, victim
survey

Obscene, threatening and other troubling telephone calls have been neglected by criminologists. Like threats, they are in many ways judged to
fall between fear of crime and direct crime victimization. Indeed, they
tend to be referred to by telecommunications companies as nuisance calls,
implying their triviality. Yet Pease (1985) pointed out that nuisance calls
induce fear of crime in recipients, in particular fear of burglary and sexual
assault.

Obscene phone calls can be seriously distressing (Buck et al. 1995).
One reason for this may be the often chronic nature of this victimization,
as will be discussed later. The rated seriousness of such offences is also
surprisingly high: "Threatening phone calls are rated on a par with domestic burglary and obscene calls with bag snatching, both being rated as
much more serious than car theft, fiddling social security or tax, soliciting
for prostitution or minor shop theft." (Buck et al. 1995, p. 14)
Buck et al. (1995) provide an extensive report of obscene phone calls
based on four available data sets for England and Wales during the 19821992 period. However, their statistical analysis is very limited. Statistical
inference results as two way contingency tables are only presented for
one data set (1992 British Crime Survey). Therefore, the majority of the
analysis cannot be presumed to be for the adult female population in England and Wales. In addition, contingency table analysis has considerable
limitations. Particular comparisons, where possible, between the results of
Buck et al. (1995) and of this study are given in section three.
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This study utilizes data from the two sweeps, 1982 and 1992, of the
British Crime Survey (BCS) for England and Wales which contained information on obscene phone calls. Detailed documentation on the sampling
design and the questionnaire structure of the 1982 and 1992 BCS are
available (Wood 1984 and Hales 1993, respectively).
Our work examines the multivariate influences of the socio-demographic characteristics, region of residence and victimization history of women
on their likelihood to receive obscene calls. The explanatory variables and
the theoretical context of this research are presented in section three. The
paper is partly an extension of the work by Buck et al. (1995) but we employ multivariate logit modelling of nuisance calls prevalence, that is, the
probability of receiving at least one. Therefore, our results are quantifiable
and presumptive for the female adult population in England and Wales.
Logit regression modelling allows the estimation of both the direction
and the magnitude of the effects of a number of individual predictors on
victimization risks. Section four introduces this method and discusses the
main results in terms of criminological explanations. In section five we
demonstrate how criminologists and telecommunications companies may
employ the modelleng results for social policy. Based on our empirical
models we calculate the risks of nuisance calls faced by selected types of
women on the basis of their socio-demographic characteristics and victimization history. The groups of women with double or more the base risk
are identified.
This study also investigates the associations between obscene phone
calls and several fear of crime indicators as well as other victimization suffered during the same period. It concludes with some speculations on the
relationship between victim and caller, and a summary discussion which
attempts to combine the results on fear of crime and victimization history,
and which makel suggestions for further research.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

The Profile of Obscene Phone calls in 1982 and 1992 BCS
As will soon become apparent obscene phone calls were treated differently
in the two BCS sweeps. In 1982 they were reported as a sub-category of the
question about sexual assault during screening for victimization incidents.
All female respondents - 5,917 out of a 10,905 sample size - answered.
There was no distinction between different types of nuisance calls. In 1992
calls were included in the follow-up part of the questionnaire (Hales 1993),
hence seemingly scrutinized as an aspect of women's lifestyle rather than
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a criminal victimization. This is inappropriate. A subset of female respondents, amounting to 2,739 women, was asked a number of questions about
`nuisance' phone calls.' These included the place and time of the day such
calls had been received, identifying their type, whether they had been made
by the same person and whether the victims suspected someone they knew.
A detailed presentation and descriptive analysis of obscene calls for each
BCS sweep is given by Buck et al. (1995).
Table I displays the empirical distributions of the number of obscene
calls in the two sweeps which have been created from answers to the 1982
BCS question: "Since the first of January, 1981, have you yourself received
an obscene telephone call? How many obscene calls?" and the 1992 one:
"How many calls of this type (obscene or offensive telephone calls) have
you received since the first of January 1991?" The Jatter was asked when
women had already given a positive answer to a previous question asking
whether they "(...) received a phone call, at home or somewhere else, in
which the caller did not give his name and either: used obscene language
or made obscene questions; threatened you in lome way; made other offensive or abusive remarks; or, you just heard heavy breathing? No, none
of these."
The analysis of the 1992 BCS employs aggregate numbers of any type
of nuisance call reported for both comparability with the 1982 BCS and
adequate numbers for statistical analysis. One could argue that elderly
women may misinterpret silence calls (due to wrong number dialled) as obscene and thus the overall obscene calls rate can be overestimated for this
group. However, calls of all types significantly decrease over age (Buck
et al. 1995, p. 33) therefore the hearing or suspicions of elderly women
appear not to have swamped other factors associated with a decline of
victimization with age.
The majority of respondents has not received any obscene calls during the reference period of the survey, as also observed in other types of
crime. The general pattern is that high proportions of victims have only
experienced one incident and considerably less people are multiple victims
(Chenery et al. 1996). What is striking is that the number of women who
received an increasing number of repeat calls declines rather progressively
than sharply. This is a feature uniquely observed in obscene phone calls
because the perpetrator satisfies a fixation he has about his victim keeping
at the same time his anonymity. Re-offending is less common in other
1 In the 1992 BCS the sample consists of 11,713 respondents of whom 1,654 are the
ethnic minority booster which was not randomly selected, therefore it is excluded from
our analysis. Of the remaining 10,059 respondents 4,875 (2,739 of whom are women)
completed version A of the follow-up questionnaire.
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TABLE 1
Obscene calls in the British Crime Survey.
1982 BCS

Obscene calls

1992 follow-up A

Frequency

Valid %

Frequency

Valid %

0
1

5318
225

98,877
3,803

2319
136

84,666
4,965

2

119

2,011

70

2,556

3
4

58
28

0.980
0.473

42
30

1.533
1.095

5

19

0.321

17

0.621

6
7
8
9

29
5
2
1

0.490
0.084
0.034
0.017

23
7
5
0

0.840
0.255
0.182
0.000

10

12

0.203

14

0.511

12
14

12
1

0.203
0.017

13
2

0.475
0.073

15

5

0.084

2

0.073

18

1

0.017

0

0.000

19

0

0.000

1

0.036

20

18

0.304

6

0.219

24

4

0.068

0

0.000

25

0

0.000

2

0.073

26
30
31

1
2
0

0.017
0.034
0.000

0
2
1

0.000
0.073
0.036

40

1

0.017

3

0.110

48

2

0.034

1

0.036

50

2

0.034

5

0.182

55

0

0.000

1

0.036

75

1

0.017

0

0.000

90

1

0.017

0

0.000

96 (too many)

-

-

31

1.132

97 or more

3

0.051

-

-

Missing cases

47

0.794

6

0.219

Valid cases

5870

99,206

2733

99,781

Total female

5917

100

2739

100

respondents
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TABLE II
Prevalence of fear of crime among women who received none, one or multiple
obscene phone calls: 1982 BCS (weighted data).

Worry about

No calls

1 call

2+ calls

Significance

Sample size

37.7

47.4

51.8

0.000

(38.7)

crime
Feeling unsafe

6017
50.5

55.6

62.0

walking alone

0.000

(51.3)
6000

in dark

crimes against the person2 because offenders can be identified and reported
while in property crimes the availability of targets is eliminated. However,
it is not possible to strictly identify these as serial events. In the 1982 data
set it is impossible to estimate whether they were of the same type and/or
by the same perpetrator.
The distribution of Table 1 is based on unweighted data. In the forthcoming statistical and econometric analysis the recommended weights for
personal offences have been used, in particular the inner city and adult
weights of the 1982 BCS and the individual weighting of the 1992 BCS
(Hales 1993; Wood 1984).
Fear of Crime and Obscene Phone Calls
Obscene calls, which are a type of threatening or intimidating behaviour
directed especially against women, may evoke fear of crime and uneasiness
or lack of privacy in their own environments. This has serious consequences in a woman's life, particularly, if she suspects that the offender is
someone she knows or someone who shadows her and her home. She may
therefore feel that she, her family and her home are in danger. Possible
psychological disorders include anxiety and fear. Some victims' responses
are outlined in Buck et al. (1995).
This section examines the relationship between the number of obscene
phone calls and fear of crime. To this end contingency table analysis has
been undertaken. Tables II and III present the results of the 1982 and 1992
2 Threats, which are closely related to obscene phone calls, is the other crime which
portrays a high prevalence of repeat victimization at a ratio of 0.764 over single threat
victimization (unweighted 1992 BCS data). Yet the decrease of the number of victims over
the number of threats each victim has experienced is more sharp than the pattern observed
in Table 1 above (Tseloni et al. 1994).
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BCS, respectively.3 The first row of figures of Table II refers to the proportions of female non-victims, single and multiple victims of obscene phone
calls who worry about themselves or anyone in their household being victimized.4 The second row displays the same base category proportions of
women who feel a bit or very unsafe walking alone after dark in their own
area.
The more `nuisance' calls women received the higher fear of crime they
reported regardless of the indicator used from the survey. The relationship
between fear of crime and obscene phone calls is statistically reliable, as
shown in the fifth column under `Significance'. In other words, it has a
general validity for the total adult female population in England and Wales
and it is not confined to the sample of the survey.
In the 1992 BCS a number of fear of crime and worry about crime
indicators were included (Table III). These are: feeling a bit or very unsafe
walking alone in the area one lives after dark, feeling a bit or very unsafe
when one is alone in her own home at night, being very or fairly worried
about being a victim of burglary, of mugging or robbery, of car theft, of
theft from the car, and of rape.
The same pattern of increased fear of or worry about crime over obscene calls victimization is observed here as had been the case in 1982.
Worry about burglary and car related crimes, especially, seem to be elevated with more than one call. Women may, therefore, interpret multiple
obscene calls as an indication that their property is observed by potential intruders. Worry about experiencing personal victimization, e.g. mugging/robbery or rape, rises notably with receiving one nuisance call. On the
other hand, feeling unsafe walking alone after dark does not seem to alter
with the number of calls received. The relationships are again statistically
reliable.
The pattern observed is at least consistent with the interpretation that
the kinds of crime with the highest fear among victims of obscene calls
are those where the person is targeted. Fear about walking alone after
dark is less prevalent than worries about offences which may be perceived
as representing a danger because the offender already targets the person
and knows at least one thing about her - her phone number. If the caller
also knows when the victim is or is not at home (by whether the phone is
3 Tables II and III have been derived from contingency table analysis between obscene
calls (taking on values 0, 1 and 2 or more) and each fear of crime indicator (as a binary
variable) examined here.
4 In 1982 BCS the exact wording of the question was "Do you ever worry about the
possibility that you or anyone who lives with you might be the victim of crime?" This and
feeling unsafe walking alone after dark in one's area were the only fear of crime indicators
examined in the first BCS.
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TABLE III
Prevalence of fear of crime among women who received none, one or multiple
obscene phone calls: 1992 BCS (weighted data).

Feeling unsafe

No calls

1 call

2+ calls

Significance

Sample size

47.6

54.1

54.0

0.003

(48.6)

walking alone

5220

after dark
Feeling unsafe at

16.8

13.0

19.5

0.055

(16.9)

58.9

57.1

63.5

0.087

(59.3)

51.3

60.9

60.9

0.000

(52.8)

56.3

59.4

65.0

0.004

(57.4)

home after dark
Worry about

5244
5240

burglary
Worry about
mugging/robbery
Worry about car

5215

53.6

55.5

63.4

0.001

3649
(54.8)

48.9

55.0

60.2

0.000

(50.4)

theft
Worry about theft
from car
Worry about rape

3649
5156

answered) fears about burglary and rape in one's home may seem realistic.
The last column of Tables II and III gives the total percentage of women
who reported fear of or worry about crime and the number of valid cases
in the corresponding contingency table. The figuren are based on weighted
data.
The method of analysis employed in this section can only inform on
whether association exists between two variables but does not shed light on
the magnitude of the relationship, the causality or whether both variables
under question depend on a third unobserved or omitted factor. Such investigations are pursued with regression analysis which consists the bulk of
this study. Fear of crime indicators, however, are endogenous and therefore
excluded from our models of obscene phone calls risks.
Other Criminal Victimization and Obscene Phone Calls
The final preliminary analysis refers to the association between nuisance
calls and any other type of crime suffered by female respondents during the one year reference period of the BCS. It is presented in Table
IV where both variables are categorized into zero, single, or multiple in-
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TABLE IV
Proportion of women victims of any crime among those who
received obscene phone calls: 1992 BCS (weighted data).

Non-victim
Single victim
Multiple victim
Total

No calls

1 call

2+ calls

Total

62.6
27.6

57.9
28.9

52.4
32.8

3215
1481

9.8

13.2

14.7

550

4423

274

548

5245

Significance = 0.000

cidents. This information was unavailable for the 1982 BCS. Similarly
to fear of crime the endogeneity of other crimes disqualifies them from
entering our regression models.
Victimization of other types of crime is increasing with the number
of nuisance calls the women received. What is striking is that nearly half
(47.5%) of the women who have received repeat nuisance calls experience
also some other victimization. Such calls may thus provide an indicator for
crime prevention. The two variables are highly related.

EXPLANATORY VARIABLES AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Following previous literature on victimization risk, obscene phone calls
prevalence has been modelled over the demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of female respondents and their households as well as their
victimization history. In particular, the original set of explanatory variables
which sketch the individual comprise: age of the woman, race, mantal and
employment status, educational level, and being a single parent. This is an
interaction of children and the number of adults in her household, which
together with family annual income are the three household attributes included in the analysis. Area factors include living in the inner city and
region of residence following the Registrar's General Classification. Victimization history is captured by five prior victimization indicators during
the four and five years preceding the reference period of the 1992 and
the 1982 BCS, respectively. These are whether the woman had been the
victim of theft from the person, of violence, or of sexual attack or whether
her household had suffered any car theft or burglary. The 1982 BCS mod-
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els exclude any information on annual family income because it was not
collected.
The set of explanatory variables examined here covers the range of demographic characteristics - household composition, socio-economic profile, type of area of residence and victimization history - which influence
crime risks according to the lifestyle and routine activities theory. Victimization history is important because of what we already know about
the concentration of victimization on particular people, and because there
may be personality or setting features which make for victimization that
are imperfectly captured by the other variables. It is beyond the objectives
of this study to examine general victimization theory which is indeed well
documented in the previous literature (e.g. Hindelang et al. 1978; Cohen
and Felson 1979; Shaw and McKay 1942; Sampson and Groves 1989).
Empirical research, however, has tested and merged the prototype theories of lifestyle, routine activities and social disorganization into a more
comprehensive system of significant and quantifiable predictors (e.g.
Sampson and Wooldredge 1987; Kennedy and Forde 1990; Trickett et al.
1995). The outcome, still under development, is static victimization models (due to the type of data available) over exogenous micro and macro
predictors which can be used for exercises of choice between social policy
options.
The 1992 BCS contained information on whether the respondent was
in the phone book or ex-directory. Under the presumption that `nuisance'
phone calls are carried out by complete strangers being in the phone book
is expected to increase such risks. Preliminary contingency table analysis
showed significant association with obscene phone calls risks. `Whether
in phone book' was therefore included in the original set of explanatory
variables.
Except for the age of the female respondent, a discrete quantitative variable, all other predictors are binary or categorical. They are incorporated in
our models by including all categories except one which is the base against
which the remaining ones should be compared. As will be shown later the
effects of the base groups of all qualitative predictors are entangled in the
constant term of the models.
The reference categories assumed here are married for mantal status,
working full time for employment status, being illiterate or having completed full time education at 14 years old or younger for educational level,
living in a two adult household for number of adults, the South East for region and earning between £5,000 and £19,999 for family annual income.5
5 They are displayed in brackets next to the corresponding variable name in the Tables
V and VI of our modelling results.
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The contingency tables reported in Buck et al. (1995) for the 1992 BCS
showed some association between obscene phone calls and various sociodemographic characteristics of women, including age, race, marital and
working status, the number of adults and children in the household. Their
study may be considered a prelude to ours.
Interestingly enough the modelleng results of the following section do
not fully agree with Buck et al. (1995). The comparison is only possible
for the 1992 BCS for which the statistical reliability of the relationships
between nuisance calls and respondents' and their households' attributes
was reported. In our study age of women, marital and working status (clustered in Buck et al. 1995, as `whether in work'6) were not statistically
significant.Bivariate associations conceal whether both seemingly related
variables depend on a third one. Thus, our intuition is that age of respondent may proxy educational level and mantal status the number of adults
in the household. The results on race of women, children and the number
of adults are consistent between the two studies.

ESTIMATED MODELS

Modelling Strategy and Method
The considerable differences between the 1982 and 1992 BCS sampling
designs (Wood 1984; Hales 1993) undermine the validity of direct overtime comparisons, subsequently we modelled each data set separately.
From the set of explanatory variables discussed in the previous section
only the statistically significant ones were included in the final models
presented in Table V. Thus employment status, educational level, prior
car theft and prior burglary are left out from the 1982 BCS models. The
1992 one omitted employment and marital status of the respondent, being
a single mother, in the phone book, prior burglary and prior sexual attack.
The two models for 1982 in Table V differ in that the first includes
`number of adults' and `children' as two separate predictors and the second
their interaction, `single parent'. A common model between the two data
sets is presented in Table VI to assist crude overtime comparisons. It includes all variables statistically significant in any of our data sets. However,
`single parent' has been left out because it seemed to entail the individual
effects of its composites. The results in Tables V and VI were obtained
6 Employment status categories used in the original regression models were working
part-time, unemployed, housewife, student, retired or sick or disabled versus the reference
working full-time group.
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from logit modelling using the statistical package SPSS (SPSS/PC+ Update for V3.0 and V3.1 1989, Norusis 1994). A detailed interpretation of
the logit results in the context of victimization risk modelling is given in
Tseloni et al. (1994).
The exponentials of the coefficients, Exp(b), together with their statistical significance, sign., are displayed here. Each value of Exp(b) gives
crudely7 the multiplicative effect on nuisance calls risk which is due to the
corresponding independent variable. For example, for the first 1982 model
being a single woman would increase her chances of receiving obscene
calls by 49.4% compared to a married woman with otherwise identical
characteristics. `Sign.' is the (two-tailed) P-value of the corresponding estimated coefficient. The convention is that estimations with P-value less
than 0.05 are statistically significant but it is left to the reader's discretion
to assert the reliability of each coefficient in the models presented.
The number of cases included in each model and an overall goodness
of fit statistic, model Chi-Square, with its degrees of freedom given in
brackets, are presented at the end of Tables V and VI; (SPSS/PC+ Update
for V3.0 and V3.1 1989, p. B89).
Discussion of Results
The discussion of the effects of categorical variables on obscene phone call
prevalence would be largely ambiguous without an estimate of the risk of
the reference woman. To sum up, she is a white, 47- (the average age of
women in the 1982 BCS) or 49- (for the 1992 model) year-old married
woman. She lives with her husband and no children in a non-inner city
area of the South East. She completed full time education at 14 or younger
and her annual family income is between £5,000 and £20,000. She and her
household have not experienced any criminal victimization during the four
or five years preceding the reference period of the survey. Such a woman
has an estimated probability of receiving at least one obscene phone call
equal to 5.32 and 5.66% in 1982, and 12.11% in 1992 according to the
models of Table V. The risks are similar when one considers the baseline
for the common model of Table VI, namely 5.55% in 1982 and 12.01% in
1992.8 To be precise the characteristics omitted from a model, for instance
educational level and annual family income in 1982, should be ignored
7 The necessary condition is that the likelihood that the event occurs is very small.
8 For instance, the estimate for the first model of Table V is calculated from the equation
1/[] +exp - (-2.188 - (0.0147*47)1, where -2.188 is the constant and -0.0147 is the coefficient of age of respondent. Note that exp(-0.0147) = 0.985 which is the figure displayed
in Table V.
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when defining the base woman. Thus the above description refers to the
1992 model of Table VI.
Over the ten years between the two sweeps the estimated prevalence
of nuisance calls has more than doubled, although one should be cautious
about this conclusion. The 1992 survey was more explicit about the kinds
of call under consideration. Thus, a woman in 1982 receiving a silent call
and not considering it to have obscene motivation would not report it. In
contrast, silent calls were included as such in 1992. It could thus be that the
prevalence change could be an artefact of the change in the BCS method.
To repeat, each figure under the heading Exp(b) gives the multiplicative
effect on the risk of the base woman if she assumes the relevant attribute.
^For example, should the base woman move to an inner city area her risk
would increase by 65%, therefore becoming 8.80% according to the first
1982 model of Table V. Demographic characteristics of respondents seem
to have perplexing effects on obscene call risks across the two data sets.
As seen in Table V, the risk of receiving obscene calls decreases by
1.5% per year as a woman gets older. Race appears to have opposite effects on the dependent variable across the two data sets. The statistically
significant effect in 1992 suggests a 40% decrease of nuisance call risks.
Non-white women are less liable to be victimized because of differences
in their perceived potential sexual availability. This may speculatively be
linked to the family protection afforded to Asian women in particular. Of
course it may be because of sexual preferences of males in the majority
ethnic category.
All marital status categories increase obscene calls prevalence compared to married but it is the single and divorced categories which show a
significant influence. In 1982 divorced women face almost twice the risks
of married.9
The following three variables refer to the household composition of a
woman. Having children of her own increased risk significantly in the 1992
model (and was higher in the first 1982 model, albeit not significantly). Being a single parent is associated with nearly double the base category risk in
the second 1982 model. Similarly, living alone has a strong positive effect
in the first 1982 model. Clearly lone women, and single mothers, may be
perceived as `easy targets'. Alternatively, or to supplement this effect, it
could be that mothers are more often at home and available to answer the
phone, so that a higher proportion of opportunist calls get through. In the
9 In 1992 marital status did not show any overall statistical significance in influencing
obscene call prevalence even when number of adults in the household was excluded from
the model. However, divorced women were substantially more prone to nuisance calls (of
about 31%) than married.
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TABLE V
Models of obscene phone call risk.
1982
Exp(b)

Sign.

1982
Exp(b)

Sign.

1992
Exp(b)

Sign.

Age

0.985

0.000

0.985

0.000

0.994

0.077

Non white

1.290

0.335

1.304

0.314

0.582

0.016

Variables

Marital status
(married)

0.006

0.011

-

Single

1.494

0.017

1.477

0.006

-

-

Divorced

1.805

0.010

1.955

0.004

-

-

Widowed

1.012

0.963

1.392

0.173

-

-

1.175

0.168

-

-

1.329

0.008

Children
Number of adults

(two adults)

-

0.007

0.046

One adult

1.707

0.008

-

-

1.136

0.362

Three or more adults

0.916

0.460

-

-

1.321

0.015

-

-

1.938

0.019

-

-

Single parent
Educational level
(under 15)

-

-

0.177

15or16

-

-

-

-

1.183

0.313

17 or 18

-

-

-

-

1.461

0.043

19 or over

-

-

-

-

1.299

0.199

Annual family income

(5,000-20,000)

-

-

0.039

Poor (less than 5,000)

-

-

-

-

0.743

0.056

Rich (20,000 or more)

1.654

0.007

1.673

0.006

0.812
1.243

0.069
0.078

Inner city
Region

(South East)
North

0.003
1.716

0.004

0.003

0.001

1.732

0.003

0.390

0.000

Yorkshire &
1.017

0.917

1.039

0.819

0.774

0.149

East Midlands

0.858

0.418

0.878

0.494

0.688

0.025

East Anglia

0.454

0.033

0.459

0.035

0.874

0.614

South West

0.827

0.337

0.841

0.382

1.092

0.586

West Midlands

0.885

0.510

0.887

0.518

1.272

0.152

North West

1.151

0.348

1.160

0.322

0.922

0.581

Wales

0.608

0.049

0.613

0.053

0.876

0.571

-

-

-

-

1.458

0.026

1.667
1.458
0.355
(-2.188)

0.011
0.071
0.086
0.000

1.667
1.430
0.365
(-2.123)

0.010
0.089
0.096
0.000

2.056
1.279
(-1.658)

0.000
0.194
0.000

Humberside

Prior car theft

Prior theft from person
Prior violence
Prior sexual attack
Constant
Number of cases
Model Chi-square

5472

5472

2081

106.817 (20)

99.927 (18)

111.504 (22)
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second 1982 model the single parent effect seems to sum up those of single
adult household and children observed in the first 1982 model rather than
entailing an additional increment from their interaction.
The socio-economic status of a woman, proxied by educational level
and annual family income, was only important as a factor of victimization
in the 1992 BCS. More educated women show higher proneness to obscene
calls than the illiterate or those who left school at the youngest ages. A
possible justification, known as `response bias', 10 is that educated women
are able to identify and recall obscene calls. Bearing in mind the lack of
statistical significance of age of respondent, this result may partly incorporate an age effect, since the least educated women are predominantly
those 65 years old or older.11 Very low or very high annual family income
seems to decrease the odds ratio of obscene calls risks by more than 20%
compared to women in the average income groups.
The two area variables incorporated in the analysis, namely inner city
and region of residence, are highly significant. Inner city suggests that
such environments increase the probability of receiving obscene calls by
about 65% in 1982 and 24% in 1992. Regarding regions, the North, East
Anglia and Wales are significantly different to the South East in the 1982
BCS. The first seemed to encourage obscene calls unlike the last two
rural regions of England and Wales. However, in 1992 the North and East
Midlands seem to have lower risks than the South East.
Prior victimization increases the likelihood of obscene calls except for
prior sexual attack. The last result (65% decrease of risks) is at first thought
unexpected. Sexually attacked women may make an effort to present themselves in their work or social environment as non-sexually attractive or
available. Therefore their behavioural adaptation to the experience impedes potential callers from perceiving such prior victims as sexual objects. Another but less plausible explanation is that men who happen to
know the woman's history are `sympathetic and careful' not to make any
`nuisance' phone calls to her because they may realise that this would be
10 A common argument in the literature is that people with low educational attainment
are less able to respond to demanding interview procedures such as those employed in
crime surveys. Therefore, they are more likely to fail recalling and reporting some of their
victimization experiences, the more `trivial' ones.
11 In 1992 BCS 62.5% of women aged 65 years old or older were illiterate or had
completed full time education at 14 or younger. In 1982 this proportion was even greater,
70.8%. Furthermore, in 1992 57.7% of women with the base educational level were 65
years old or older, whereas this age group made up 6.8-8.2% of the other educational level
categories. Similar pattern appears in the 1982 BCS: 46.2% of women with the lowest educational level were 65 years old or older hut only 8-14% of women in the other educational
categories were old pensioners.
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distressing rather than `fun' for their victim. Both stortes assume that the
offenders are not complete strangers which is in fact supported by our
result of being in the phone book which lacked statistical significance.
Prior theft from person and prior violence, which show robust effects
for both data sets, may capture a woman's threatening human environment.
The latter may be linked to grudges held by violent former partners. What
is worth noticing is that prior burglary does not relate with obscene calls
and this is true for the 1982 and 1992 BCS. Prior theft has the greatest
influence on the dependent variable among all predictors in 1992.
The results of the common model, given in Table VI, are very much
similar to what has been already discussed. The main inconsistencies between the data sets concern race of a woman, living in a household of three
or more adults, completed full time education at 17 or 18 and a few regions
of England and Wales. In these cases one should rely on the effects which
show significance less than 0.05.
The results set out above are obviously partial and provisional. In what
follows, we will suggest one kind of practical use to which they may immediately be put. Taken as criminological data in their own right, one of
the more interenting results of the analysis concerns the reinforcement of
the role of victimization as a predictor of victimization. This is true both
for the prediction of obscene calls from earlier obscene calls and for the
prediction of obscene calls from offences of other kinds.
Considering the empirical distribution displayed earlier in Table 1 for
obscene calls, the prevalence in 1992 was some 15%. Of those victimized,
the probability of at least one further such call during the course of the
remainder of the year was 0.51 (51%). Thus, the predictive power of such
calls is greater by an order of magnitude than most of the other variables
included. However, other kinds of victimization also predict victimization
by obscene call. This means (as we would have predicted) that victimization risk is only imperfectly captured by demographic and other factors,
and that victimization itself adds considerably to the prediction. This also
links to ongoing work by the present writers and others concerning the
extent to which victimization of the same people by a variety of means is
the work of the same perpetrators. Present indications are that the extent is
considerable. The extent may be limited in the case of obscene calls, but
may nonetheless be discernible in the pattern of results.

OBSCENE PHONE CALL RISKS: EXAMPLES

This section presents how the probabilities of receiving at least one obscene call can be calculated from our models. This is done for five hypo-
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TABLE VI
Model with common regressors of obscene phone call risk.
1982

Variables

1982

Exp(b)

Sign.

Exp(b)

Sign.

Age

0.985

0.000

0.992

0.049

Non white

1.335

0.278

0.591

0.019

Marital status (married)
Single

0.017

0.347

1.404

0.046

0.885

0.534

Divorced

1.727

0.017

1.280

0.211

Widowed

0.979

0.935

1.179

0.488

1.154

0.226

1.297

0.017

One adult

1.688

0.010

1.041

0.841

Three or more adults

0.905

0.401

1.334

0.013

1.177

0.330

Children
Number of adults
(two adults)

0.007

0.043

Educational level

(under 15)

0.226

0.173

15 or 16

1.087

0.568

17 or 18

0.796

0.231

1.455

0.045

19 or over

1.033

0.871

1.324

0.170

Annualfamily income
(5,000-20,000)

-

0.041

Poor (less than 5,000)

-

-

0.744

Rich (20,000 or more)

-

-

0.815

0.073

1.627

0.010

1.237

0.086

North

1.668

0.006

1.391

0.000

Yorkshire & Humberside

0.998

0.992

1.781

0.165

East Midlands

0.848

0.386

0.690

0.026

East Anglia
South West

0.451
0.839

0.031
0.378

0.874
1.091

0.617
0.593

West Midlands

0.878

0.485

1.280

0.142

North West

1.117

0.465

0.921

0.576

Wales

0.611

0.052

0.878

0.577

Prior car theft

1.186

0.317

1.474

0.022

Prior theft Erom person

1.636

0.014

2.065

0.000

Prior violence

1.431

0.087

1.260

0.246

Prior sexual attack

0.346

0.079

0.987

0.971

(-2.143)

0.000

(-1.595)

0.000

Inner city

0.058

Region

(South East)

Constant
Number of cases
Model Chi-square

0.006

0.002

5472

2081

112.244 (24)

114.811 (26)
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thetical women other than our reference one with attributes related to the
models of Table VI. Thus, our econometric results become tangible and
it is shown that such analysis can become the basis for social policy by
targeting at the most vulnerable population and yielding an estimate of the
outcome. Of course they are approximate. Single parents who live in inner
cities (by choice or circumstance) may be different from single parents
who live elsewhere. Moving into or out of the inner city may be a function
of factors not included in the models (hence the particular importance of
prior victimization as a factor). The five hypothetical women are:
1. A single mother, 31 years old who has been divorced and lives with
her child in an inner city area of the North West. She completed full
time education at 16 years old, earns £12,000 per annum and has
experienced violence in the past, before the reference period of the
survey.
2. A professional, 40 years old, married woman without any children who
completed full time education after her nineteenth year and her annual
family income is more than £20,000. She lives with her husband in a
non-inner city area of the South East and she has suffered a car theft
in the past 4-5 years.
3. A student, 19 years old, single who shares accommodation with two
other students in an inner city area of the North. Her annual household income is less that £5,000 and she has experienced theft from the
person during the last 4-5 years.
4. A housewife of an ethnic minority, 50 years old, married and living
in a household of at least three adults with children. She completed
full time education at 17 years old, her family income is greater than
£20,000 per annum and she lives in a non-inner city area of the South
West. She has not experienced any victimization in the past 4-5 years.
5. A 70-year-old widow with the lowest educational attainment who lives
by herself in a non-inner city area of Wales. She is on a less than £5,000
per annum pension and has not experienced any victimization in the
past 4-5 years.
The estimated risks of receiving nuisance calls assigned to each hypothetical woman are shown in Table VII and they are easily calculated given the
models' coefficients.12 The most vulnerable type of woman is the single
mother with prior violence irrespective of the data set used for the estimation of her probabilities (41.17 and 34.86% in 1982 and 1992 BCS,
12 For instance, the risk of a single mother in 1982 is found from the equation:
[1 + exp - (2.143 - (0.015 *31) + 0.546 + 0.143 + 0.523 + 0.083 + 0.487 +
0.0110+0.359)]-1 = [1 +exp-(-0.357)]-1 =-0.4117.
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TABLE VII
Estimated probabilities of receiving obscene phone calls for hypothetical women.

1982

1992

Single mother

0.4117

0.3486

Professional woman

0.0732

0.1900

Student
Housewife
Old pensioner

0.3398
0.0491
0.0398

0.1681
0.1526
0.0849

BCS

respectively). The old-age pensioner, on the other hand, is least likely to
receive obscene calls and this result is also consistent over time. The risks
of nuisance calls of most types of women are substantially increased during
the decade 1982-1992. The cases for which this is not true, the single
mother and the student, are subject to the wenk 1992 effects of mantal
status and the one adult household.
From Table VII one can surmise that the crucial factor for the offender
is whether the woman is perceived as being available (sexually unattached)
rather than the number of adults in her household or her race. The question
which can reasonably asked of the above data is `so what?' The answer is
that these data enable a graded response by telecommunications companies
to the risk of such victimization. While all clients should be made aware of
the help services available, it is of greatest importance to those at greatest
risk. Those at highest risk should be made aware of call tracing services,
the role of '1471' redialling facilities, the circumstances under which the
police should be called, and so on. The role of the answer phone in gathering evidence in the case of such calls is another example. Based on the
models presented in Table VI calculations can be made to identify groups
with a risk of being victimized at least twice that of the base category.

RELATION BETWEEN VICTIM AND PERPETRATOR

The analyses reported here did not seek to establish relationships between
victim and perpetrator. The rather exhaustive analyses of Buck et al.
(1995), despite the limited information available in the data, suggest that
the majority of callers are acquainted with their victims. The converse may
not be true. They write: "Knowing is not necessarily mutual. It may be
that the caller met the victim, but the victim would not recognise him. It is
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probably important for victims to recognise this. Some victims have raid
that one aspect of victimization which is distressing is that social life is
impaired by a woman speculating which of her male friends or colleagues
is responsible. It may be someone with a more tenuous link to her, and
research into the relationships between victim and perpetrator should be
undertaken to clarify this. In the meantime, it may help victims, to avoid
paranoia in relation to her close professional and social circle, to leave
open the possibility that she would not even recognise the perpetrator who
nonetheless `knows' her." (Buck et al. 1995, p. 37)
The conclusion about victim-perpetrator relationships seems securely
based not only on victim report as outlined above, but a consistent picture
also emerging from a range of patterns in the data, including age, mantal
and work status of victims, victim report of whether the perpetrator is
known (11% of victims of one call and 18% of those receiving multiple
calls, see Buck et al. 1995, p. 35) and the relative victimization risks of
those with ex-directory and other numbers. If the phone book were the
source of calls, ex-directory phone subscribers would have exceptionally
low rates of victimization. They do not. These and other patterns in the
data make clear that most perpetrators are at least acquainted with their
victims. This has clear implications for prevention.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has focused on the much neglected crime of nuisance calls. It
is partly an extension of the previous literature by Buck et al. (1995) but
multivariate logit modelling analysis has been undertaken considering a
wider range of potential predictors. The results have suggested that female
population groups vulnerable to threats are also prone to receiving nuisance calls. These are young, single or divorced women, with children,
living on their own, in inner cities, with higher than basic educational
attainment. Victims of nuisance calls are of average annual.family income
by contrast to victims of threats who are poor (Tseloni et al. 1994). This
is related to the accessibility of a private phone. The relationship between
these two offences should be further investigated.
The psychological assumption that the perpetrator knows or at least
has seen his victim and therefore he satisfies a fixation he has about her is
supported here. With everything else taken into account, being in the phone
book, allowing public access to their phone number, does not make women
any more or less likely to receive nuisance calls. In terms of prevention
this implies that victims should first suspect somebody from their circle of
acquaintances.
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Obscene phone calls evoke fear of and worries about crime but these
are not always directly justifiable. In particular multiple calls are associated with worry about property and car crime and single nuisance calls
with increased worry about personal victimization. From our regression
analysis results on prior burglary, worry about it seems groundless. Fear of
sexual attack also seems fictitious since past victims show a considerably
smaller likelihood of receiving obscene phone calls than non-victims. One
possibility is that the perpetrator is caught but used to call her before the
attack.
History of other personal victimization (theft from person and violence)
is a substantial and consistent predictor of obscene calls. In 1992 theft
from person nearly doubles such risks. Therefore, the association between
nuisance calls and worry about mugging or robbery is supported by actual risks. It should be noted, however, that the timing of the instances of
burglaries or sexual attacks in the data is inverse to the ideal for testing
a priori causalities with both obscene calls and the associated worries. In
theory such calls precede more serious victimizations but unfortunately
there is no information on prior nuisance calls in the BCS.
To investigate the contemporaneous relationships between worries about crimes and actual victimizations and the links of both with nuisance
calls a different econometric modelling is required. This should take into
account the endogeneity of the above variables when estimating the magnitude and significance of their relationships within a multivariate context
and it is left for future research. The practical use which could be made of
such data is rehearsed.
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ETHICAL ISSUES RAISED WHEN EARLY INTERVENTION IS
USED TO PREVENT CRIME

ABSTRACT. rhe European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research, Vol. 5, No. 2,
was focused on early intervention and prevention of juvenile delinquency. The author comments on the issue and focuses on the ethical problems involved with early intervention,
such as the labelling effect, the risks of prediction, consent, and undesired effects,
KEY WORDS: anti-social behaviour, early prevention programmes, juvenile delinquency,
labelling, prevention policies

The treatment of delinquents has often aroused ethical debate regarding the
questions of lawfulness, appropriateness, fairness and applicability. Programmes for the early prevention of delinquency, however, have not given
rise to similar discussion. In some ways, this appears paradoxical; after all,
treatment programmes are undertaken after a crime has been committed,
while early prevention programmes usually focus on very young subjects,
sometimes children only a few years old, on the basis that anti-social
behaviour is likely to develop later on. It is as if most experts maintain
that early prevention should in any case be regarded as positive in that
it is realized through programmes offered to children or families in difficulty to compensate for the problems that they face. The efficacy of such
programmes has been thoroughly examined in debates, congresses, publications and research, while the ethical problems are generally ignored or
hardly mentioned (see Vol. 5, No. 2, 1.997 of this journal).
Programmes for the early prevention of delinquency are brought to bear
on the personality of developing subjects; they impinge upon very delicate
areas such as socialization and morality, and the instruments they use, being entirely in the hands of the experts, are not always easily understood by
the subjects themselves. The delicacy of the problem is obvious: this type
of intervention is carried out on `weak' subjects during a phase of their
lives when they are easily influenced; moreover, such intervention is based
on the prediction of an anti-social future, a prediction which is fraught with
errors and distortions.
While the 1960s saw a policy of diversion and of alternatives to the
penal system, and the 1980s and 1990s have been characterized by a policy
European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 6: 113-132, 1998.
40 © 1998 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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of neutralization and the return to repression (Ears and Reiss 1994), the
prevention approach is currently being advocated as a kind of `third way'
to tackle crime systematically. In the next few years, therefore, the various
methods of prevention, including early intervention on subjects at risk,
might well be given enormous leeway in policy-making, thus demanding
a high level of commitment on the part of social and judicial institutions.
Indeed, the growing interest in early prevention programmes on the
part of many experts and authorities is evidenced by the considerable investment made in the field of longitudinal studies, which in recent years
have taken priority over many other sectors of criminological research, and
which are well suited to providing the knowledge on which early prevention programmes are based. If indeed the prevention approach gains wider
acceptance, the questions of lawfulness, limits and social and judicial acceptability of such intervention will become increasingly urgent, not least
because the shift from small experimental programmes that are carefully
designed and carried out under the guidance of experts, who are generally
aware of the limits and risks of such intervention, to programmes involving
much wider sectors of the population will necessitate greater caution.
The scientific concepts underpinning programmes for the prevention of
delinquency through early psycho-social intervention can be traced back to
the beginning of this century, when doctors, psychologists and social workers advocated combating crime at its roots, which were seen to grow out of
a disturbed personality and an inadequate family life. Healy's (1924) pioneering work constituted the first systematic attempt to provide a scientific
and humanitarian response to crime by using the tools of the human sciences rather than those of the penal system. In close collaboration with the
juvenile judges, Healy (1924) examined thousands of young delinquents,
compared them with non-delinquents and reached the conclusion that the
causes of delinquency were largely to be found in the Jack of parental
affection. The same line of research was followed by the Gluecks (1959),
who, as a result of one of the most important studies in the history of criminology, laid the foundations for the scientific prevention of delinquency
through a programme of early intervention based on the prediction of antisocial behaviour. As is often the case in the evolution of criminological theories, predictive variables regarding the individual were supplemented by
social ones. The resulting multi-factorial conception subsequently became
the model for all subsequent programmes.
In recent years, programmes for the early prevention of anti-social behaviour have been refined on the basis of ample longitudinal studies, which
have provided a more solid basis for their elaboration. The latest programmes - almost all of which have cognitive connotations - are aimed at
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children, families and often schools. By applying closely structured methods of intervention, they attempt to modify and counteract factors of risk
while reinforcing factors of protection. The traditional programmes have
turned out to be largely inefficacious, which is, in itself, reason enough
to reject them. The new programmes, however, have, in a few significant
cases, proven to be highly efficacious in improving the development of
the children treated, especially when centred on more than one risk factor, when sufficiently prolonged, and when introduced sufficiently early
(Tremblay and Craig 1995; Graham and Bennett 1995; Yoshikawa 1994;
Kumpfer et al. 1996; Junger-Tas 1997; Gottfredson 1997; Sherman 1997).
Now that the question of inefficacy has been overcome (at least in theory, since the experimental programmes carried out so far have yet to be
repeated and verified on a large scale), there remains the problem of the
acceptability of these programmes from an ethical point of view. Indeed,
any attempt to modify human behaviour and any intrusion into a person's
private life must be carefully scrutinized in that they pose potential threats
to the rights of the individual.

THE MAIN ETHICAL PROBLEMS

The Labelling Effect
One of the main ethical problems raised by early prevention programmes
is the risk that the early identification of future delinquente and any intervention aimed specifically at heading off the development of anti-social
behaviour might produce a stigmatizing effect that actually paves the way
to delinquency. The well-known labelling approach was originally elaborated to highlight the potential negative effect induced by contact with
the justice system; subsequently, it was extended to the analysis of other
types of intervention, such as those carried out by therapeutic or social
services. According to the labelling theorists, early preventive intervention
may trigger a whole range of messages which impinge negatively on the
individual's personal identity, his concept of himself and his self-esteem.
Moreover, the social stigma which is attached to the subject may hinder
social adaptation, create feelings of hostility and anxiety towards him, and
give rise to social marginalization.
The possible consequences of labelling are relevant to every type of
early prevention, but the problem mainly concerns some specific types of
programme. Firstly, a distinction must be made between `universal' and
`targeted' programmes. The former are aimed at all children in a community, regardless of whether or not individual risk factors are present, while
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the latter are aimed at specific subjects. Targeted programmes are further
classified as `indicated', when they focus on preventing the recurrence of
undesirable behaviour which has already manifested itself, and `selective',
when focused on high-risk subjects with a view to preventing a specific
problem (Sherman 1997).
Obviously, the labelling process is likely to be more closely linked
with targeted programmes, and particularly with `selective' types of intervention. It is thus that definitions such as `pre-delinquent', `potential
delinquent' and `subject at risk of delinquency' etcetera may constitute labels which are extremely dangerous for the social development of children
who are often very young and therefore particularly vulnerable. Paradoxically then, a programme aimed at preventing delinquency might end up
facilitating the development of the very behaviour it is trying to curb.
As Klein (1983) points out, early identification can bring with it the risk
of priming a youth for delinquency, in that such a prediction may become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Other experts, however, disagree, claiming
that the labelling approach has a scant scientific basis and has not been
demonstrated by empirical research.
Some indirect indication of the potential stigmatizing effect of early
psycho-social intervention can be gleaned from studies (in truth, not many)
which have investigated the effects on minors of contact with the agencies
of social control, particularly the law courts. Gold (1970) and Miller and
Gold (1984), for instance, showed that minors who had been inside the
penal system had higher rates of recidivism, as revealed by self-reported
delinquency, than minors who had committed comparable crimes but had
not been involved with the judiciary. Such findings were corroborated by
those of the Cambridge Study in Delinquent Development, which also
show that it is the first conviction that produces such results (Farrington
1977; Farrington et al. 1978).
On the other hand, Wellford (1987) reports the finding of a few studies
which seem to show that, while labelling a youth as a delinquent on the
basis of a judicial conviction can have some negative consequences, it
does not significantly affect self-concept (Ageton and Elliott 1973; Hepburn 1977; Thomas and Bishop 1984), does not worsen relationships with
peers, school or the family (Foster et al. 1972), and does not worsen school
results or teachers' opinions (Mahoney 1974), although it can reinforce
pre-existing negative opinions.
In reality, the whole debate over the possible effect of labelling by early
prevention programmes appears to be more ideological than scientific. Few
studies have been carried out on the possible stigmatizing effect of contact
with the courts and the police, and their conclusions are not unequivocal.
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However, when it comes to aslessing the effect of early preventive intervention, there is a total lack of systematic scientific information. The Jack
of such information, however, does not allow us to rule out this possible
effect. We must therefore look with caution upon the riskier types of intervention, that is to say targeted programmes, aimed at potential or actual
delinquents.
Wellford himself (1987), while seeming to underline the scant empirical basis of the labelling theory, nevertheless urges prudence with regard
to the possible stigmatizing effects of targeting, that is to say, a procedure
that tends to single out those families that have a greater likelihood of producing serious delinquents. Research in this field is clearly very important
in that the ethical problems raised must be tackled on the basis of factual
and not merely ideological considerations.
The Risks of Prediction
Some ethical issues are specifically linked to the procedures involved in
predicting delinquency, procedures which constitute a fundamental step
in many early prevention programmes and whose implications may be
extremely delicate. The logic underlying these procedures is well known:
through data gleaned from retrospective or longitudinal research, attempts
are made to pick out those children who are likely to be drawn into delinquency, in order to act upon those specific children and not on others, who
have no need of intervention.
In his analysis of the moral implications of predicting violence, Monahan (1981) reported a few fundamental problems which may also have
implications for the field we are now examining. According to this author,
among the main moral and political worries connected with the prediction
of violence there is the nature of what we are trying to predict, the predictive factors we use and the degree of accuracy of predictions which prompt
preventive action.
While the nature of what we are attempting to predict, and therefore
prevent, has been the subject of numerous debates, it does not appear to
be clear; the terms `anti-social behaviour', `pre-delinquency', `aggressiveness', `delinquency' and `crime' are frequently used, but definitions and
measurements of these phenomena have not been clearly established and
are open to controversy. Indeed, for many years, criminologists have been
grappling with the problems of definition and possible identification of
crime, criminality and criminal behaviour, without reaching a satisfactory
consensus. Indeed, alongside the behavioural dimension, such phenomena involve important elements of social construction and social reaction
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which make the issue very complex. Discussion of these themes is not
merely abstract, but involves important concrete aspects.
With regard to the theme which concerns us here, some experts have
attempted to achieve greater objectivity of the outcome to be prevented.
To this end, attempts have been made to establish a definition of a behaviour in itself, regardless of its legal consequences, through the use of
classifications such as the DSM clinical categories. Such classifications,
however, often include behaviours, such as theft, which elude objective
definition. Moreover, with regard to the phenomenon to be prevented, it
seems necessary to point out a distortion which may easily arise from the
concept of early prevention. When the advocates of early prevention claim
that they wish to prevent crime and to solve the serious problem of delinquency through such intervention, they send out an equivocal message: in
reality, the delinquency that they have in mind constitutes only a part of a
far greater and more complex phenomenon. The following example may
serve to illustrate the point.
Some years ago, Italy witnessed the beginning of a judicial phenomenon dubbed `clean hands' by the mass media, which may be regarded
as an impressive `natural' criminological experiment. A change in the political and social scene gave rise to judicial enquiries, first in Milan and
then throughout the country, which brought to light a vast range of crimes
involving all levels of society. The investigations uncovered a nation-wide
network of corruption and saw politicians, industrialists, magistrates, public administrators, official of the Finance Police, financial intermediaries
and various hangers-on brought before the courts. The scope and magnitude of the crimes involved were shocking indeed, but, more to the point,
they had been committed by numerous `chronic offenders' who were socially well adjusted, enjoyed high self-esteem, were capable of controlling
their behaviour and were highly skilled in social interaction. It is clear that
psycho-social early prevention programmes for delinquency have nothing
to do with such people, and indeed with certain other types of delinquents.
Rather, their scope is inevitably limited to a few forms of conventional
delinquency, or street-type delinquency, which can more readily be connected with those individual and family problems that are traditionally
considered to be risk factors. Over-enthusiasm for early intervention programmes may well hide serious problems underlying the complex and
multifaceted phenomenon of crime, thus hindering thorough social and
political analysis.
Concerning the predictive factors used, it should first be noted that predictions can be based on two different strategies. The first of these tends
to identify those subjects who display anti-social or aggressive behaviour,
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which is regarded as a precursor of systematic delinquent behaviour; the
second tends to identify certain psycho-social factors, which may be individual, familial, scholastic or social (Lorion et al. 1987), that are deemed
to be risk factors for delinquency. While in the first case we are faced with
behaviour which in itself might justify intervention, aimed for instance at
reducing aggressiveness and improving a minor's social adaptability, in the
second case it is more difficult to justify intervention, and the choice of risk
factors involves ethical questions.
A discussion which is in some ways similar has been undertaken with
regard to the lawfulness of using certain predictors of dangerous behaviour
in determining sentences and of using certain instruments such as preventive detention or selective incapacitation (Tonry 1987). Particular problems
are thrown up by the use of certain variables, such as belonging to ethnic
minorities or to socially deprived groups, which may be perceived as discriminatory. Although early prevention does not involve meting out punishment or implementing judicial control, the problem of discrimination
may still exist, albeit to a lesser degree, and thus compromise intervention.
This question has been raised from a semantic point of view in the
United States, where the term `targeted' has been replaced by the term
`focused', as the former was becoming increasingly unacceptable to AfroAmericans in that it was associated with racially-based discriminatory
practices (Sherman 1997).
The identification of certain important factors which place a child at
risk of anti-social behaviour, such as delinquency on the part of the parents,
again raises delicate problems both on account of the unwelcome intrusion
into family life that accompanies such investigations, and on account of the
risk of leaking confidential information. With regard to this latter point, it
should be noted that confidentiality is not always easy to maintain when
various agencies and institutions, such as schools and social services, are
participating in the programmes.
If prevention programmes are to be effective, they must be based on
highly accurate predictions. However, as Earls and Carlson (1995) point
out, longitudinal studies can arrive at an explanation sufficient to develop
or support a theory, but they are not always of practical use in selecting subjects for intervention. Indeed, the examination of causal models through
multivariate analysis leaves a great proportion of the total variance unexplained, while predictions with a view to early prevention require a higher
level of confidence. Not all studies which help us to understand the causes
of anti-social behaviour, therefore, can be used for the purpose of early prevention. Indeed, preventive intervention is rendered extremely problematic
by the fact that prediction procedures contain a percentage of errors, which
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in many cases is rather high. Such errors are of two types, false negatives
and false positives: in the first case the error consists of failing to predict
anti-social behaviour which actually happens, while in the second case the
error consists of predicting anti-social behaviour which does not happen.
In both cases the consequences are detrimental, though the implications are
different (Le Blanc 1997). The presence of false negatives means that the
programme will not be implemented for those children who need it, thus
reducing the overall efficacy of the programme itself. False positives, however, may have far more serious consequences. In this case a psycho-social
programme is implemented to modify the personality of a child on the
basis of the erroneous conviction that he is likely to become a delinquent.
We are here faced with the question of the child's right not to be classified as a future delinquent; violation of this right constitutes one of the
greatest ethical problems raised by early prevention programmes. Moreover, Farrington's claim (1994) that the results of the London survey seem
to justify preventive intervention even for false positives appears less than
convincing. After an in-depth analysis of all the cases of youths who had
not displayed anti-social behaviour in spite of having been subjected to numerous risk factors, Farrington (1987) found that those subjects had manifested some form of nervous disturbance, and could therefore have benefited from prevention programmes in any case. On the one hand, it does
not seem acceptable that future sufferers of mental disturbances should be
labelled as future delinquents, and on the other, it does not leem proper to
try to prevent mental disturbance through specialized programmes for the
prevention of delinquency.
Welfare and Justice
Another important ethical problem lies in the fact that in some cases prevention programmes, like treatment programmes, are in lome way contaminated by connections between the judicia] system and the welfare system.
Such connections make certain early prevention programmes completely
different from the usual therapeutic or psycho-social interventions. While
the main aim of the welfare system is to promote the welf-being of the
individuals involved in its programmes, the justice system cannot avoid
attaching extreme importance to the protection of society. We are therefore faced with two systems with potentially conflicting objectives, which
poses problems for social workers. As they are required to act upon the
personality of the child and upon family dynamics, social workers must
know exactly who they are working for. This is not always easy for those
who work towards therapeutic ends within the justice system (Blackburn
1993), as this system often requires procedures and assessments whose
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parameters of reference are those of social control or bureaucracy rather
than socialization or therapy.
Consent
In order to implement prevention programmes, valid consent must be obtained from the individuals involved and particularly from their families.
The question of consent again raises important ethical questions. To this
end, the objectives and organization of the programmes must be illustrated in detail so that those involved can clearly understand what they
are involved in. A particularly delicate point concerns the possible use of
coercion to participate in programmes, should parents refuse to do so, and
hence of the kind of coercion exerted.

In this regard, the proposal contained in a recent document published
by the Home Office (Preventing Children Offending; a Consultation Document, London, 1997) which envisions a new measure termed `Parental
Control Order' is fraught with ethical problems. This document starts out
with the consideration that parents play an important role in educating their
children to respect the law and that, should they reveal themselves to be
inadequate to this task, they should be offered a helping hand. While this
first part of the proposal appears to be universally accepted, the following
recommendation, according to which parents who do not accept such help
should be obliged to do so by the courts, is far more dubious. According to
the proposal, such coercion would be implemented through the conferment
of a new power to the courts, which would be able to order parents to
provide adequate care and appropriate control over their children. This
parental control order would be issued either when the youth (aged 16
years or lens) has committed a crime, or when the minor has displayed
behaviour conducive to delinquency, as long as the crime or problem behaviour is deemed to be due to a lack of care and control on the part of
the parents. In the former case the order may be issued in addition to the
punishment imposed on the minor, while in the latter case it may constitute
the sole measure.
The document goes on to envision an increasing scale of measures to
be adopted by the courts, beginning with civil measures and progressing
to penal measures. The order must be explained to the parents and include
certain conditions, such as participation in a programme, or assurance that
the child is at home during certain hours of the day or attends school regularly, failing which they are obliged to make good any damages caused
by the child, or must ensure that the child makes good such damage. The
parental control order would be applicable for a period of three years or
until the minor reaches the age of seventeen. The parents would be able to
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ask for the order to be revoked or could apply to the Crown Court against
imposition of the order. Unreasonable refusal of the order, or failure to
observe the conditions laid down, or lack of care and control on the part
of the parents on whom the order has been served would be regarded as
a criminal offence punishable by a non-custodial penalty. Such sanctions
could take the form of a £1,000 fine, a probation order, revocation of a
parent's driving licence, or indeed a curfew order, possibly enforced by
means of an electronic monitoring device, to oblige the parents to stay
at home in the evening to look after their children, thus using a sort of
psycho-judicial engineering that not even Orwell imagined. Observation
of the order would be verified by the agencies or institutions in charge of
the case, such as the police or social services.
The Home Office's proposal raises troubling questions. Can parents be
obliged to love their own children? The proposal does not mention love;
it cites care and control. But how can care and control be exercised without effection and without taking an interest in one's children? Imposing
penal sanctions on parents who do not want (or are unable) to accept help
in fulfilling their parental role appears in some way to be monstrous. It
risks fostering hatred within the family, and depicting children as a possible source of suffering and trouble in the eyes of the parents, who are
generally overburdened with psychological, social and financial problems
of their own. Moreover, the usual guarantees associated with the penal
system seem to blur when we consider that the parental control order may
also be imposed on the basis of behaviour which will `probably' lead to
delinquency. We are therefore faced with a penal measure that is imposed
on parents on the basis of the likelihood that their children will commit
crimes in the future.
The parental control order constitutes a serious intrusion into family
life. It coerces parents under the threat of penal law; by using the threat of
punishment to compel parents to `be helped', it confuses help with control,
and coercion with therapy. According to the logic of the parental control
order, the serious shortcomings of the parents could be traced back to the
inadequate behaviour of their parents, the grandparents of the minor, and
so on. How far back should we go?
Compared with the British proposal, the position of Junger-Tas (1997)
is not so stark. She suggests an approach based on voluntary participation,
though admits the possibility of using pressure or coercion to force parents
to participate in programmes in certain special cases, such as those in
which there is a risk of child abuse, a danger linked to alcohol or drug
abuse, the inability of an adolescent mother to cope with her tasks, or
evidence of serious behavioural problems on the part of the child. The
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offer of financial assistance or housing could be used to encourage parents
to participate in programmes. In cases in which the parents or children
are subjects of protection procedures, Junger-Tas (1997) envisions that the
official guardian may use pressure, and if necessary force, to oblige the parents to take part in the programme. Even Junger-Tas (1997), therefore, goes
as far as justifying a sort of coercion to undergo therapy, even though she
does not specify the means by which coercion could be exercised. Clearly,
the problem of obliging people to undergo psycho-social or therapeutic
intervention is extremely complex and there are considerable differences
between the various means of pressurizing or forcing parents (for instance,
offering financial incentives is very different from threatening penai measures). As a general rule, all intervention should be voluntary, though it is
understandable that some may feel differently, especially in those cases in
which the child's integrity is directly jeopardized by the parents.
The Individual and the Context
Some early prevention programmes for delinquency tend to view the problem of crime from a medical point or psychiatric standpoint, this focusing
on the individual. Crime, however, is closely connected with social and
political issues, which are generally neglected or treated only fleetingly.
An excessively individualist conception of anti-social behaviour may, furthermore, hinder the kind of global intervention that may be essential to
achieving the desired results. The findings of a well-known study carried
out by Rutter et al. (1979) may illustrate the point.
Rutter and his co-workers began by systematically analysing the personal and social conditions of all ten-year-old children living in the district
of London in 1970. They subsequently monitored these subjects until the
age of fourteen, in the twelve schools they attended. Finally, they collected
the data regarding police prosecutions of these youths up to the age of
eighteen. These data revealed that delinquency was correlated with a low
intelligence quotient and low job status of the parents. However, these
factors were not able to explain the entire variation in ratel of delinquency.
Indeed, children who attended certain schools were only one third as likely
to have a police record for delinquency as youths attending certain other institutes, in spit of having similar intelligence quotients and socio-economic
family backgrounds.
Particularly noteworthy was the finding of low rates of delinquency
in those schools characterized by `intellectual balance' among the students: the greater the number of more intelligent students who attended
the school, the higher the collective scholastic performance was found to
be, while the rate of delinquency was lower. Another fundamental variable
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which differentiated the schools in terras of rates of delinquency was what
the authors defined as `ethos', or the culture of the institution; the lower
ratel of delinquency and the higher scholastic performances were linked
to a particular style of teaching, which emphasized the value of school
work, rewarded good results and implemented discipline kindly but firmly.
In the light of these findings it can be seen that the individual approach
adopted by some programmes might ignore the importance of social context and therefore be invalidated. Moreover, it should be borne in mind
that preventive intervention focused entirely on the shortcomings of the
individual child might reinforce certain prejudices on the part of the teachers, and therefore hinder improvements in the style of teaching and the
organization of the institution, especially in view of the fact that many
teachers have difficulty in seeing the relationship between poor scholastic
performance and the characteristics of the school. Vinter and Sarri (1977)
found that over 50% of the teachers they surveyed believed that student
misbehaviour depended on the `nature' of the child, while less than 10%
saw a connection between behaviour and teaching methods. In the light
of these findings too, it would seem that preventive intervention that takes
into account the context, rather than focusing exclusively on the child's
individual shortcomings, should be more efficacious.
Undesired Effects
A final ethical problem is raised by the possibility that prevention programmes may produce undesired or side effects (Le Blanc 1997) that could
exceed the benefits of intervention (Munir and Earls 1992). In this regard,
it would seem particularly useful to analyze the results obtained from one
of the most interesting and prolonged studies carried out in criminology.
This study analyzed the long-term efficacy of a delinquency prevention
programme carried out in Cambridge-Somerville. As reported by McCord
(1978), several years after intervention the results were surprisingly negative; in spite of all the efforts made, all the support for the children and their
families, and the intervention of counsellors, the subjects treated suffered
a higher percentage of mental illness, early death (before the age of 35
years), alcoholism, recidivism, failure at work, etcetera during the course
of their lives. While it would be fairly easy to explain the lack of success
of preventive intervention if the results showed no difference between the
treatment group and the control group, it is much more difficult to explain
the worse outcome of the treated subjects. A lack of success might easily be attributed to the inefficacy of the programme, insufficient support
for minors and their families, or too little contact between operators and
subjects. Such explanations, however, cannot justify the worse results ob-
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tained by treated subjects; moreover, they are at variance with McCord's
(1992a) finding that the worst results were seen in those very cases in
which the relationships between counsellors and minors were most intense
and long-standing. According to McCord (1978), a possible explanation
for the negative results of the Cambridge-Somerville programme lies in
the conflict created within the treated subjects between the values learnt
from the family and surrounding environment and the values proposed by
the social workers.
Indeed, many experts claim that aid programmes handed down from
on high and permeated with values generated in a totally different social
context are counter-productive. In order to cushion the effect of this kind
of `welfare colonialism', it has been suggested that `native' social workers
from the same social background as their subjects should be used as far as
possible. In the Cambridge-Somerville study, frequent clashes must have
occurred between counsellors and parents of the children treated, since
Lundman (1993) reported that the counsellors themselves admitted being
afraid of `losing the case' if the families were free to accept or reject
participation in the programme; the solution adopted was to substantially
deprive children and parents of the right to refuse treatment, and indeed,
only one of 325 subjects was effectively able to avoid treatment. The aspect
of coercion might well be a critical element in the programme and could
explain the failure of an intervention which was intended to help but which
was to some extent imposed.
Another possible explanation for the negative effects of the CambridgeSomerville programme is that the intervention might have induced the
subjects to depend on outsiders, thus leading to upset and difficulty once
the external support was removed.
A third explanation could be derived from the theory of anomie. The
programme might have raised the subjects' social expectations, such as
improved scholastic performance, success at work and social advancement, without removing the structural obstacles to reaching such goals.
Consequently, the minors might have reacted to the conflict aroused by
the intervention by cleaving to deviance. A further explanation is connected with the previously-mentioned labelling theories: participation in a
delinquency prevention programme may produce a stigmatizing effect that
impacts negatively on the personality of the subjects treated. Although this
phenomenon is often put forward to interpret McCord's (1978) findings, it
is not supported by the fact that, when questioned years later, the treated
subjects reported having pleasant memories of the intervention, judged that
they had been helped, and feit that they had been privileged to participate
in the scheme (McCord 1992a). Although the development of personal
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identity can be considered to be, at least in part, an unconscious process,
the data regarding the participants' long-term attitude towards the programme does not leem to confirm the stigmatization hypothesis. Moreover,
it should be pointed out that, in order to avoid possible stigmatization, the
intervention involved both problem children and normal children (planted
at random in the experimental group and the control group), to the extent that the paradoxical situation was created whereby counsellors had to
`remedy' the non-existent problems of well-adjusted children.
A final interpretation, put forward by McCord (1992b) herself, may
be traced back to the compensatory model that underlies the CambridgeSomerville programme. According to this model, appropriate treatment
can make up for the deficit suffered by children brought up in a context
of deprivation and risk. McCord (1992b), however, feels that this concept
might be totally mistaken, in that, for example a child neglected by his
parents might actually be harmed by a programme that attempts later on to
compensate for the original shortfall. In this way, the attempt at compensation might not only fail to achieve the desired result hut also produce an
excessive feeling of loss or an attitude of excessive dependence. Alongside
this interpretation, stands the theory that personal development consists
of critical periods during which certain experiences must mesh with the
individual's maturation in order to progress normally; if biological maturation is not matched by the right experiences, important developmental
steps will be missed, and these will be difficult to recover. If, therefore,
cognitive, affective and social opportunities are provided too late to fit
in with the normai developmental sequence, the problems of inadequate
development will not be solved, but may even be aggravated.
If we reflect on the failure of the Cambridge-Somerville project, as
well as of other early prevention programmes, and the possible reasons
for such failure, it becomes clear just how delicate the question of early
prevention is: the consequences for the children treated may be various
and unexpected, and the effect on parents, schools and the community
may be profound. It is therefore important to evaluate the legitimacy and
appropriateness of such programmes also in the light of the negative side
effects which may be produced.

PROPOSALS FOR TACKLING THE ETHICAL DILEMMAS

In the conclusion to his book on the prevention and control of delinquency,
which examines the features of the main methods of intervention in juvenile delinquency, Lundman (1993) recommends that "traditional delinquency prevention efforts be abandoned", in that, "prevention projects
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don't work, waste money, violate the rights of juveniles and their families,
inspire bizarre suggestions and programmes, and fail to affect the known
correlates of urban delinquency". He concludes that on the basis of the best
available evidence, "it is time to get out of the business of attempting to
prevent delinquency". These conclusions appear to be too radical and too
pessimistic. Moreover they seem to ignore recent research findings which
have demonstrated the efficacy, even in the long term, of certain early programmes for the prevention of anti-social behaviour. Nevertheless, some
of the problems raised by Lundman (1993) cannot be overlooked.
Without presuming to offer definitive solutions, it seems possible to
make a few suggestions aimed at overcoming some of the problems that
have been outlined, in the hope that the ethical issues connected with early
intervention will be thoroughly debated by the specialists who work in
this sector. The first proposal is that programmes should be reoriented towards promoting good psycho-social development, acquiring skills in the
fields of language and reasoning, enhancing personal identity, improving
interpersonal relationships and self-control, increasing self-esteem, and
reducing emotional problems, rather than preventing delinquency, especially since this last objective is an indirect result of improved general
development. Moreover, this orientation is justified by the fact that the
predictors of delinquency on which prevention programmes are based have
now allo been found to be predictive of numerous other disturbances,
such as chronic unemployment, scholastic failure, poor interpersonal relationships, health problems, accidents, drug addiction, alcoholism, early
initiation of sexual intercourse, etcetera (Loeber and Stouthamer-Loeber
1987; Janes et al. 1979; Pulkkinen and Tremblay 1992; Tremblay et al.
1996; Junger et al. 1995).
Indeed, the majority of programmes for the prevention of delinquency
also measure, as criteria of success, other variables of social adjustment,
such as success at school or at work, social relationships and family adjustment. Thus, the aim of preventing delinquency appears to be one of
several aims to be pursued. Often, however, the prevention of delinquency
is presented as the only or the main objective of intervention, perhaps with
a view to obtaining a consensus (and funds) by focusing on a problem
that arouses intense social alarm and therefore finds easy acceptance on
the part of financing authorities. If in fact the objectives being pursued are
numerous (and that of reducing delinquency merely one of many) there is
no reason why these programmes should be located in symbolical areas
of crime, especially since such a connection engenders risks, such as the
stiginatization of the children and families treated.
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Earls and Carlson (1995) have suggested that strategies for reducing
crime through early intervention should be replaced by strategies for protecting children and maintaining normal development during the crucial
years of childhood. These authors point to an important distinction made
in the field of health care between health promotion and disease prevention,
with the observation that the former strategy is broader, able to act upon a
greater number of causal mechanisms and therefore more efficacious. They
then propose a similar prospective in the area we are dealing with, thus
promoting human capability in general and social competence in particular. It is noteworthy that this proposal is motivated not only by scientific
considerations, but allo by ethical ones, in that it embodies features of
egalitarianism and solidarity.
Clearly, any such reorientation of prevention programmes also implies
a shift in the institutions responsible for the intervention. Indeed, a shift
of emphasis from crime prevention to the promotion of well=being and
social adjustment implies a shift of responsibility for such intervention
from the Ministry of Justice to the Ministry of Social Services or Education. Another proposal, which has been met with broad approval, is that of
developing `universal' projects aimed at all children living in a particular
area or attending a particular school, rather than pursuing `targeted' programmes, which are riskier from the point of view of the possible labelling
effect. Peters (1991), for example, suggests extending the early prevention
programmes that are at present limited to a few selected children, to all
children, according to the above-mentioned `health promotion' perspective, with a view to promoting psycho-social competence and preventing
behavioural and emotional difficulties, by utilizing types of intervention
that are appropriate to the various developmental levels of the children and
actively involving parents, teachers and health/social service workers in
implementing the programmes.
One obstacle to this proposal is cost, in that generalized programmes
tend to require high levels of financing. However, this difficulty need not
be insurmountable, since within a generalized prevention programme not
all individuals or families would be subject to identical intervention; rather,
one could envisage more intensive intervention being reserved for the most
problematic situations (Sherman 1997).
The possibility of modulating the intervention on a case-by-case basis
may allo pre-empt the objection raised by many that a universal prevention
programme might end up by offering the greatest benefit to those who
need it least, while doing little for those who need it most. Then again,
the screening procedure in itself may be very costly and the rate of refusal
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to participate in data collection for screening may be higher among those
very subjects who have the most serious problems (Offord 1996).
In any case, the ethical issues differ according to whether the undesirable behaviour has already manifested itself, or whether it is merely
expected, on the basis of predictive procedures. In the former case, intervention attempts to solve a problem that already exists and is feit by the
parents, the school and the community; it is an attempt to bring about an
improvement in a critical situation. In the Jatter case, however, negative
expectations are formed, which might have adverse consequences in that
the child's behaviour might be reassessed on the basis of these negative
predictions. It therefore seems totally acceptable, indeed desirable, that aid
programmes should be offered to children with particularly serious problems, such as aggressive behaviour, whenever parents and teachers feel
that help is needed. In such cases, intervention would be seen as support,
help and therapy, rather than the prevention of delinquency, though the preventive element of the programmes would remain important. In every case
of intervention, informed consent must be obtained from the persons involved; complete and clear information must be provided, and the subjects
must be aware of their right not to participate, or to participate only in less
intense and less demanding programmes, should these be available. Any
pressure used to encourage parents to participate in programmes should be
graded according to the gravity of the problem to be tackled; above all, it
must be related to the risk of compromising the child's integrity.

In any case, the threat of penal sanctions to force parents to participate
in programmes must be avoided, since such gross intrusion into family life
could be particularly dangerous and harmful, even for the child. Particular
attention must be paid to programmes carried out within the school context (Miller 1986), in which certain procedures might conflict with school
rules and objectives. Generalized screening which reveals such variables
as delinquency on the part of the parents, discord between the parents, the
presence of mental illness or alcoholism etc., could cause serious conflict
between parents and teachers.
It can finally be noted that a contribution to solving some ethical problems may come from the results of empirical research, which should be
further developed in this sector; the possible presence of negative side
effects and stigmatization must be carefully considered in the evaluation of
programmes, in such a way that efficacy be assessed not only with regard
to the desired preventive effect, hut also with regard to the avoidance of all
possible side effects. In conclusion, it should be underlined that, alongside
the numerous ethical problems which stem from the application of early
prevention programmes for delinquency, there also exists an ethical im-
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perative: society's obligation to offer the deprived child the opportunity to
achieve a better psycho-social development, if we are able to do so. Early
prevention programmes should not therefore be rejected, as simplistically
suggested by Lundman (1993); rather, they need to be reoriented and correctly implemented, with a view not only to efficacy, cost and scientific
rigour, but allo to the important ethical issues that they raise.
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FREEDOM FROM FEAR OF STALKING

ABSTRACT. f The attention on stalking - willful and repetitive, sometimes dangerous
harassment - and the ways in which legislation can address this issue is investigated. Since
the attention on stalking is only a recent development a review is given of the international
regulations as well as several opinions about the nature of stalking. I
KEY WORDS: fines, harassment, legislation, offenders, restraining orders, victims

"We want to look forward to each day, instead of wondering if we are
going to survive it." In this way Tracey Sant describes the living nightmare
of being the victim of a stalker before new legislation was introduced in the
UK this summer (June 1997). Until June 16, stalking was not a crime per
se and the police and courts had only limited powers to tackle the growing
problem. But after a concerted campaign by police, MPs, academics and
victims, new specific offences have now been created. Many European
authorities are expected to assess how effectave they appear to be in the
UK before deciding to follow the example and introduce similar laws for
what has proved to be a worldwide phenomenon.
"The problem has been, you could not arrest someone for sending flowers and one person's pain is not always feit by another. What is devotion
and what is stalking?" Forensic psychologist Mike Berry believes there is
a narrow dividing line between the two, depending if you are the victim
of unwanted attention or the perpetrator. "Love and lust are very powerful
emotions", he said. "If you are interested it's devotion, and if it's not, it's
stalking."
Berry is describing the behaviour of thousands of people each year who
send flowers, unwanted telephone calls, love letters or gifts to a former
partner, acquaintance or complete stranger. Taken in isolation, they can be
a nuisance. As a pattern of behaviour, it amounts to harassment.
But until this year's `Protection from harassment act' was introduced,
there was nothing to prevent that course of action developing into something more sinister, leading to assault, rape and even death. Offenders
could be prosecuted for assault or sending offensive material but not stalking. Tracey Sant's tormentor was jailed for three years after being prosecuted under the `Offences against the person act' for causing grievous
O European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 6: 133-141, 1998.
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bodily harm by inflicting psychiatric injury. Former Navy Petty Officer,
Anthony Burstow, had never physically attacked his former colleague, but
he had bugged her home, stolen her underwear, sent a used sanitary towel
and abusive mail and made silent phone calls to her home. The `Public
order act' could be used for a breach of the peace or if threatening, abusive
or insulting words or behaviour were used.
The `Malicious communications act' dealt with offensive mail. The
`Post office act' makel it an offence to send a letter or parcel likely to
cause the recipient injury and the `Telecommunications act' can be used to
tackle obscene, offensive or annoying phone calls. The `Protection from
harassment act' created two new criminal offences and a civil remedy
meaning stiller penalties for stalkers. Campaigners have welcomed the
new legislation which has yet to be tested in court.
A new offence of causing harassment is contained in sections 1 and
2 of the Act. Criminal harassment is a summary offence, triable only in
the magistrates' courts and carrying a maximum sentence of six months in
prison and/or a £5,000 fine. Police officers are given the power to arrest,
without a warrant, anyone reasonably suspected of having committed the
offence. In addition, after conviction, the bench can make a restraining
order, breach of which carries a possible five year jail term. "The possibility of a restraining order being made following conviction for the offence
of criminal harassment gives this offence a significant potential", wrote
barrister Neil Addison and solicitor advocate Tim Lawson-Cruttenden in
Police Review (May 16, 1997).
To obtain a conviction, the prosecution must prove beyond reasonable
doubt that the accused pursued a course of conduct which amounts to harassment of another person and the accused must know or ought to know
that the conduct amounted to harassment. The course of conduct is defined
as `conduct on at least two occasions' but they do not have to be at the
same time.

Addison and Lawson-Cruttenden used the example of a threat to steal
property on a Monday, followed by the breaking of a window two days
later which amounts to two separate criminal offences. "The advantage
of going for one harassment offence is that it allows the court to hear
the entire catalogue of incidents, the evidence for which may be weak
individually but strong collectively", they said.
Under section 7(2), harassment includes causing alarm or distress,
words not defined in the Act. "This lack of any precise definition means
that the offence of criminal harassment is potentially extremely wide-ranging with regard to the situation in which it will apply." (Addison and Lawson-Cruttenden, Police Review, May 16, 1997).
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The higher level offence of causing fear of violence is contained in
section 4 of the Act which says: "A person whose course of conduct causes
another to fear, on at least two occasions, that violence will be used against
him, is guilty of an offence if he knows or ought to know that his course
of conduct will cause the other so to fear on each of those occasions." As
with section 2, `conduct' also includes speech. Section 4 is an either way
offence punishable in the Crown court with up to five years' imprisonment.
Police can arrest a suspect relying on normal arrest powers under PACE.
Addison and Lawson-Cruttenden said: "It is difficult to see how this
new offence adds to the already existing criminal law (...). The main value
would appear to be that it allows the courts to deal with serious stalking
without having to wait until psychological or bodily harm is caused" "Possible uses for the offence are situations where somebody receives threats
which are neither threats of immediate unlawful violence (section 4 of the
`Public order act') nor threats to kill (section 16 of the `Offences against
the person act', 1861), but which involve threats to commit harm of an
unspecified nature, at an unspecified time and placet" "Another likely use
will be situations where threats are made by post or over the telephone
which are considered too serious to be adequately dealt with under the
`Telecommunications act' or the `Malicious communications act'." " 1t remains to be leen whether section 4 turns out to be a workable criminal
offence in practice. Certainly, it is section 2 which will be the workhorse
section and the possibility of courts making a restraining order following
conviction could lead to section 2 becoming a popular and widely used
charge"
Maria Wallis, Assistant Chief Constable of Sussex and Association of
Chief Police Officers spokesman on stalking after conducting surveys into
the eitent of the problem, said the new legislation should be "reserved for
those cases of serious harassment which merit protection, but could not be
said to fall within the definitions of pre-existing offences. This means that
sufficiently high thresholds need to be established and communicated to
those officers charged with investigating such offences so that we do not
get drawn into disputes which are best dealt with through other legislation
or jurisdictions." (Letters, Police Review, August 15, 1997).
Wallis said it was important for officers to prevent serious crime, "not
become the arbiters in minor disputes which it may not be in the public
interest to prosecute" (Police Review, June 13, 1997). She wrote: "Each
case needs to be treated on its own merits. It will be a matter of seriousness
versus the effectiveness of sentence." "The service needs to be prepared for
what might be a surge of complaints in the early days. Some of these will
not merit a full inquiry but we should be aware of the dangers of turning
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genuinely desperate people away who see the police as their last port of
call"
Section 3 of the `Protection from harassment act' creates a civil tort
in England and Wales against which an order restraining harassment by a
person may be sought and in respect of which damages may be awarded.
If the defendant breaches any such injunction, he is committing a criminal offence, punishable by up to two years in prison. A strategy of using
civil injunctions combined with additional police powers has been used
successfully in California to combat gang problems. They have included
conditions that named gang members do not associate together and should
not enter specified areas.
Section 5 of the legislation describes restraining orders which can be
imposed on anyone convicted of section 2 or 4 offences. Restraining orders are made "for the purpose of protecting the victim of the offence, or
any other person mentioned in the order from further conduct which: (a)
amounts to harassment or (b) will cause a fear of violence". If the defendant does anything from which he is forbidden under the order, a criminal
offence is committed, punishable by up to five years' imprisonment. Such
orders have been welcomed to deal with the problem of persistent stalkers
who continue to harass their victims from behind bars or on release from
jail. Unless the victims obtained an injunction or the letters sent were obscene or threatening, prison authorities in the past had no legal power to
prevent mail being sent from convicts, despite the stress they were causing.
Restraining orders can be used in conjunction with any other punishment imposed by the court, thus enabling prison authorities to prevent
obsessive defendants harassing the victims again. "The fact that restraining
orders can only be imposed for offences contrary to the Act will make plea
bargaining particularly complex. Defence lawyers with clients charged
with offences under the Act will have to consider offering pleas to other
charges, while courts and prosecutors - when considering whether to accept such pleas - will have to take into account the fact that pleas to other
charges will prevent the court making a restraining order." (Addison and
Lawson-Cruttenden, Police Review, May 23, 1997) The Lord Chancellor's
Department anticipates an additional 200 criminal cases a year will arise
from the law, resulting in extra costs to the courts, Crown Prosecution
Service and Legal Aid of £216,000 per annum which will be met from
within existing resources.
Home Office Minister, Alun Michael, said: "New powers of arrest and
search given to the police and tougher sentences available to the courts
send a clear signal to stalkers that their behaviour will no Jonger be tolerated. The measures will provide the victims of harassment with clear pro-
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tection from those who cause fear and misery through the activity known
as stalking."
The Parliamentary Secretary at the Lord Chancellor's Department,
Geoff Hoon, said: "The civil remedy will complement the criminal measures. People will be able to apply to the civil courts for an injunction
to prevent unwelcome persistent conduct which causes them distrens or
anxiety. They will be able to claim compensation for any loss or distress
suffered."
National Police Training, the UK police training body, is providing updates to probationer, detective and custody officer programmes in light of
the new legislation so any officers or support staff who receive or investigate complaints falling within the Act are aware of the powers. A training
pack on CD-ROM has also been sent to all forces for use at divisional level.
Close working partnerships are also developing with representatives
from the Crown Prosecution Service to achieve common themes in training
material to help when charging decisions are made. Detective Sergeant Jan
Smith, who was involved in the Tracey Sant case, said the new law would
prove to be `a valuable tool'. He said: "It is a step forward. But there is
still a problem with the civil injunction. If the victim is not eligible for
legal aid, he or she will have to ask how much and we don't want the
trauma of money as well. That will be a negative side." "A victim can apply
personally, going to court through fear of something happening after one
series of incidents. The judge then gives a date for the hearing, the offerader
is served with an injunction and the victim has to confront him in court. If
there are two occasions of a course of conduct, it becomes criminal straight
away"
"When we did our research into the problem and possible remedies, we
looked at Europe and found nothing. Most European countries have not
recognised there might be a problem like the UK did. They tend to deal
with the main offence, like a stabbing, but the person might have stalked
before" "Each country has public order offences but not specific stalking
laws. They seem interested in following our example."

INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS

In Norway, stalking is dealt with under the chapter entitled `Misdemeanours against persons' in the General Civil Penal Code. Section 390a stater:
"Any person who by frightening or annoying behaviour or other inconsiderate conduct violates another person's right to be left in peace, or is
accessory thereto, shall be liable to fines or imprisonment for a term not
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exceeding six months. A public prosecution will only be instituted when it
is requested by the aggrieved person and required in the public interest."
Section 390b says: "Any person who carries out television surveillance
of any public place or workplace without giving clear warning by a notice
or in some other way that the place is under surveillance shall be liable
to fines. Television surveillance means continuous or regularly repeated
surveillance of persons by means of a remotely controlled or automatically
operating television camera, photographic apparatus or similar apparatus."
In Ireland, harassment is punishable under the `Non-fatal offences against
the person act', 1997. It reads: "Any person who, without lawful authority
or reasonable excuse, by any means including by use of the telephone,
harasses another by persistently following, watching, pestering, besetting
or communicating with him or her, shall be guilty of an offence. For the
purposes of this section a person harasses another where (a) he or she,
by his or her acts intentionally or recklessly, seriously interferes with the
other's peace and privacy or causes alarm, distress or harm to the other, and
(b) his or her acts are such that a reasonable person would realise that the
acts would seriously interfere with the other's peace and privacy or cause
alarm, distress or harm to the other."
A summary conviction carries a fine of up to £1,500 or a maximum 12
months' imprisonment or both. Conviction on indictment, the punishment
can be a fine or imprisonment for up to seven years or both. In addition, a
restraining order can allo be imposed by the court, banning any communication by the defendant with the victim for a specified time. Failure to
comply with the order is an offence.
The Act allo says: "If on the evidence the court is not satisfied that the
person should be convicted of an offence under subsection 1, the court may
nevertheless make an order under subsection 3 upon an application to it in
that behalf if, having regard to the evidence, the court is satisfied that it is
in the intererts of justice so to do."
In Denmark, chapter 27 of the Penal Code deals with offences against
personal honour and certain individual rights. Anyone who obtains access
to the places where others keep their personal belongings or, with the aid
of bugging equipment, listens to or records statements made in private or
on the telephone is liable to a fine or imprisonment for up to six months.
The same punishment is given to anyone who illegally gains access to
someone's house or fails to leave land having been requested to do so
or who spies on another using a telescope or takes unlawful photographs
anywhere which is not a public place.
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Paragraph 265 says: "Any person who violates the peace of some other
person by intruding on him, pursuing him with letters or inconveniencing
him in any other similar way, despite warnings by the police, shall be
liable to a fine or to simple detention or, in aggravating circumstances,
to imprisonment for any term not exceeding six months. A warning under
this provision shall be valid for five years" "Any person who, in a manner
likely to induce in some other person serious fear concerning the life,
health or welfare of himself or others, threatens to commit a punishable
act, shall be liable to a fine or to simple detention or to imprisonment for
any term not exceeding two years"
In The Netherlands, there is no specific stalking legislation. The Penal
Code contains offences of threatening violence or trespassing. A spokesman at the Dutch Embassy in the UK said: "Stalking is a problem but the
question is if a specific law would help". An MP is currently preparing a
Bill to go before Parliament to make stalking an offence.
The term stalking is not defined or used in legal matters in Sweden. But
chapter 4 of the Penal Code says anyone who physically molests, or by
discharging a firearm, making loud noise or other reckless conduct harasses another can be sentenced for molestation to pay a fine or serve a
maximum 12 month jail term. There is also an `Act concerning ban on
visitors'. A person can be forbidden from visiting or getting in contact with
another. A spokesman for the Ministry of Justice said: "A ban on visitors
can be announced if it, on account of special circumstances, is a risk that
the person whom the ban is referred to is going to commit a crime against,
chase or in another serious way harass the person who the ban is intended
to protect" The ban can extend to someone's workplace and can last for
up to one year. Infringement of a ban can lead to a fine or imprisonment
for a year.
In France, there is no specific offence of stalking hut the new Code Pénal
provider for similar crimes. For example, malicious phone calls are an
offence, as is sexual harassment. In extreme cases when the victim suffers
physical or psychological effects, the offence of violence with premeditation can be invoked. The case of repeated threats can also be prosecuted.
All the above charges carry jail terras and, in addition, a non-public insult,
such as a malicious letter written without provocation, is regarded as a
contravention and is punishable by a fine.
Luxembourg does not yet have any specific laws to tackle stalking. The UK
`Protection from harassment act' was drawn up after consulting stalking
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laws in Australia, Canada and the USA. California pioneered anti-stalking
laws four years ago after a spate of celebrity stalking cases. Now it is
illegal in every US state. California law states: "Any person who wilfully,
maliciously and repeatedly follows or harasses another person and who
makes a credible threat with the intent to place that person in reasonable
fear for his or her safety, or the safety of his or her immediate family, is
guilty of the crime of stalking, punishable by imprisonment."
Harass is defined as a course of conduct directed at a specific person
"that seriously alarms, annoys, torments or terrorises the person and serves
no legitimate purpose". It must cause that person emotional distress. Conviction can lead to a prison sentence of one year, a fine of $1,000 or both. In
Illinois, the law requires three things to happen - a threat of harm and two
incidents of following the victim or putting him or her under surveillance.
Massachusetts law carries a maximum five year sentence as a penalty for
stalking. When stalking was made a crime in Nashville, Tennessee, related
assaults and murders dropped by 50% in the first year.

STALKING BEHAVIOUR AND A VICTIM'S COMMENT

Four types of stalking behaviour were identified by Joyce Hargreaves who
studied the behaviour of 26 stalkers for her Master's degree at Liverpool
University. Manipulative, affiliative, criminal and aggressive were the categories of behaviour she defined.
The relationship between offender and victim was divided into expartners, acquaintances and strangers. Hargreaves said ex-partners and
some acquaintances were most likely to be predators engaging in the more
dangerous types of behaviour. Strangers and other acquaintances would be
most likely to indulge in the first two levels of behaviour.
Manipulative behaviour includes deception, trying to find out information about victims and interfering in their business by joining the same
clubs. Affiliative behaviour includes approaching victims for personal details and trespassing on their property. Criminal behaviour leads to damaging property, stealing trophies such as underwear, theft of property and
loitering outside the victim's house or workplace. Aggressive behaviour
includes issuing threats, using a weapon and abuse.
Hargreaves' research revealed acquaintances were most likely to wage
a lengthy campaign of terror with the average stalking period lasting 4.1
years. Strangers were likely to pursue a victim for two and a half years,
and ex-partners usually give up after a year. "Acquaintances are the most
worrying to victims because they know them, but not very well, and can't
comprehend what's going on," said Hargreaves. "Most threats issued by
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these people are not empty - they are actually carried out by the stalker."
Her research, which did not focus on high profile celebrity cases, suggested
the average stalker is a man in his 30s or 40s, of high intelligence with no
history of offending.
The majority of stalkers are male and their victims female, but a man's
life can be made just as miserable. Cartoonist John Witt, former police
officer in the UK, was subjected to the unwanted attentions of a woman
stalker for 13 months. She began her reign of terror after he spurned her
advances. "Heil hath no fury like a woman scorned," he said. "I let her
down gently, but three weeks later the abusive phone calls started and every
five or six weeks after that there was an incident." She tried to run him
down in her car, followed him into the gents' toilets to hurl a torrent of
abuse at him and sent solicitors' letters alleging criminal activity. Witt said:
"Everything she was doing to me, she acculed me of doing to her in those
letters. She accused me of menacing phone calls and mental torture which
is what she did to me during her psychologica) reign of terror." "It got to
the stagé where 1 was dreading going to work - it was a very stressful time
for me."
Victim Tracey Sant was a confident, outgoing person before she befriended colleague Anthony Burstow at HMS Collingwood in Hampshire.
He turned her into a depressed, scared woman with his campaign of mental
torture when she tried to distance herself from him as she realised he had
misinterpreted their friendship. Falklands War veteran Burstow became
obsessed and followed her every move, turning up at her aerobics clans,
breaking into her home to steal her wedding video, bugging her bedroom
and making a series of nuisance phone calls. He was caught on police
surveillance cameras pouring oil on her car and he stole underwear from
her washing line. When Tracey moved to her parents' home, he littered
condoms across the lawn. A note he sent her before he was jailed for
three years for causing GBH inflicting psychological injuries, said: "Let's
remember, this is totally personal"
At the time, Tracey said: "Being stalked is like mental rape. 1 can't live
for the rest of my life looking over my shoulder and 1 don't see why 1
should." " 1 have been simply trying to preserve my sanity and live my life.
Stalkers don't allow you to do this."
International Police Review
London, UK
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THE CAMBRIDGE INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY

rThe Institute of Criminology at Cambridge was the first fully-fledged department of criminology to be established in a British university. The creation of the Institute, in 1959, was made possible by a generous grant to
the University of Cambridge from the Wolfson FoundatiotjThis had been
preceded by high-level discussions between the University and the then
British Government, during which a senior government minister had noted
that, among major Western countries, "Great Britain is almost alone in having no institute for the study and teaching of criminology, no chair of criminology in any of its universities and no separate university qualification in
this subject" (Radzinowicz 1988, p. 133).
Nearly forty years on, there are of course many departments of criminology or criminal justice in British universities, offering many 'separate
university qualifications' in the subject. The Cambridge Institute nevertheless retains in some respects a special role in British criminology; it
has, for example, the largest group of specialist criminological staff in
any British university, and also the largest full-time postgraduate course
in criminology in the UK.
The first Wolfson Professor of Criminology at Cambridge, and the Director of the Institute for more than a decade, was Professor Sir Leon
Radzinowicz.' Radzinowicz laid down some very sound foundations for
the Institute which have enabled it to continue to flourish: in particular,
he established the Institute as a primarily research and postgraduate centre, and on a fully interdisciplinary basis (involving forensic psychiatry as
wel' as law, sociology, social policy and psychology), all centred upon a
research library of international quality. It was extremely appropriate that,
when Leon Radzinowicz retired in the early 1970s, the Institute's library
was named after him.
One of the important fxeatures of the Institute's life since 1959 has been
continuity. There have been only four Directors in nearly forty years;2 also,
1 Radzinowicz subsequently published au extremely interesting short volume on the
founding of the Institute, and on its development during his time as Director: see
Radzinowicz (1988).
2 Namely: Professor Sir Leon Radzinowicz (1959-1972); Professor Nigel Walker
(1973-1981); Professor Donald West (1981-1984); and Professor Anthony Bottoms
(1984-).
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academic staff turnover has happily been low, and this has enabled some
important lines of research to have the time to develop and flourish. In
recent years, this continuity has been complemented by some important
new developments, particularly in the fields of police and crime prevention
studies and of prison studies, which have resulted in the welcome addition
of able younger criminologists to the Institute's academic staff.3 In the
remainder of this note, 1 shall try to reflect both the continuity and the
innovations in the Institute's life and work.
In the early years, there were particularly strong links between the
Institute and the Home Office.4 These were the subject of some later criticisms, particularly by radical criminologists. While there are now no formal Institute-Home Office links, research grants from the Home Office
are still regularly won (normally, these days, in tender competitions), and
the Institute makes no apology for the fact that much of its research is
strongly policy-relevant. However, while taking this stance, the Institute
also insists that it will accept research grants (and other contracts with
government departments) only on the understanding that we will always
seek to adopt the highest standards of independent scholarly analysis in
any work that we undertake. Moreover, we have no collective theoretical
approach or methodological stance, as some institutes have: rather, we seek
to develop criminological knowledge in a spirit of free inquiry, with each
staff member having the freedom to develop his or her research work in
the way that seems to be most academically appropriate and rigorous.

RESEARCH

The Institute's research work is too multifaceted and extensive to be described fully in this note, but 1 shall try to convey some of its main characteristics. rómething of the Institute's multidisciplinary character can be
gleaned from a brief description of research work in, respectively, legal
studies, forensic psychiatry, and sociological criminologyj David Thomas,
for many years the Institute's principal legal scholar, is the legding aca3 The Institute resident postdoctoral staff, at September 1997, is as follows: Trevor
Bennett, Anthony Bottoms, Benjamin Bowling, David Farrington, Janet Foster, Loraine
Gelsthorpe, Adrian Grounds, Alison Liebling, Kate Painter, Susan Rex, Gerry Rose, David
Thomas, Andrew von Hirsch, and Per-Olof Wikstr&m. Dr. Allison Morris, another senior
member of the Institute's staff, is currently on secondment as Director of the Institute of
Criminology at the Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand.
4 The Home Office, in England, is the government department that principally deals
with criminal justice matters. It combines many of the functions of the Ministry of Justice
and the Ministry of the Intertor in other European countries.
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demic authority on the English law of sentencing, and his continuallyupdated textbook (Current Sentencing Practice) is in daily use in the
English Crown Court and the Court of Appeal (Thomas 1997). Thomas
is also very actively involved in the training of the English judiciary in
matters relating to sentencing. More recently, the Institute has been fortunate to recruit, as Honorary Professor of Penal Theory and Penal Law,
the German-American scholar Andrew von Hirsch, whose work on desert
theory is well-known internationally (see Von Hirsch 1993), and who
is also now researching other important topics in the field of criminal
jurisprudence.5
Adrian Grounds, the Institute's forensic psychiatrist, maintains an active clinical practice whilst also researching and teaching his subject. One
of his principal interests is in the topic of personality disorders (see Dowson and Grounds 1995). In recent years, he has also carried out empirical
research work on the mental health needs of remanded prisoners (e.g.
Robertson et al. 1994), and on the post-hospital supervision in the community of mentally abnormal offenders subject to hospital orders with special
restrictions (publications forthcoming).
Several scholars in the Institute have active interests in the field of sociologica) criminology. Loraine Gelsthorpe, for example, has conducted
several empirical studies on gender and the criminal justice system (most
recently on magistrates' explanations of gender differences in sentencing
decisions: see Gelsthorpe and Loucks 1997), and she has allo recently contributed the chapter on feminist theories in the second edition of the Oxford
Handbook of Criminology (Gelsthorpe 1997). Per-Olof Wikstrdm joined
the Institute's staff in 1997 from Stockholm; he has strong interests in
comparative criminology (e.g. McClintock and Wikstrdm 1992; Farrington
and Wikstr^m 1993), and also shares with me a longstanding fascination
for research in environmental criminology (see Wikstr^m 1991, in press;
Bottoms and Wiles 1995, 1997). Janet Foster, another recent recruit to the
Institute's academic staff, is an ethnographer with a special interest in inner
cities, economic marginalisation and crime (see Foster and Hope 1993;
Foster, in press).
rhe Institute's single most famous research project is, without any doubt, the Cambridge Study in Delinquent Development (CSDD), a prospective longitudinal study which has made a huge contribution to all criminol5 Von Hirsch's research in penal theory provider, for the Institute, a welcome continuity
in subject matter (though from a very different philosophical perspective) with the important contributions to this field of the Institute's second Wolfson Professor and Director,
Professor Nigel Walker (e.g. Walker 1991). A special seminar series (the Nigel Walker
Seminars) has recently been established in the Institute to honour the work of Nigel Walker.
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ogists' understandings of criminal career i The CSDD was, very far-sightedly, conceived by (later Professor) Donald West in the very early years
of the Institute's life. Some 411 males, then aged 8-9, were identified for
study; they comprised the entire male population of that age in a particular
working-class area of London. These 400 males were then continuously
followed-up, using both official records (to age 40) and personal interviews
(to age 32), and with a very low attrition rate in the interview study. In the
early 1980s, Professor West handed over the direction of the CSDD to
Professor David Farrington (who had worked on the project since 1969).
The study has continued to yield extremely important insights on a host
of topics, including - to take two diverse examples - the early prediction
of persistent offending (Farrington and Hawkins 1991) and co-offending
(Reiss and Farrington 1991). An important recent overview of the CSDD
was contributed by David Farrington in a special public lecture (Farrington
1995).
1 shall conclude this (highly selective) survey of Institute research by
referring to two important areas of policy-related research, namely police and crime prevention studies and prison studies. Trevor Bennett has
conducted a series of important and well-known studies in the field of police and crime prevention studies, including rigorous evaluation research
on neighbourhood watch schemes (Bennett 1990) and on police contact
patrols (Bennett 1991). His more recent research, soon to be published,
concerns the results from pioneering British work on the voluntary drugtesting of arrestees in police stations, a programme which aims to develóp
aggregate statistical indicators of the extent of drug use among offenders
(following the model of the DUF/ADAM programme in the United States).
Other Institute research work in police and crime prevention studies has
included Loraine Gelsthorpe's work on the processes of inter-agency cooperation in crime prevention projects (Liddle and Gelsthorpe 1994a,
1994b) and Kate Painter's work on the contribution of street lighting to
effective crime prevention (Painter 1996; Painter and Farrington 1997).
Ben Bowling, who joined the Institute in 1996, is also about to publish a
major study on racial attacks in London, and the response of the police to
this kind of crime (Bowling, in press).
Prison research in the Institute in the last decade has concentrated especially upon the day-to-day social life of prisons. A major study of two
contrasting maximum security prisons was published in 1996 (Sparks et
al. 1996) which was notable both for its novel emphasis on legitimation
in prisons, and for an attempt to apply structuration theory (Giddens 1984)
to the prison setting. Pioneering studies of prison suicide and attempted
suicide by Alison Liebling showed that this kind of behaviour is less of
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a medical phenomenon, and more closely related to the specifics of the
prison environment, than had previously been thought (Liebling 1992;
Liebling and Krarup 1993). More recently, Alison Liebling has headed
a research team studying the impact of incentives and privileges on the behaviour of prison inmates in a variety of different institutions (publications
forthcoming).
Finally, it is worth noting that the Institute's academie staff have, between them, received significant external recognition for their research
work. In 1997, Anthony Bottoms and David Farrington were both elected
as Fellows of the British Academy; earlier in the decade, David Thomas
was appointed as an honorary Queen's Counsel, and Andrew von Hirsch
received an honorary doctorate of law from Uppsala University. The Institute is probably also unique in currently containing three recipients (Bottoms, Farrington and Wikstróm) of the American Society of Criminology's
Thorsten Sellin and Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck Award for international
contributions to criminology.

TEACHING

I shall refer briefly to four distinct elements of the Institute's teaching programme, all delivered at post-graduate level.6 One of the most far-sighted
early decisions made by Sir Leon Radzinowicz was to establish a one-year
full-time postgraduate course in criminology. This course has been running
continuously since 1961, leading initially to a Diploma in Criminology, but
since 1977 to a Master's degree in the subject. Recruitment to the course is
buoyant: about 40 students attend each year, always from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds and from many different countries (in 1996-1997,
students' countries of origin, apart from the UK, included Australia, Brazil,
Canada, Croatia, Hong Kong, Italy, New Zealand, Serbia, Singapore, Sweden and the USA). In the more than 35 years of existence, the Cambridge
postgraduate course has proved to be an important stepping-stone in the
careers of many who subsequently became professors of criminology or
senior administrators with criminal justice responsibilities.
The Institute also has a thriving group of Ph.D. students. This group
has grown in size in the 1990s, and now numbers about 30 students in
residence at any one time. As with most British Ph.D. programmes in the
social sciences, the Institute's work with its Ph.D. group has become significantly lens individualistic, more inter-departmental and more focused
6 There are no undergraduate degrees in criminology at Cambridge University, though
the Institute does make important contributions to the teaching programmes for the
undergraduate degrees in Law and in Social and Political Sciences.
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in the last decade. Most of the credit for the success of this transformation
rests with Loraine Gelsthorpe, the Institute's Ph.D. coordinator, who in
1997 was awarded one of Cambridge University's rare and prestigious
Teaching Prizes, particularly for her work with Ph.D. students.
The Institute's M.Phil. and Ph.D. programmes are both of long standing and well established. Very recently, however, the Institute has created
two other postgraduate teaching programmes, each for a group of very
senior criminal justice managers (respectively in the police and the prison
services). These programmes arise from the happy coincidence of two
factors - first, that Cambridge University has recently decided to reverse
its traditional policy of not permitting the award of postgraduate degrees
by part-time study; and secondly, that there is now a real hunger for upto-date criminological knowledge (as well as management expertise) in
the senior echelons of criminal justice services. The Institute's part-time
Master of Studies (M.St.) in Applied Criminology (Police Studies) was
accordingly launched in 1996, and the first students will graduate early in
1998. Also, in January 1998, a similar course in Prison Studies will begin.
These important courses will both attempt to impart to their students what
David Dixon (1997, pp. ix-x) has described as a distinguishing feature of
the best Australian criminology, namely, a focus on `good policy-making'
that incorporates "an unselfconscious ability to combine theory, empirical research and policy analysis (...) without being slavishly bound to
the agenda of [official] agencies". It is hoped that, as the M.St. courses
in police and prison studies develop, they will also become increasingly
international in their recruitment.

THE RADZINowICZ LIBRARY

The Radzinowicz Library of Criminology was founded in 1960, and now
has one of the world's leading collections on crime, criminal justice, and
related topics. It holds approximately 36,000 books and 15,000 pamphlets,
of historical as well as contemporary interest, and receives around 250
periodicals annually. From its inception it was intended to be a significant
research collection, and its international importance was recognised in the
1970s by GK Hall & Co. of Boston, USA, who published the library's
catalogue in six volumes (Radzinowicz Library 1979). More recently, the
library was a founder member of the World Criminal Justice Library Network (WCJLN) and, as the premier UK criminology research library, is
developing and encouraging close links between criminal justice information centres around the world. The Radzinowicz Library is wholeheartedly committed to WCJLN's aims, which include making "information
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available through the world's criminal justice libraries and data systems
available for use by researchers, practitioners, policy-makers, research centres and establishments, as well as the world community". The Institute's
Librarian attends the biennial conference organised jointly by WCJLN and
the United Nations Criminal Justice Information Network.

THE FUTURE

The Cambridge Institute of Criminology will, in 1999, celebrate its fortieth birthday, a milestone that we approach in good heart. The Institute's
most urgent current need is for new accommodation, because it has long
outgrown the rather makeshift premises into which it moved in 1962. Fortunately, provision of a new and purpose-built building for the Institute
is high on the list of the University of Cambridge's spending priorities,
so we hope that our many international visitors will be able to come to a
brand-new Institute of Criminology very early in the next millennium.
Further information on the Institute of Criminology may be found at
the Institute's website (http//www.law.cam.ac.uk/crimliochpg.htm), which
also contains the full catalogue of the Radzinowicz Library. Criminological scholars and students wishing to use the Radzinowicz Library should
contact the Librarian, Mrs. Helen Krarup (Radzinowicz Library, Institute
of Criminology, 7 West Road, Cambridge CB3 9DT; e-mail: heklO@cam.
ac.uk). Prospective graduate students, and visiting researchers wishing to
stay at the Institute for a significant period, should write formally to the
Director of the Institute at the same address.
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Cambridge Institute of Criminology
University of Cambridge
7 West Road
Cambridge CB3 9DT, UK

SELECTED ARTICLES AND REPORTS

This section contains a selection of abstracts of reports and articles on criminal policy and
research in Europe. The aim of publishing these short summaries is to generate and disseminate information on the crime problem in Europe. Articles that generate comparative
knowledge are leen as being of special interest. Most of the articles have been published
in other journals in the English language. More information can be supplied by the WODC
Documentation Service. Single copies of the articles can - when used for individual study
or education - be provided by the WODC Documentation Service. A copy charge is made.

Ahlberg, J., Criminality amongst Immigrants and Children of Immigrants. Stockholm:
National Council for Crime Prevention, 1996.
The survey discussed in this report covered 3.5 million individuals divided into three
categories: immigrante, children of immigrante, and Swedes. The survey had three main
objectives: 1) to analyze if immigrants and/or the children of immigrants are over- or
under-represented regarding different types of criminality; 2) to estimate the share of crime,
divided into different categories, for which immigrants and/or the children of immigrants
are responsible; 3) to study the over- and under-representation of different groups of nationalities regarding various forms of criminality. The emphasis in this study is on the analysis
of immigrant criminality.

Babl, S., Crime Prevention by the Police in the Federal Republic of Germany. Wiesbaden:
BKA (Federal Criminal Police Office), 1997.
Crime prevention lies, as far as the police forces in Germany are concerned, within the
competence of the 16 decentralized State police authorities (L/inderpolizei). The Federal
Criminal Police Office's (BKA) tasks as a tentral agency include, among other things, lending support to State police authorities (for example collection and analysis of national and
international information about crime prevention activities, strategies, concepts or projects)
and cultivating international contacts in crime prevention matters.

Bunyan, T. (ed.), Researching the European State; A Critical Guide. London: Statewatch,
1996.
This is the first bibliography on the European state, its working methods and policies,
and its effect on the civil liberties of the citizen. It covers all the areas under the `Third
Pillar' of the European Union including policing, Europol, immigration and asylum, the
Schengen Agreement, prisons, the military, Northern Ireland, racism and fascism, plus
listing of the debates and resolutions in the European Parliament. With 24 contributors
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from 12 European countries the Guide gives special emphasis to alternative sources ('grey
literature') drawing on the work of voluntary and community groups.

Faure, M. and H. van der Wilt, Environmental Criminal Law in Europe. Maastricht:
Institute for Transnational Legal Research, University of Maastricht, 1997.
The main goal of the study is to provide the members of the Prosecution's Office, who
are involved in environmental law enforcement, with information on basic notions of
environmental criminal law enforcement in most of the European Member States. Since
1992 a European Network for the Implementation and Enforcement of Environmental
Law (the so-called IMPEL network) exists, in which also the Dutch Prosecution's office
participates. In order to be able to exercise its task of furthering a co-ordination and cooperation between the Member States as far as environmental criminal law enforcement is
concerned, one basic condition is that the participants involved have some background on
the role of environmental criminal law in the various Member States.

Finnish Association for Mental Health; Mobile Project, The Treatment Modelfor Male
Offenders of Domestic Violence. Jyvaeskylae: Finnish Association for Mental Health, 1996
The Mobile Support Centre offers in the Jyvaeskylae area a 24-hour crisis support service
which enables prompt intervention in the event of domestic violence and facilitates motivation for follow-up in the acute state. The purpose of this action is to utilise the existing
authorities and help organizations. The Mobile Support Centre works together with the
Police Department, the Jyvaeskylae University's Psychology Department, the Jyvaeskylae
Rehabilitation Centre and the Provincial Government of Central Finland.

Forst, B. and J.P. Lynch, The decomposition and graphical analysis of crime and sanctions data: a cross-national application. Journal of Quantitative Criminology, 13 (2), pp.
97-119, 1997.
This article attempts to illustrate the utility of isoquant map analysis from the field of production theory in micro-economics for the analysis of criminal justice data. Cross-national
comparisons of aggregate crime and justice data are used to demonstrate the ability of this
technique to reveal important patterns that are often obscured by simple rate comparisons
and multivariate treatments such as pooled time-series analysis. For each jurisdiction, aggregate trends in criminal justice processing rates are systematically analyzed as a sequence
of two-input production processen: gross imprisonment rates (prison population divided
by resident population divided by the number of offences); punitiveness can, in turn, be
partitioned in terms of severity and certainty of punishment; certainty of punishment can
then be partitioned, seriatim, in terms of punishment; certainty of punishment can then be
partitioned, seriatim, in terms of the incarceration rate, the conviction rate, and the arrest
or clearance rate and the rate at which citizens report crime. Cross-national data collected
by Farrington, Langan, and Wikstr&m are used to illustrate the utility of the method for
displaying comparisons of the decomposition of aggregate criminal justice data for the
United States, England, and Sweden.
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GERN (Groupe Europeen de Recherche sur les Normativites), The GERN; European
Group of Research into Norms. Paris: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS),
1996.
The GERN, a European scientific network, is composed of some forty centres and researchers in different fields (mainly sociology, history, law and political science), working
on norms and deviance in eight western European countries (Belgium, France, Germany,
Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom). Several similarly specialized
centres located in other parts of the world are also associated with the network. It also has
co-operative agreements with other networks and international scientific organizations. The
GERN is a European research network (GDR-E) belonging to the CNRS (French National
Centre for Scientific Research).

Haen Marshall, I., Migrants, Minorities and Crime; Parallels between Europe and the
United States. Omaha: University of Nebraska, 1997.
This paper draws on the observations of a group of scholars from Europe and the US
who jointly wrote a series of papers on ethnicity, minorities, migration and crime in eight
European countries (UK, France, Germany, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Sweden, the Netherlands) and the US. Primarily drawn from individual papers written by the participants
in the collaborative project, this presentation identifies several (tentative) cross-national
generalizable observations about migrants, minorities and crime. The first part of the paper
summarizes survey findings (self-report and victimization studies) and official statietics
(police data and research, sentencing data and research, and prison data and research). The
second half outlines the rudimentary beginnings of a theoretical context for interpretation
of the observations, including how to make use of the `minority' perspective to build a
conceptual bridge between European and American experiences. However, not all `foreigner' or `migrant' criminality should be analyzed from a minority point of view. Some
recent developments are better captured by a migration perspective or a political economy
approach.

Heiskanen, M. and K. Aromaa, lrctimisation in Finland 1996; Survey Findings from
the Finnish Part of the International Victimisation Survey. Helsinki: National Research
Institute of Legal Policy, 1996.
The 1996 International Victimisation Survey follows the design of previous similar studies.
Certain crimes directed at households and individuals have been chosen as indicators of
the crime situation, and the measurement covered experiences of these crimes in the past
five-year period. These crimes were car theft, theft from a car, car vandalism, motorcycle
theft, bicycle theft, house burglary, attempted house burglary, robbery, theft of personal
property, sexual harassment and rape, and assault and threats. In the Finnish 1996 survey,
one objective was to facilitate also regional comparisons of victimization experience, fear
of crime, and perceptions of police action. This report presents the central results of the
1996 survey and compares these with the results for 1992. In many instances, comparisons
with the 1989 results are also possible.
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Immarigeon, R., Prison-based victim-offender reconciliation programs. In: B. Galaway
and J. Hudson (ed.), Restorative Justice; International Perspectives, pp. 463-476. Amsterdam: Kugler, 1996.
Twenty years after the first victim-offender reconciliation meeting, victim-offender meetings are increasingly being held in prisons. This chapter describes victim-offender reconciliation programs at five sites in Canada, the UK, and the US. These programs have slightly
different objectives from community-based victim-offender mediation programs; they emphasize sharing information and healing rather than restitution. They differ from ene another in several ways, including continuity, objectives, and origins. This chapter identifies
operational issues and reviews relevant evaluation research. Several recommendations are
made to support further prison use of victim-offender meetings.

Holme, J., Norwegian views and experiences. International Criminal Police Review, 51
(458/459), pp. 56-59, 1996.
The National Authority for Investigation and Prosecution of Economie and Environmental Crime in Norway, known as ^kokrim, was established in 1988, a new-comer to the
Norwegian police and prosecuting authorities, primarily intended to strengthen the fight
against economie crime. ^kokrim consists of police investigators, consultants (predominately economists and accountants) and public prosecutors as leaders. From the beginning
of 1994 0kokrim established a separate section for environmental crime. The `Arisan Case'
- a pollution case that has resulted in the heaviest penalty against any individual in Norway
is a chipping accident that raises questions concerning the Penal Code, criminal procedures
and, not least, international law.
James, A.L., A.K. Bottomley, A. Liebling and E. Clare, Privatizing Prisons; Rhetoric
and Reality. London: Sage, 1997.
The authors provide an up-to-date overview of the development of private-sector involvement in penal practice in the United Kingdom, North America, Europe and Australia. They
describe the first two years in the life of Wolds Remand Prison - the first private prison
in Britain - and compare it to a new public-sector prison. Privatizing Prisons goes on to
explore some of the practical and theoretical issues that have emerged, as well as ethical
issues surrounding the whole privatization debate, and considers the implications for the
future of the prison system and penal policy.
Killias, M. and J. Rabasa, Weapons and athletic constitution as factors linked to violence
among male juveniles: findings from the Swiss self-reported delinquency project. British
Journal of Criminology, 37 (3), pp. 446-457, 1997.
Situational variables have often been shown to influence crime and violence. The present
study tries to assess the role of physical fitness and weapons en the genesis of violent
behaviour. Using self-report data from a national random sample of 513 Swiss male juveniles aged 14-21, physical constitution could, retrospectively, be identified as an important
factor in bullying at age 10, hut not in relation to violente during adolescente. Adolescent
violent behaviour is correlated with the possession of weapons, violent victimization, former involvement in school bullying, and attitudes favourable to violent solutions, whereas
parental monitoring, self-control, and school failure are much less important. Non-violent
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deviant behaviour (shoplifting) is, however, only poorly explained by violence-related
variables. It is concluded that: 1) weapons and athletic constitution are related to violence
rather than theft (or deviance in general); 2) juveniles with frequent involvement in violence have a high chance of frequently being victims of violence, thus showing a kind
of syndrome of violent involvement; and 3) instrumental factors (such as weapons) may
contribute to the establishment and perpetuation of this spiral.
Kleerrans, E.R., Repeat Burglary Victimization; Results of Empirical Research in the
Netherlands. The Hague: Ministry of Justice, Research and Documentation Centre, 1997.
This paper was presented at the 6th International Seminar on Environmental Criminology and Crime Analysis `Environmental Criminology and Policing' in Oslo, 23-25 June
1997. This paper explores some theoretical notions about repeat burglary victimization
and reports findings from research into repeat victimization of residential burglary in the
city of Enschede in the Netherlands, using police records over a period of six years. The
study shows that there is a highly skewed distribution of burglary victimization in the
population that is not due to chance. Furthermore, the study corroborates the findings of
former research that there is a much greater chance of a repeat burglary in the period
immediately after a burglary and that the magnitude of this risk declines with time.

Nellis, J., S. Bernasconi, A. Dobler-Mikola and B. Kaufmann, Provision of syringes
and prescription of heroin in prison: the Swiss experience in the prisons of Hindelbank and
OberschSngrun. International Journal of Drug Policy, 8 (1), pp. 40-52, 1997.
In Switzerland, provision of sterile syringes in prison was first introduced in 1993 in `Oberschdngrun' prison for men (70 inmates approximately) as an act of medical disobedience.
In 1994, a pilot project on drug and HIV-prevention was carried out in `Hindelbank' prison
for women (90 inmaten approximately), including provision of sterile syringes by one-byone exchange dispensers. In 1995, a feasibility study on heroin prescription for a maximum
of eight inmates was started in a separate ward in the prison of OberschSngriin. The observations in the prison of Oberschdngrun (not scientifically evaluated) are comparable
with the results of the pilot project in Hindelbank: no elevation of drug intake, no incidents
related to drug intake, disposal of used syringes did not produce any problems, and syringes
were not misused. Preliminary results of the heroin study in the prison of OberschSngriin
indicate feasibility of prescription in prison so far, when performed in a separate unit and
for a selected and limited number of drug addicted inmates.

Prison Administration Department; Central Office for Studies, Researches, Legislation and Automation. European Prison Statistics. Rome: Italian Ministry of Justice, 1996.
This work is different from the statistics already collected by the Council of Europe, not
only because of the reference to very recent dates, but mostly because of the kind of
variables considered and of the analyses synthesized. Data on the following subjects are
compared: rate of detention, prisoners without final sentence, prisoners awaiting for the
first judgement, women prisoners, foreign prisoners, drug-addicted prisoners, HIV-infected
prisoners, prison perronnel, overcrowding and prison capacity (including cel] measures),
and average length of detention.
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Ruggiero, V., Organised and Corporate Crime in Europe: Offers that Can't be Refused.
Aldershot: Dartmouth, 1996.
This book is a critical enquiry, focusing not just on transnational interpenetration but
quite specifically on the interpenetration, throughout Europe, of licit and illicit business
or enterprise activity. In the aftermath of BCCI and the Matrix-Churchill affair in England,
a number of very prominent money-Iaundering cases in France, and the ongoing series
of corruption trials in Italy, the empirical point is less controversial than it was. What is
distinctive about Ruggiero's new monograph, however, is the attempt which is made to retheorize the classic, and still very widely accepted, formulations in existing criminological
scholarship (notably in the work of Edwin Sutherland) with regard to the relationship
between organized and corporate crime, and, indeed, the essential character of corporate crime itself. Ruggiero revisits Weber and, in particular, Sombart on the relationships
between the marginality of the entrepreneur and the speculative risk-taker and concepts
of legality, illegality and what he calls quasi-legality, in order to try and understand the
institutionalization and the renwal of capitalism.

Strier, F., Reconstructing Justice: An Agenda for Trial Reform. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1996.
Franklin Strier ambitiously takes a global view of evidence and attorney ethics, the jury
system, and the roles of judges and attorneys, and compares these to their counterparts
in the continental (primarily French and German), `inquisitorial' system. Although others
have taken a similar approach in exploring the perceived deficiencies of the adversarial
system, as compared to the inquisitorial system, the book offers some unique and important proposals for reform, some of which would not be difficult to implement. It is also
thoroughly researched and clearly written.

Tonry, M., A Comparative Perspective on Minority Groups, Crime, and Criminal Justice
in the Netherlands. S.1., 1997.
Most of this report consists of a number of propositions about minorities' involvement in
crime in the Dutch justice system, and discussions of how the Dutch experience corresponds with those of other countries. A section briefly describes measures that might be
taken to reduce minority group disparities in crime and the justice system. A number of
caveats need to be offered about the current state of comparative knowledge. This is not
a research report written for researchers, so the caveats are not discussed at length or in
detail.

United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI), Crime
Prevention and Criminal Justice Serving the Community; Policy, Management and Research Use of Crime and Criminal Justice Information in Countries in Transition. Rome:
UNICRI, 1996.
The project aims at developmental assistance to countries in transition to promote informed, effective, efficient, impartial and accountable administration of criminal justice
based on community needs and in line with recognized international standards and developments. The project consists of two related components. First, assistance in carrying out
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the International Crime (Victim) Surveys in Belarus, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Slovak Republic
and Ukraine - countries which have not been covered by the previous sweeps of the IC(V)S
in Eastern and Central Europe and to promote policy and management use of crime and
criminal justice information for informed decision-making, monitoring, evaluation and
forecasting.

Walker, N. (ed.), Dangerous People. London: Blackstone Press Limited, 1996.
In this book the question `Who is dangerous' is raised. The eight articles in this book have
been written by leading experts in the field and cover various angles to the problem prisoners and psychiatrie patients in Great Britain. Distinguished are the finer points between the
methods of treating both the psychiatrically dangerous patient and the socially dangerous
criminal. The dilemmas of dealing with lifelong incarceration, mental hospitalization and
parole with monitoring in the society are discuseed.
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